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ABSTRACT
Le one M. Burt on
THE IMPACT O~ EDUCATION ON POLITICAL DE1lELOPMENT
The changing concept of political development is reviewed histo-
rically. The conclusion reached is that the notion of political
development is most meaningful when it is assessed at the individual
level where it relates to expressed needs and values. An historical
review is also made of the perceived role of education in development.
This review includes the recent interest in political education and the
role of the hidden curriculum. From the position that political
development is an individualised concept, the inter-relationship with
education is explored. To provide structure to the analysiS, a model
of political development is derived. The model uses three interdependent
parameters; participation, social mobilisation and vulnerability.
Participation is described in terms of the individual's opportunities
to interact with, ~~d influence the socio-political environment. Social
mobilisation is described in terms of opportunities in the environment
and the use made of these by the individual. Vulnerability is described
in terms of the constraints which impede and distort socio-political
relationships.
The model is offered as a means whereby analysis of the interface
between political development and related social phenomena may be
facilitated. To demonstrate this, two concepts, prevalent in the
developmental literature and Been as important to education, ethnicity
and modernisation, are examined. The model is applied to this
examination in both cases. The interface between political development
and education is then explored using the model as a structurine device.
Interest centres on the degree of consistency between the attitudes,
values and behaviours encouraged by the hidden curriculum and those of
the socio-poli tical system in general. Lack of consistency along the
dimensions of the model is offered as an explanation for the observed
failure of educational systems to promote political development.
Finally, the model is used to examine educational experienoe in
Kenyaand Tanzania, as an example of its applioability in d1.f'ferent
sooial situations. In oonclusion, as a result of persistent observation
of inconsistenoy between overt and hidden educational experiences,
specifio suggestions are made to improve oonsisten,~y along eac!:.ot the
three dimensions, in relation to eduoational structures, the curriculum,
teacher eduoation and adult education.
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INTRODUCTION
Politicians see in education a valuable resource for helping to
resolve some of their critical problems. Problems associated with,
for e~ple, the integration of society, the legitimacy of political
control) and the demands for economic growth appear to be !.ess acute
where formal education is well spread. Yet, both policy-makers and
public acknowledge th~ ineffectiveness and irrelevance of much of the
school curriculum. Thus while valuable resources are committed
greatly to increase educational provision, much criticism is also made
of the utility and relevance of education. In the past, attempts
have been made to resolve this paradox by offering justifications for
subject matter in terms of its transfer effects. Thus, La.tin trains
the mind, or Mathematics increases logical consistency. Such attempts
have not been SUbstantiated; but explanations of this kind do indicate
an intuitive expectation that there exist socially useful skills and
knowledge, independent of content, and that these may be learnt at
school and generalised to the world outside. Perhaps Latin does not
train the mind but learning to identify the pa.tterns and apply the
rules of combinations does? Perhaps Mathematics does not increase
logical consistency but learninG the power of generating and following
a set of arguments and applying them does? Underlying these questions
was the assumption that there exists a curriculum in school whose content
is the set of attitudes, values and behaviours equally applicable to all
subject matter. The examples cited, identifying patterns, generating
and following a set of arguments, would be membersof this set.
Such considerations led to the present study of the ways in which
education impinges upon political development. Political development
has, itself, been a widely discussed notion, especially since the end
of the Second World war and the creation of many independent states that
were previously colonies. However, there has been no consensus about the
meaning of political development. Insofar as political development has
been considered separa te ly from economic development, 1t has been in
relation to political stability, the maintenance of existing regimes,. . .
nation state Lde. :;. ty, majority government and such structural concepts.
Indeed, the classical literature on political development is itself not
developed: there are no agreed definitions or criteria for the purposes
of aBseement. Development has implied a goal, a process in a particular
1direction but the only reference points that political science has
identified have been ideological. Agreement on definitions has
therefore not been possible.
One of the difficulties has been a methodological and, in particular,
n systems level problem which has been present in socio/political research.
Intuitively, behaviour at all systems levels, the family, the group, the
society, the nation, appears to be related. So, by analogy, somehave
argued that, for example, if man is aggressive, societies must be; as
individuals grow and develop so do societies. The use of analogy in
this way does not enable the derivation of general theories of behaviour
nor does it solve the systems level problem. It has led to a structural
view of society in which the impact of the individual has been assessed in
psychological terms only. Psychology, i tse If, has evolved in the
structural paradigm and has, for example, focus sed on the way in which
social structures aIfect the behaviour of individuals. Nowherehas this
been more apparent than in the fields of educational psychology and the
sociology of education where research efforts have concentrated on fitting
the individual into the classificatory systems designed, where the
assumptions have reflected the institutional settings.
"Muchresearch in education ••• starts from an
absolutist view 0 cognitive categories •••
This view ••• prevents these categories from
being treated as themselves socially constructed
and. therefore open to ••• enquiry. Many of the
assumptions of our academic culture are deeply
embedded in the institutional framework of 'what
everyone knows is educat Lon!," (Young, 1911 I 11)
The same disenchantment with a social structural view appears to be
present in the literature of many disciplines. Interest in structures
is giving way to interest in processes. Focus on institutions is
shifting to focus on humansand their goals. The norms of behaviour
defined by institutional expectations are proving of less interest than
the individual's access to and effect on processes of change. Such
shifts indicate that there is a change of paradigm emerging.
''Weare witnessing ••• the conceptual dismantling
which accompanies the break-up of a paradigm.
One of the features of this process ••• is that
certainties becomeopaque and are seen as relative
socio-cul tural productions ••• it is clear that we
are witnessing some aspects of a profound change
in the unuerstanding of consciousness." (Es1and, 1971 93)
!,
8Paradigm shifts are not comfortable - old and familiar notions
become subject to re-evaluation, established definitions are challeDBed.
The intellectual climate can become defensive and incredulous. Thus,
at the present time, there are those who anxiously wish to defend
disciplinar,y boundaries against the encroachment of those who claim
that individual behaviour cannof be broken into separate categories and
analysed meaningf uL in that way. Others hold tenaciously to the view
that the characteristics of social structures are conceptual entities
in their ownright rather than determined by the individuals who operate
within those structures. Thus, for example, does 'politics' have meaning
only as structurally defined, or is 'politics' more meaningful when viewed
as the relationship of individuals to the decision-making process? Is
'equality' a description of a characteristic of a social structure, or
does it reflect the propensity of the individual to negotiate his space
in relation to others in his environment? Pursuing this orientation
has caused the development of a discipline area known as Political
Psychology in which
"Knowledgegained by behavioural scientists is
focused on critical humanneeds." (Knutson, 1973 vii)
Its focus is
"a concern with individual - level determinants
of political behaviour." (Ibid: ix)
The approach ccnfronts traditional thought, which has concentrated on
structures , institutions, norms, processes of integration and socialisation.
This study sets out to offer a view of political development which
is consistent with the observed shift in paradigm i.e. a view which
emanates from taking the individual as the unit of analysis. Once
this is seen to be the starting point, the nature of the individual's
responses, values and attitudes bec~mea focus of interest for the
educationist for
"the existence of such developing thinking makes
the question of political education an immediate one, •••
to ignore, educationally, a developing capacity
for rationality in any area of knowledge constitutes
an ideological stance 12r se." (Stevens, 1977 : 302)
The contribution of this study is towards the consolidation of this
paradigm shift. The linking of political development and education'
constitute an addition to the literature of political education.
9Up to the present, political development has been conceived as a
set of institutions and processes without reference to the requirements
of those served by those institutions and processes. There could,
therefore, be no scientifically determined goals and no means of
determining the role which education, science and research could ';:>1&y
other than systemic objectives. In an ideological framework, some
states are deemed to be 'developed' and some not. In this sense, developed
only means large, complex, sophisticated, or reflecting the institutions
of some other •developed' state. This is a structural or systemic notion.
By comparison, a behavioural view of development focuses on the increasing
competency displayed by an individual as he re-structures his understanding
of the world about him. Child development and. organismic developDent
generally, is recognised, can be measured, predicted, retarded and promoted.
Recent literature referred to later has applied this notion of development
to the systemic growth of c:.:mmun1ties, the connection being that there &re
certain needs of the individual that must be satisfied if the individual
is to be a functional unit in the community. The isolation of these
needs and their precise definition has thus led to a clarification of that
type of political development most likely to satisfy these needs.
Poli tical developnent is thus assessed by reference to the degree ·to
which the needs of the membersof a communityare met by the social
provision. Institutions are developed out of humanneeds rather than
individuals being expected to fit institutional requirements. In some
cases, and at some stages of growth, certain institutions will be
appropriate. In others, quite different institutions will be required to
achieve the behavioural goals. The commonfeature of all vill be the
necessity for the developnent of the individual, as an individual, vithin
the community. On this basis it is possible to classify and to assess
contributions that have been made to the notion of development, to policies
for developDent, and to arrive at a definition free of cultural and
ideological bias.
This study commences, therefore, vi th the axiomatic proposi tion tha. t
development. and political development in pa.rticular. is a behavioural
and not a structural notion. Poll t!cal developuent refers to the
increasingly complex set of relationships of people to each other and to
authorities. On the basis of this hypotheSiS, a meaninful discussion
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about the role of education in the process of political development
can be undertaken. If it is assumed, for example, that behavioural needs
could best be satisfied by an integrated or homogeneous society, then
educational experiences would be expected t be consistent with this
goal. If, on the other hand , it were found that humanneeds, and
therefore harmonious social relationships, require identity and
recognition for their fulfillment, education experiences would be
expected to be different in character. 1 The emphasis would not be on
cultural integration, but on the maintenance of separate cultural patterns
of behaviour, concentrating on integration at a functional or work level.
Societies appear, in fact, to be of this kind: they are frequently
multi-ethnic and usually comprise a multiplicity of cultures and belief
systems. Attempts to enforce integration have not proved fruitful.
This study seeks to determine the structures and the behavioural
and political assumptions on which an educational system must be based
if it is to contribute to political development in a positive way. It
is a pre-theorising, a ground clearing operation of a deductive kind,
in an area of thought that is itself under-developed, the kind of work
that must be done before there can be any useful case studies or
policy applications. One of the difficulties in the past with assessing
the contribution of education to aspects of socio-political development
has been that educationists have concentrated on measureable and
observable data which can be collected in the classroom or through
questionnaire type techniques. This has not only narrowed the focus to
such an extent as to inhibit useful conclus ions, but it has drawn
attention away from the implications of current, ongoing, classroom
experience. Education is having an impact but its impact, whether it
promotes political development, or impedes it, can only be assessed if
a tool exists by which the impact can be defined and analysed. If,
for example, education is to be regarded as an instrument for social
control, the criteria for stating this must be clear and open to
investigation by the application of an instrument which permits comparison.
Three substantive hypotheses further define the starting point for
this study. First, education is a vehicle for transmitting aspects
of political development. To explore the implications of this statement,
a critical review of the literature relating to political developnent is
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made. This review is presented historically in Chapter 1, in order to
demonstrate the way in which the notion of political development has
undergone change over time to the present stage where the concept is
seen as being a behavioural one, and consequently, a concept which is
affected by l~a.rning. A similar historical treatment is made in
Chapter 2, 'of the role of education in political development arriving
at the point where there is an apparent consensus that education should
affect political development but an equivalent consensus that, in fact,
its effects are either negative or, at best, neutral. Having argued for
the adoption of a deductive approach, and, in particular, the adoption
of the proposition that political development is of special concern to
educationists, in Chapter ~ a model is derived by which the analysis
of political development, related concepts, and in pa.rticular the inter-
face with education can be structured. This meets the oft reiterated
demand in the literature for just such a structuring device to aid analysis
and practice.
The model describes political development using three parameters,
participation, social mobilisation and vulnerability. Participation
is explained in terms of the opportunities available to the individual
to interact with, and influence the socio-poli tical structures. Social
mobilisation is described in terms of the opportunities available and their
use by the individual. Vulnerability is a description of the constraints
which impede and distort socio-political relationships. The model is
presented as one way of organising the needs and values itemised in the
literature so that a.na.lytical jud.gments can be made. Massialas has
written:
"Most research ••• has been conducted on a piecemeal
ba.sis, hence there are no overall c nstructs which
would give the research any direction and get the
parameters with which such research can be pursued.
As a result, there is very little that one study
contributes to the other ••• there is much to be
said about the need for theory. For the most
part, studies ••• have not based their research on
explicit theory." (1975a: 176)
The model derived in this study is presented as such a unifying instrument,
and fUrthermore, an instrument for both theoretical research and policy
research since it can be used as a tool for guidin€ observation, or for
deriving policy implications.
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Political events suggest the second substantive hypothesis which
guided the study, that is that the political development needs of
individuals are not being met. Twoareas of investigation chosen
from the literature are of current ooncern and, at the same time,
centrally related to political development and education. These areas
ethnicity, explored in Chapter 4, and modernisation, in Chapter 5,
present aspects of the problem of political development. The model i8,
therefore, a useful tool for demonstrating the degree to which ethnicity
and modernisation impinge upon education and development. In Chapter
6, the interface between political development and education is explored.
The concept of the hidden curriculum is invoked to describe the
transmission system through which learners develop and experience the
attitudes, values and behaviours of political developoont. The content
and methods of the hidden curriculum are identified and attention drawn,
for example, to the attitudes towards information use and problem solving,
the values given to self-respect, co-operation, responsibility, innovation
and tradition, the behaviour modelled by teachers, encouraged by structures
and rewarded by the system. The inconsistency between the hidden
curriculum and the manifest curriculum, and between the hidden
curriculum and frequently expressed social expectation is highlighted
and offered as an explanation for so much of the criticism which is
levelled at the education system for being dysfunctional. Once again,
the model is used to structure the argument and provide coherence.
The third substantive hypothesis states that the impa.ct of education
on political develop:nent is frequently counter to that advocated and/or
desired by decision-makers. The experiences of Kenya, in Chapter 7,
and Tanzania, in Chapter 8, are examined for a comparison of objectives
in terms of political development, educational objectives and the degree
of consistency between these. The workings of the hidden curriculum
are analysed in both cases, and again, the applicability of the model
is demonstrated.
In Kenya, the visible reward structure and the education system
convey similar messages which are reinforced by policy altholl8h
contradicted by the 'ought' statements of politicians. The
inconsistencies are embedded in the ideals and policies and the gap
between them, and in the mal-distribution which is a consequence of
1,
this. In terms of stated political developnent objectives Kenya rates
low, with little participation, limited social mobilis;ation and high
vulnerability. However, actual policies are not consistent with
philosophical statements, and there is high consistency between
educational policy and some socio/economic objectives. This has
enabled Kenya to develop its image as a land of opportunity, althoY8h
in terms of the political development model it can be seen that this is
restrictive on the socio/political potential of the majority of Kenyans.
Tanzania is a society which, it its rhetoric, has identified and
specified its political development aims in very clear terms. High
value is placed in public statements on participation, and social
mobilisation, and the reduction of vulnerability. The inconsistencies
which occur between policy and educational practice are, consequently,
all the more noticeable. Tanzania is certainly a case of a state which
is planning positively for the impact of education on political
development but where the hidden curriculum still comprises content or
methods relating to other sets of objectives than those specified in the
public philosophy. These might well stem from the norms or practices of
pre-independence days, especially where teachers' skills and experience
were gathered under different conditions. They might reflect local
conditions in the opportunity structure or economic resources and the
constraints or possibilities available. The interpretation of
political development in terms of Tanzanian education practice has
been largely specified in Education for Self-Reliance projects and
political education studies. The import of this analysis of the
hidden curriculum is to highlight howmuch is learned covertly from the
normal practices of the school. The learner must then synthesise and
adjust the various messages which he receives in order to maintain his
intellectual, social and emotional health. Thus overt content in the
political education class which clashes with hidden messages in the
conduct of school affairs must somehowbe classified, assessed and.
evaluated by each individual.
In conclusion, Chapter 9 examines the hidden curriculum in the
context of learning for political development. Four aspects of
education are analysed, educational structures, the curriculum, teacher
education and adult education. Each is assessed in terms of the
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possibilities it offers to develop skills and knowledge related to the
parameters of the model, participation, social mobilisation and
vulnerability.
The study has generated the following two statements:
1. Political development - f(Participation + Social Mobilisation
+ Vulnerability).
2. Educational impact - f(Formal curriculum + Hidden curriculum).
The question raised by the study is:
''What is the impact of education on political development?"
The study concludes with an examination of the degree of consistency
between educational experiences and political development. For example,
where there is inconsistency between the two curricula, formal and hidden,
a negative, or at best, zero effect would be expected on political
development. A number of questions are raised by these observations.
For example, would a reconstruction of the curricula facilitate a
positive impact by education on low political development? Is zero impact
possible where political development is high? Howwould, for example,
Northern Irish society measure in terms of educational impact on political
development and could recommendations be made to alter the .one in order
to obtain a proportional increase in the other? No attempts have been
made to answer these questions in the present study which has concerned
itself with laying an adequate theoretical foundation for future empirical
work of the kind suggested. The approach is elegantly summarised by
Lassvell and Kaplan:
"Since the propositions are taken as regulative hypotheses,
not formulations of established laws, we are not concerned
with marshalling evidence supposed to establish them.
They are intended to serve the functions of directing the
search for significant data, not of predicting what the
data will be found to disclose ••• the propositions
are therefore intended not to take the place of proofs
but to clarify the content of the hypotheses and to
indicate the considerations for supposing them a
useful framework for inquiry ••• The numerous
citations from the main body of political thought are
to be construed in the light of these purposes •••
and ••• serve ••• to disclose ••• the continuity of •••
standpoint with the major currents of political thought •••
This standpoint ••• finds its subject matter in
interpersonal relations not abstract institutions or
organizations; and it sees the person as a whole •••
As policy, it prizes not the glory of the depersonalized
state ••• but humandignity and the realization of human
capacities." (1950: XXiii/XXiV)
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The paradigm shift that has been observed in many of the social
sciences has had a substantial impact on theorising (for example
Davies, 1963, Apple, 1979) as well as upon empirical methodology
(for example Delamont, 1976, Sharp and Green, 1975). However, to
date, there has not b~~n an attempt to describe political development
and then relate that description back to the individual's developing
competencies through his experience of education. That is the
purpose of this study. It aims to link the individual to his
political development by an examination of his learning experiences
and thereby to arrive.at some understanding of how education does have
an impact on political developnent and, consequently, what policy
implications might flow from this.
16
Section 1: Defining the problem
Two ambiguities are explored in this section. ~e first relates to
the concept of political development. The chP.nging concept is related
historically to the changing state of knowledge as, decade by decade,
events focussed attention on different aspects of the phenomenon and as
attempts at clarification reflected gaps in understanding or in the
relationship between theory and action. The second ambiguity relates
to the question of the role of education in development. This is also
reviewed from an historical perspective. The resolution of the two
ambiguities is offered in the third chapter of the section, where a
model of political development is derived as a tool to help explain and
predict the interaction between political development and education.
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CRAPl'ER 1
TEE DEVELOpmG NarION OF DEVELOFMENT
The term 'deve10pnent' is an ambiguous one. Its meaning has
evolved over time, perhaps relatively precise at a given JY.,'intof time
and as used by a particular person, but so ambiguous from any
consensual point of view as to render it almost unusable. Yet it is a
concept of a condition posing social and political prob16ms of a
major kind; its clarification holds out the promise of the identification
of issues and the prescription of possible solutions to the economic
and social problems it signifies.
Knowledge is stimulated by observation: it is not necessarily
situated within a closed system of thought. In the social and political
sciences, in particular, it results from experience, events, problems
being faced. Beeause of this, the definitions, content and applications
of concepts change constantly: in this inter-active process, attempts
to clarify are responses to observations of the referent wo!'ld and
attempts to explain are responses to clarification achieved. It is an
evolutionary process: a concept that originates in one discipline, for
example, economics, in due course and throU€;h pressure of events is
redefined and given an altered content such that it touches on another
interest area, say politics. Furthermore, sets of assumptions that may
have been consensual assumptions over generations undergo change in the
light of events; in Xuhn' s terms (1962), there is a paradigm shift,
different explanations, different theories become current, each of which
requires its own conceptual language. In this interactive process in
which sets of assumptions change in the light of empirical evidence and
in which perceptions of empirical evidence alter with altered conceptual
tools, terms bec ome atone and the same time richer and more ambiguous:
richer beacuse they have expanded content and wider applications; more
ambiguous because they are used in so many different ways in different
contexts by different people.
The implied criticism made here of much social and political science
is applicable particularly to the notion of development. Development
has, as will shortly be seen, been defined in many ways. Force of
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emerging circumstances has required re-defini tion and further
re-d.efinition. Development was not treated in the recently published
International Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences (Sills, 1968)
except in a reference to developmental psychology. Its predecessor
was social and organisational evolution. The nineteenth century idea
of progress carried with it the notion of the inevitability of change.
So powerful was this expectation that both laisser-faire economists and
Marxists, from their different points of view, predicted change , This
change appears to have been equated with progress and, by implication,
with development simply as the result of the interaction of social, economic
and political forces.
Development as a deliberate goal is different from the concept of
an evolutionary or systemic process. It relates to deliberate planning
to promote an acceleration of the processes that more affluent societies
have experienced. The purpose of development then becomes to jump from
the social and political life-style associated with an agricultural society
to that of an industrial one. The objectives include freedom from the
burdens of relative agricultural poverty, especially in poorly endowed
and over-populated regions, and the enjoyment of political participation
with a view to the satisfaction of those human needs associated with
improving living standards, economic and social security, and the full
development of individual potential.
It would be ideal if some strictly analytical statement about
development cculd be logically deduced. However, such strictly
deductive logic has limited application in social science. Terms
employed cannot be so precise and the implied assumptions on which
propositions rest are many and varied, mostly not subject to testing
because of the inherent ambiguity of the terms themselves. Epstein
asserts that
"as yet our understanding of social processes is
too limited to allow for socio-economic theories
to be developed on a macro level." (1973: 2)
The only remaining option is to employ synthetic terms, that is those
that import additional meaning into deduced propositions and are derived
from empirical observation. The precision in definiti.on that logical
reasoning requires is then lacking. :But the use of ambiguous terms can
only by avoided at the expense of escaping from reality. 'Development'
could be defined operationally by reference to a given number of post
offices, or schools, or police forces or to a particular type of party
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system of government. This would, however, be analysing some assumed
attribute, not dealing with developnent as a notion. The methodological
dilemmawould be avoided by self-defeating means. (See Brecht, 1959:
55-68).
It has been argued that teaching and research into social science
is largely an exercise in concept building. Whatever logical
deductions are subsequently made, whatever testing follows the statement
of a theory, the foundations are laid when terms are defined. So much
empirical research is inadeqate just because conceptual notions that
guide observations have not been thought through even to that point of
precision that existing knowledge allows.
Terms such as 'affluence', 'freedom'. 'participation', 'security',
'needs', •individual developnent' demonstrate the problem. 'Under-
develoJlD9nt' and' deveLopn.ent ' are acknowledged as terms referring to
an area of legitimate investigation. What this area is, however, is
ambiguous and a matter for debate. Until it is precisely defined, until
there is a consensus on the concepts contained in the term, there can be
no agreed policies or solutions. The starting point is not observations
taken in the field, nor statements by politicians or by scholars, nor
solutions suggested by scholars on the basis of their observations.
The starting point is def1nitional. There is a need to pull back from
'scientific method' meaning empirical studies according to some recognized
rules of observation and verification, in order to formulate some
propositions that are precise and testable.
Develo:pnent meaning reconstruction and client relationships
UndoubtedlY traces of deliberate and conscious policy decisions to
promote developnent - whatever it was taken to mean - can be found in
the history of early civilizations; but as an overt, deliberate and
widespread endeavour, develoJlD8nt became of central concern because of
circumstances that faced the industrial states of the West after their
military victory in the Second World War. In the immediate post-war
period, eoonomic and physical devastation, which had been sustained by
the victors as well as by the defeated and occupied states, required
emergency aid. There were humanitarian reasons; but the political
judgement was that political instability would threaten Bpheres of
Western influence if re-building did not take place without delay.
Aid for post-war reconstruction on an extensive scale vas made available
by the victor powers, especially to Germany and Japan.
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At the same time demands for independence, such as had. been made
by India, were in the post-war period irresistible. Britain had lost
its powsrful position, while war-time ccnditions had accelerated the
growth of independencemovements. The French, Dutch and the British in
South East Asia were disappointed in finding that business would not be
as usual in their colonial territories. Japanese occupation had
rested on indigenous administration in the-hands of existing independence
mavements and these were determined to carry on after the defeat of
Japan. This was at a time when the war-time communications explosion
was having its consequences: independence demands in one area were
quickly communicated everywhere.
"Bri tish policy in colonial matters had to be fundamentally
altered because of personal shortages, idealism and other
factors connected with the war: unrest in Britain's West
Indian dependencies, the weakening or loss of her hold upon
colonies in the Far East, the nationalist struggle for
freedom in India, the principles of the Atlantic Charter,
a call for a new deal in colonialism from some American
sources, the projection of the race q~8stion into world
prominence, the creation of the United Nations and
agitation in Britain by the Labour Party and its close
associate, the Colonial Bureau of the Fabian Society."
(Smythe & Smythe, 1960 : 34/35).
'""
The independence movements frequently represented 'socialism' in one form ~
or another and at the time this was seen in the West as a potential threat
or an invitation to an interest by communist states, thus threatening
the 1944 Churchill-stalin-Roosevelt agreements on spheres of influence.
(See Fleming, 1961 : 1090).
Nevertheless, freedom and independence became the insistent demands
and related to these, the expectations of the material benefits that
free, independent nations appear to enjoy.
"It was Boon made clear to the statesmen at San Francisco
that the struggle for political independence was
paralleled by an increasingly insistent demand for a more
suitable distribution of the good things of life."
(Keenlyside, 1966 : 115).
The result, at the United Nations was
"the inclusion in the Charter of the Articles designed
to provide help to all nations in their struggle for
political, economic and social progress ••• (the
provision of) the constitutional basis for the
subsequent United Nations programmes of international,
technical and financial aid." (Ibid: 116).
The political and strategic problem of the West was then defined
in terms not of socialism, or other political structures, but of the
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under-development of the countries within their spheres of interest:
aid programmes, frequently "aid with strings", that is with political,
an~or economic, conditions attached, persisted throughout the 'fifties.
There was an implicit expectation that the raising of the level of
material welfare would result in increased political stability.
"The distinguishing feature of a developed society is that
it has evolved a social and administrative organisation, a
system of education, a relationship between classes and
sexes, a set of habits and customs, a way of life and a
scale of values which are compatible with modern industrial
technology and the mass production and di.stribution of
commodities which it implies." (Blel1och, 1958 : 36).
Development, so conceived, was an institutional notion: it was
the development of the economies and the institutions of the state that
was sought. Developmental chan8e was seen as a function of economic
growth for which the institutional framework provided support. Under-
developed states were urged to acquire a particular set of components
such as a cC'mmunications and an administration system. The reward wculd
come in increasing affluence. The assumption that permeated the
typical writing of the time, such as are quoted above, vas that Western
European society, in p'rticular that of Britain and the United States,
offered an adequate model for the development of all other societies
in search of a plan.
''Writing about India in the New Statesman, Paul Johnson
argued,
'Perhaps the biggest artificial burden the economy
has to bear are the cottage industries, heavily
subsidized and protected on the grounds that India's
traditional culture must be preserved and some means
found. to reduce rural unemployment: U the latter
reason is the real one, it would be preferable to
keep the cottage workers alive by payin8 a direct
dole; this would cost no more, and at least would
not damage the economy.'
The possibilities of development are not confined to this
alternative of unemployment or industrialization; but
even if they were, the creation of unemployment in this
manner w~'uld be a crude application of Western classical
theory without consideration of likely political unrest."
(Burton, 1966 : 75).
The concepts which were identified as crucial to development included
political integration and industrialisation. The problems which these
countries faced were identified in terms of economic stagnation,
administrative incompetence, fraamentation within social groupings, lack
of literacy, resistance to change and population increase. The solutions
to problems 5Uch as these were proposed in terms of international aid
projects which would help to fund the provision of the structures
necessary to overcome the problem. Literacy programmes, contraception
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programmes, proje.cts to provide technical aid in the form of 'experts',
were funded either through international aid programmes. such as those
provided by the UN agencies, the Colombo Plan, or through bilateral
arra.neements between donor and recipient country.
By the 1960s, the inadequacy of such development intentions was
freely acknowledged.
"I find myself increasingly doubtful whether domestic
savings and foreign aid to~ther will be sufficient
to allow real progress." (Black, 1961).
What was empirically observed was that the prescription for development
in terms of reconstruction and the provision of an economic infrastructure
had been inadequate to meet the needs. One outcome of implementing
the prescribed development through aid programmes during the 1960s was
political. dependency. Donor/Client strings were used to manipulate
political and economic relationships and developmental problems of asocial,
political and economic nature continued within the client states.
Development meaning modernisation
The failure of these early efforts at reconstruction and develop-
ment led to a new wave of analyses which looked more critically at the
constraints in the under-developed world. The rich nations were
exhorted to give more and, more appropriately, to stop attempting to
use their aid policies in order to buy allegiances. Referring to
the 1964 U.N. Conference on Trade and Developnent, Keenlyside wrote,
"Many of the representatives of the richer countries
went to Geneva expecting to take part in a debate in
which the standard East versus West oompetition for
the adherence of the under-d.eveloped and unoommi tted
nations would be oontinued. Instead, both the
Western powers and the oountries of the oommunist
bloc found themselves under vigorous assault from the
representatives of the poor countries. In effect
the whole emphasis quickly shifted from an east-west
to a north-south conflict." (1966: 315).
Blame for their failure to develop was placed by the West on the
socio-political conditions in the poor countries. The continuing
population explosion, lack of health oontrol, inadequate agricultural
techniques and poor technical skills were highlighted as standing
in the way of economic progress. As now seen from the West, the
problem of development was associated with the problem of modernisation
and the two terms were frequently used interchangeably. Furthermore,
the term was used in many different ways: the objectives to be found in
many Five Year Plans reflected one usage of modernisation as a set of
policies designed to promote changes in a society in the model of an
already 'successfully modernised' society; modernisation was used by some
in a historical sense, to describe some particular periods of time in
the history of the growth of nations such as the Reformation, or the
Industrial Revolution in England when new char~cteristics developed
and dominated the social, cultural, political or economic patterns
(Black, 1967); yet another usage analysed modernisation in terms of
certain factors exhibited in the process of social change and societies
were deemed modern when they displayed these factors. 'Modernisation'
was presented as an evolutionary process of social change, with the
emphasis on the capacity to learn through experience, to generate and
a.bsorb change, to evolve from the traditional to the modern, where
traditional and modern were 'explained' by being placed in contra-
distinction to each other. Such analyses exhorted traditional
societies to develop universal rather than particular attitudes, to be
achievement oriented rather than rely upon kinship or other ethnic
connections, to ascribe roles and functions and to develop occupaticnal
specialisation. (McC le1land. , 1966, Weiner, 1966, Lerner, 1958,
Smelser, 1966, Inkeles and Smith 1974).
By the end of the 1960s, the strong emphases which had been placed
on economic planning and consequent technological development had proved
to be no more successful in promoting political development.
Consequently, theoretical criticisms, were made.
"The social scientist's designation of specific institutional
forms as modern may also function as ideology and as
aspiration, specifying what it is in a particular culture
which is emulative ••• the all too common practice
of pitting tradition and modernity against each other
as paired opposites tends to overlook the mixtures and
blends which reality displays." (Finkle and Gable, 1971 : 26).
Psychologists asserted that
"connections between traditional values and modernisation
are neither so obviously true nor so simple as they might
be thought to be." (Winter & McClelland, 1969 : 21).
Smi th summed up the contusing and contradictory arguments:
"If modernisation involves social transformation, rather
than economic development, then there is sufficient
evidence of massive changes in recent decades to
suggest a structural use for the concept of modernisation,
which is independent of that of 'development' •••
logically, the difficulty has been to keep the
definition of the process separate from its explanation.
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Substantively, the problem haD been one of keeping
the concept distinct from its twin of 'development' •••
to define mod.ernisation we need an important and
novel attribute of an historical period. The
attributes which ••• accord with our requirements
are scientific and technological ••• what does seem
to be new is the application of these discoveries to
the economy, government and administration, education
and the like; and this has been made possible
largely by mechanisation of the sources of power."
(1973 : 9i/92).
But theoreticians were not the only ones who were unhappy with the
notion of modernisation. The reality of their experience led many
leaders of poor states to quest Lon the policies which had been based on
the notion. Attention was drawn to the unacceptable international
condi tions in which these states: ~:8re operating including the continuing
of political strings attached by some governments to their aid, the
political implications of accepting international corporations to build
the required features of modernisation, and the imbalance in the
international terms of trade and tariffs which meant that even where there
was an increase in production, the foreign earnings actually fell.
"From 1955 to 1962 ••• export prices for underdeveloped
countries fell continuously ••• On the other hand,
during the same period, the export prices for developed
countries, which account for 70% of the trade relations
of underdeveloped countries, increased ••• A
deterioration of the terms of trade of the countries of
the Third World took place." (Bairoch, 1970 : 33).
At a conference to assess the first U.N. Developnent Decade and its
lessons for the future, Abdel-Rahman commented
"the motivation for economic development aid was not,
in many cases, separate from shortsigbted political
motivation." (Legum, 1970 : 37).
Samir Amin asked the question,
"which proportion of aid has facilitated positive
economic and social stru.ctural transformations, from
the viewpoint of long-term developnent, and which
proportion of aid has actually served to maintain
or strengthen structures whose effects upon long-term
dave lopnent has been nega.tive ." (rsia . 59).
Paul Boma.ni of Tanzania defined the approa.ch which was to signal the
next stage in an understanding of development: self-reliance and self-help.
"The proper starting point for consideration of
future strategies for development is not the a.id
programs of the wealthy, but the development as
seen from the standpoint of the individual
developing country." (Ibid: 211).
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Development meaning independent choice
~omani described a situation in which
"the less-developed world has had to adjust to the
tastes, needs and conceptions of the developed
world ••• (where) programs have been adjusted
according to the nature of the aid which can be
provided from abroad. Designs for projects have
been taken over unchanged from models available
in the wealthier countries. Aid has been tied to
projects acceptable to the views of external financial
agencies and to the particular imports available from the
aid-giving country." (Ibid: 219).
He called instead for
"the developed countries ••• (to) adjust their
assistance efforts to the needs of programs which
emerge from genuine local efforts based on self-reliance.
This would require flexibility, so that the many
small projects appropriate to a rural mobilization
program could be substituted for the elaborate single
project -- with its full-scale feasibility study,
inappropriately expensive design, and elaborate
imported equipment -- which has been the typical aid
project in the past." (Ibid: 220).
This view of development was community based and small scale. It
presaged the conceptual shift from a structural view to a behavioural
one. It emphasised the need of an individual to be involved and
concerned with the changes which take place in his environment. Develop-
ment was seen as a function of the environment in which it was placed,
rela ted to the social culture, the needs and local conditions. Such
was the impetus behind the articulation of 'villagism' in India.
"At the village level, and more especially at the
district level, there is in India and in the typical
underdeveloped country a local interest and initiative
very little different from that which is reported
from China. This type of decentralization or growth
at the village level, rather than the creation of
great industrial centres, may be vital to the politica.l
development and stability of all underdeveloped
economies, in Africa, the Middle East, A.ia. and Latin
.America." (Burton, 1966 : 85). tI
At the international level, a commitment against power blocs and
alliances was expressed in the association of non-aligned states
demonstrating that the notion of a community of interests was equally
useful at the international a.sat the national level. Community
responsibility and consequent community development became a focus of
action, not only in poorer states such as Tanzania and Kenya, but in
the poorer sectors of richer sta.tes. In ~ritain, community development
officers were appointed by many inner city councils to encourage the
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identification of problems and the organisation of the local people
in actions designed to ameliorate those problems. The dichotomy
between developed and under-developed was seen no longer to be relevant.
Development was now seen as a process which resulted from the
interaction of the individual with the local environment and was assessed,
not in terms of comparison, nor in normative terms, but in terms of the
achievement of the goals set by the local community in embarking upon
their project.
Development of the individual
The shift in analysis emphasised the role of the ind.ividual, a
movement from an institutional to a behavioural notion. As an
institutional notion, there had been continuous criticism about its
ideological nature, most especially from those in countries where theory
was being implemented in developnent plans and aid programmes. The
goals had been determined normatively and not scientifically, that is
countries were told what they ought to be doing in terms of a model
which was transposed from elsewhere _ East or West. Their needs,
wants and relationships had not been ascertained in their own context.
The movement to development as a behavioural notion allowed a shift to
attempts at a more precise definition and investigation of the needs of
the individual that must be satisfied if the individual was to be a
functional unit in the community.
Pye attempted to move nearer to an understanding of 'the developnent
syndrome' by identifying three 'characteristics' of political development.
He justified his choice by stating that these three appeared to be
"the most widely held and most !'undamental in the
general thinking about problems of development."
(1966 : 45).
His first characteristic was 'equality', requiring mass participation
and involvement in political activities. He indicated a dimension
from democracy to totalitarianism; where a state displays 'equality'
there are uni versalis tic laws applying to all citizens, and recruitment
to political office by merit. His second characteristic was 'capacity'.
It measured the scope, scale, effectiveness, efficiency, rationality
and secularity of governmental performance. The third characteristic,
'differentiation' required specialisation of structures and roles and
their integration. Pye suggested
"that in the last analysis the problems of political
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development revolve around the relationships between
the political culture, the authoritative structures,
and the general political proces s." (!bid: 48).
It w,:uld be possible to analyse the political culture, authoritative
structures and general political process of, say, a small, enclosed,
tribal community in terms of 'equality', 'capacity' and 'differentiation'
defined by Pye. Where such a community had developed a consensus form
of political decision~, with an emphasi~ on individual resp;nsibility
to the community, and role differentiation by merit, then such a
community might well serve as an example of very high level political
development. This does not seem to be the spirit in which the three
characteristics have been presented by Pye. On the contrary, Pye is
working within a cultural convention which accepts the pre-eminence
and importance of patterns of American political and social organisation:
patterns displayed by the centralisation of authority, the conservation
of existing structures and the energetic promotion of their value, the
competitive ethio and laissez-faire economic polioy. Further,although
he has chosen to emphasise characteristics such as equality, which clearly
relate to indiVidual needs and inter-personal relations, his analysis
is still conducted from an institutional and structural position.
Huntington, in discussing the notion of political system, suggested
that the dimension of 'democracy' to 'totalitarianism' was less
important for political analysis, than concepts of legitimacy and
efficacy. He said
"the most important political distinction among
countries concems not their form of government
but their degree of government."
This again demonstrates a movement from the institutional to the
behavioural level of analysis but still conducted from a structural
orientation. He cited the United States as an example of a
"political community with an overwhelming consensus
among the people on the legitimacy of the political
system."
He continued,
"in politics as in economics the gap between
developed political systems and under-developed
political systems, between civic politics and
corrupt politics, has broadened." (1968: 1/2).
Enloe highlighted the problem of this analysis when she said
"the cases discussed suggest that understanding
political development requires at least double
vision: the political system of the United
States as viewed from Washington and from Harlem."
(1973 : 11).
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The problems had not been avoided: a diversity and circularity
of definition and measurement still abounded, cu1ture-boundedness was
evident as was a continued assumption of growth being a terminal notion
in that there is a take-off point after which everything is developed.
Goulet (1913) suggested abandoning the term development altogether and
replacing it with 'liberation'. This he suggested changed the emphasis
from one of efficiency in establishing and developing organisational
structures which encourage the benefits of increased production and
consumption to one of
"a populace which assumes control over its own
change processes. For 1iberaticnists, therefore,
success is not measured by the quantity of benefits
gained but above all by the way in which change
processes take place." (1913: XV/XVii).
Goulet's use of the term 'liberation' is essentially a political one,
and his stress is on social justic:e and the growth of a politically
conscious, responsible and active citizenry. He weighs aspects of
economic development in terms of the degree to which they facilitate
or impede these po1itic~1 objectives. He points to
"the intolerably high cost to Latin Americans of
economic development, social modernisation,
political institution-building, and cultural
westernisation." (Ibid: XV/XViii).
But even the term 'liberation' suffers from the same criticism of
assuming a dichotomy, a leap fron unliberated to liberated, a move
from subjection to responsibility and the language of description is a
highly emotive and imprecise one. Indeed, just as the term
'development' can be culture-bound because of the history of its usage,
this is no less true of 'liberation' which is bound to the values
of a particular philosophical approach. Since the phenomenon which
is being described clearly exists, further,since it is implicitly or
explicitly part of the decision-making framework, social patterning and
individual aspirations in every state, whatever its level of economic,
social and political achievement, it should be possible to analyse a.~d
define it in such a way as to allow for flexibility in the values
placed upon it, and in its use.
What has been outlined so far is a history of the continuous ch.a.n8e"
in the notion of development.
liThe '50s, after the acquisition of full independ.ence
by the developing nations, were characterized by the
call for economic and social planning. During the
'60s the interest in a critical evaluation of the
results and motives of the plans became dominant ••••
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Today we know that the decisive obstacles are value
judgements and different modes of behaviour."
(Rein, 1970 : 176/77).
Successive stages had reflected the economic domination of the post-war
and development aid, the phase of intensive planning for industrialisation
with its associated exploitation of resources and labour, the inevitable
reaction against the political conditions which were imposed by foreign
assistance. :By the early 19708, a new evaluation was being made of
the relationship between social and individual values and needs. The
demand for social justice and a responsible, politically aware society
shifted the emphasis from economic development to an analysis of the
discrepancies within individual states between current practice and the
needs and values which so often served as the stipu.lated focus of
development. Each of the successive changes in the notion of development
reviewed above seemed logical and realistic at the time it was derived;
but displayed its inadequacies as experience ¥as accumulated. Theories
refleoted the alternatives which events appeared to dictate.
The most recent concepts to be explored in the literature relate
to values and needs which cut across states, relevant equally to rich
or poor.* Goulet suggested that
"most societies possess an existence rationality
which is highly receptive to changs , Existence
rationality is simply the strategy a:ny society
adopts to achieve life-sustenance, esteem and
freedom ••• Any exis tence ra tionali ty contains
core values, relating to minimum requirements
for survival, freedom, and esteem as well as
outer boundaries of secondary values." (OECD, 1974 : 150).
Glazer and Moynihan offered an explanation for the commonality of demand,
across many countries and Circumstances, for group distinctiveness and
identity. This demand reflects
"deeply felt human needs that have always been
present but only recently focused by certain
political and social developments that have
given rise to new common sooial circumstances
in many countries in the postwar world."
(1975 : 3).
* (See Fitzgerald, 1977, including an exoellent bibliography
of recent work of special relevance to contemporary need
theory).
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Values such as those cited are associated with such concepts as identity,
ethnicity, legitimisation, decentralisation, and inter-dependence. Their
identification and description in the context of political development
is a recent focus of interest. The outcome in the recent literature,
therefore, is that political development is not viewed as a notion
relating to economic level, institutions, degrees of political control
or leadership. It more consistently appears to relate to the abilities
of members of political systems to adjust, to be flexible, to innovate,
to cope with new environments and altered technology and yet to preserve
the cultural and traditional values to which they ars committed.
"Development is not what the economic and other
experts proclaim it to be, no matter how elegant
their language. Development is not something
to be decided by experts, simply because there
are no experts on the desirable goals of human
life. Development is the desirable course to
be taken by human beings in a particular
situation. As far as possible, therefore, they
ought to participate in the fundamental choices
to be made, choices that hinge not on technical
expertise but on moral judgements." (Berger, 1914 : 16)
The developing notion of development has reached a point where the
emphasis is now on individual needs and values and the place of these
in the general polity. Development, in the most recent literature, is
signified by the increasingly successful attempts of individuals and
groups in society to solve their own socio/economic and political
problems. The history of the changing notion of development has
underlined a shift in focus from an institutional to a behavioural one,
from a societal to an individual one.
Development and Political Development
So far the discussion has been about the concept of development.
It will be recalled that the origins were economic development but for
political purposes. It has not been possible to differentiate economic
and political development: there are merely economic and political
aspects of the general notion of development. The concept of development
is now used to describe individual adjustment to environmental conditions
within the indigenous culture and social system: it is not an institutional
phenomenon that can be implanted by aid and foreign organisation. There
are no short cuts - though there may be opportunities to accelerate change.
In writing of development, Castle pointed out that it must be conceived of
"as a situation wherein man himself becomes both the
object and the subject of his own improvement, not
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merely an instrument in a process imposed from
above and from without." (1972 : 9).
However, it is still necessary to isolate the notion of 'political'.
Formally politics is the process by which there is an authoritative
allocation of values (Easton, 1964 : 146). Such a definition leaves
open the means by which the allocation is made and the purposes for
whlch it is made. Political has been analysed as pertaining to
decision making processes, decision making 1nstitutiolW, political
franchise, process of change and of maintenance of law and order. Role
defence, power rivalries and ideologies are also part of politics. This
~.s the short-term problem in relation to developnent. That is, the
expression of the needs of the individual is blocked by self-interest of
those in positions of power. In the longer term, the goals of
political developnent are inexorably related to human, rather than
institutional, values and needs. Rebellion and revolution are the end
product of the expression ot these demands in changing circumstances.
The notion of political development relates human values and needs to
decision making and the processes of societal change.
There have been many attempts to ascertain what these values and
needs are. Gurr argued that values are derived from needs. He
proposed a three-fold ea tegoriza tion, welfare values, power values and
interpersonal values. He postulated that the discrepancy between
value expectations and value capabilities defined relative deprivation,
itself an indicator of social conflict (1970 : 25). Sites argued that
strongly held values relate to security, identity and recognition (1973).
Lassnll and Kaplan's list included veIl-being, enlightenment, power
and respect (1950). There are ma.IlY variations on this theme. Greater
precision about the content of the notion at development as it has
emerged over the years has led to a closer examination of the notion of
political development and to recognition of its individual nature.
If development is the choice of the most desirable course for and
by a particular group in a particular situation, then political develop-
ment is the propensity of the members of that group to design and/or
influence that choice. J:ny aspect of individual developnent, be it
physical, affective or cognitive, is a function of growth and consequently
is affected by learning. This is just as appropriate to political
developnent as to every other aspect of human growth. A ccnsequent
shift in focus is required from an economic, political and social 'view'
of development, to a view which encompasses the developing aspect of
poli tical developnent. This is, indeed, a shift of paradigm.
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A paradigm shift gives an altered content to the conceptual notions
that it affects. Notions such as modernisation or mobilisation have
very different meanings when viewed from a structural standpoint than
they acquire when the individual is taken as the unit of analysis.
This is not a psychological approach. On the contrary it is an approach
that challenges the notion of a p~ychological dimension as being
significant - personality influences in politics may not be important \
as compared with the social and political expression of human needs and
values. The argument is that social and political processes can only
be understood in the context of such needs as identity, competency
and efficacy, to which reference is later made. As a consequence,
political development must be defined and analysed in this framework.
Formerly political development has been regarded as the responsibility
of students of development, that is pertaining to changes in the socio/
economic phenomena. of the state. It has been studied by political
scientists or social scientists in the context of underdevelope~
developing/developed nations and their corporate properties. The
focus which is suggested here is on the developing aspect of political
development. Just as child development is a sphere of study for
psychologists interested in the growing intellectual competencies of
the child and anxious to chart their stages and levels, so political
development, it is proposed, should be a sphere of study for learning
theorists/educationists interested in charting growing political
competencies. The implications of the shift from institutional to
behavioural and from societal to individual is that the study of
political development becomes a study of a phenomenon which is learned.
WWe must learn how to become more effective in
demanding, establishing and enforcing a steady
e-overnmental commitment to serve human needs."
{Bay, 1977 : 20).
If this is so, political development requires the same conditions as a:ny
other form of learning, e.g. security, consistency in response, identity,
recognition, relevance.
"All it (political education) requires is a persistent
comi tment to the service of human needs, belief in the
possibility of personal freedom, and a craving to learn
as well as teach." (Ibid: 23).
Political development is presented, then, as a function of human
values and needs, a growth function which is dependent upon learning.
Bloom and his colleagues in classifying educational goals also acknowledged
the pre-eminence of human values by including in their affective domain
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valuing, organisation and characterisation by a value or value complex.
They suggested that this category is
"the peak of the internalisation process ••• (it)
concerns one's view of the universe, one's
philosophy of life ••• a value system having as
its object the whole of what is known or knowable."
(1964 : 185).
From two different directions, that of the educationist and of the
political scientist, a confluence of views has teen reached. Political
development is a learned phenomenon and is dependent upon the identific-
ation of values and needs. Such identification becomes the affective
objective of the educational process. Political development and
education are then inter-dependent, and linked by the learning process.
The individual's experiences, and the growth of individual values t
behaviours and attitudes are now seen as central to the objectives of
political development. The history of conceptual growth and change
which has been outlined leads to an expectation that the present view
of political development will, itself, undergo change in the future.
But, at the current state of knowledge, it seems relevant and appropriate
to examine the understandings within eduation and to look for the degree
of consistency which exists between education and the analysis presented
here.
Meanwhile, the ambiguous area of developnent, and more particularly
of political development, has been refined and identified. From a
slippery notion, development has become a term which can be tested by
examining the degree to which the values and needs of members of a
society are identified and satisfied. Political development is the
sub-set of these values and needs which pertains to the individual's
ability to associate with decision-making and processes of change.
Since this ability is affected by the learning of the individual,
political development becomes a function of the educational process.
CHAPrER 2
EDUCATION AND POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT
Education as development
In the immediate post-eolonial period, education was the subject of
insistent demands, both by govemments and by the people whomthey
represented. (See Brembeck, C.S., Education Aspiration~ as a New
Social Force, in Brembeck&Hill, 1973). Dominated by the view of
development at the time, as outlined above, political leaders regarded
education and development as being in a linear relationship, the more
of the one invoking the more of the other. The citizens of the newly
independent states, likewise, viewed education and opportunity as being
inter-dependent and consequently pressed their leaders for increased
provision of education facilities. Castle pointed out that
"young people are not to be blamed for clamouring
with a passionate insistence for the sort of education
which, they believe, will lift them out of poverty."
(1912 : 66).
Political leaders were also confronted with two pressing objectives: to
build a nation out of what were frequently disparate and artificially
delineated groups of people, and to generate an economic revolution
which would help satisfy the expectations associated with independence
(see Covan, 1965). At this staee, developnent was viewed in terms of
economic growth and political development was seen as nation-building.
The solution appeared to be simple. What was required was a massive
expansion of educational facilities. Education was proposed as the key
to development. So universal was this acceptance of the role of
education in development that even the poorest of countries embarked
upon vast expenditure and commitment to widening programmes of
educational provision. In 1965, lS.,p of Kenya's public expenditure was
on eduoation. By 1974, this had risen to 20.510. Over the same period,
similar proportions vere spent by other newly independent states.
(UNESCO,1978). Large quantities of international aid were sought and
given to help these oountries provide themselves with educational
facilities such as universities and secondary schools, to staff the
institutions with personnel recruited from the richer countries and to
improve the ma.terials, methods and curricula which were available.
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"External finance to aid education may take different
forms:
1. Financing of developnent measures which increa.se
the revonue-ra.1sing capacity of the countries
needing aid, on the assumption that this will
resul t in en increase of revenue allotted to
education - the political demandfor more
educationa.l facilities being very strOIl8.
2. Addingto developmentloans or grants additional
sumsto take care of the educational implications
of the increased production and development
foreseen, i.e. treating education as en input.
3. Loans, credits, or grants for specific educational
projects such a.s technica.1 colleges, univerBities, etc.
4. Long-term loans at low rates of interest, credits
or grants for the specific purpose of providing for a
oountry's educational infrastructure, education
being regarded as a basio service like the system
of internal transport." (Philllps, 1964 : 45).
The commitmentwhich these expenditures 'ref1eoted was expressed
by Parnes, in a report written in 1962 for the CECD:
"Fundamentalto the entire exercise of assessing educational
requirements is the belief that education can and does
contribute to the achievement of a oountry's plans or
aspirations for sooial and economicdevelopment." (1962 : 12).
This point of view appears to be consistent vith the thesis advanced in
the previous chapter. It has been argued that developmentis affected
by learning,. and it would appear that this argumentvas used to
jusif'y the expansionist phase of educational provision. However,on
examination, a major ditferenoe in approach beoomesapparent. At that
time, education was being advanoedas a tool for instigating develolD8nt,
mainly eoonomiodevelopDent. The existenoe of educational facUJ:U.s
their widespread provision, was seen as the answer to developnental
problems. Deve1o;pDent,it was asserted, dependedupon education. The
oontent, the methods and values within the education system, were not
being questioned.
Unfortunately, it vas not very long before the nature of the assumed
dependencybetween education and developnent seemedto be falsified.
"Atter independenoedemandsvere often raised ~~t the
entire system of education should be 'revolutionised'
but this is exactly what did not happen. The
educational establlshment is pe.rt of the larger
institutional system which includes sooia1 and economic
stratification, the distribution of property and power
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relations. It embodiesstrong vested interests ot
the administrators, the tea.chers, the students and,
above all, ot the families in the powertul elite who
do not want to undermine the privileged position
provided by the inherited school system. The goal
then was limited to making schools available to all
children. Hencethe main effort has been directed--
at the enlargement ot the intake ot children into the
pr1mar,yschools." (MYrdal,1979 I 32/33).
Andyet, Nyerez'ea.dmi tted
~en the ~ritish left there were places in our schools
tor about 50 per cent of the children. Whenthey
retu:rned (ten years later) to see, wewere still there."
(1979 : 20).
Noneot the countries attempting such large-scale expansion of
facilities could afford to provide the kind of educational 1nfra.structure
which appeared to be required. The provision of buildings and even
teachers did not equate with the provision ot educa.tion, that ia,
quanti t.Y did not necessarily imply quality. Furthermore, although
therewere insistent demandsfor the provision of educational facilities,
there were also very high drop-out rates as children in rural communities
had. economicvalue to their families which could not be foregone and
the social and economiccosts of schooling becametoo high. (For
details, see e.g. UNESCO 1966 : 88).
Finally, the emphasis on expanding the provision of education
permitted the structure, organisation and content of the system to
continue largely unchallenged. The assumption had been that what had
apparently workedin terms ot educational provision for the states
whosedevelopnent WB.S to be emulated, must work for those states
desiring to tollow suit, so long as the provision could be extended to
cover as ID9llY children as possible. Sethi, writing ot India, referred
to
"the monster that has emergedtrom the ~ritish system of
education that we have opted. It is on the lips ot
almost every one that our educational system serves
only' the interests of a small minority, is 'tIll1"8lated
to oar environment, poorly serves the objective ot
developnent, generates superfioial elitism and, above
all, is the most ooncentrated form of alienation.
Lookingback over the experience of the last thirty
years, one finds that our system, instead of creating
a really educated man, has only created a class of
parasites. The nation is paying a heavy price tor
having allowed this terrible distortion." (1979 I 193).
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Are education and development inter-dependent, as so many seemed
to agree? If, as has already been argued, development is a function
of learning, then does the nature of that learning provide an explanation
for the failure of education to promote development? The changing
notion of the role of education in development will now be traced
historically, in order to provide a basis for understanding current
responses to these questions.
Education as Investment
The impact of political theories of modernisation en the study of
development and the consequent involvement of economists in these
issues led to the growth of the specialism in the economics of education •.
Planning to account for the perceived relationship between education
and development was a major activity of the 1960s and UNESCO acted as
a clearing house for aid, as well as encouraging this emphasis. A
series of international conferences was held, and out of each came a
plan for the educational development of that region. 1960 saw the
Karachi Plan for fifteen Asian countries to double their expansion rate
of primary education as at 1959/60 and provide a system of comprehensive
and free primary education of a minimum of seven years before 1980. It
recommended that external aid was indispensable to the implementation
of n~tional plans because the countries concerned did not have the
taxable capacity which was dependent upon national production, itself
a function of economic development, which was seen to be dependent upon
education. The Karachi Plan was extended in Tokyo in 1962 to include
secondary. higher and adult education and progress was assessed in
~angkok, 1965. The requirement for external aid was reiterated to
cover the foreign exchange component in educational expansion, to fulfil
material requirements in short supply, and to provide technical expertise,
in particular the educational planners who were now in such demand.
While continuing to set a target of universal primary education within
two decades, the Addis Ababa Plan of 1961 identified three other
priorities, the expansion of secondary education, curricula reform and
teacher training. It made recommendations for increasing enrollment,
integrating education into general development plans and improving quality.
"The highest priority in education should be accorded
to ensuring that an adequate proportion of the population
would receive secondary and post-secondary education and
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training in the k1nds of skills required tor
eoonomiodevelopment, the Addis AbabaConferenoe
resolved." (Furley &Watsan, 1978 I 358).
In 1962, the Santiago Plan made similar reoommendationstor the Latin
American countries and El8'ain the need tor enernal aid 'WaS reiterated.
Also in 1962, UNESCOheld a Conferenoe at Tanarive on the DevelopDP.nt
of Elgher Education in Afrioa. In a report on F~gher Eduoation and
Developmentin South East Asia, the id.eals ot tb.~se planning years were
expressed as follows:
"This great upsurge of education has not only begun tu
transform the productive potential of the p~1ations
of the region - it is creating a. favourable climate tor
the realization of the social and political implications
of independenoe and tm oonsequential growth of national
identities linked with modern conoepts of progress and
welfare".
This statement exemplifies both the practical aim of decision makers
in the newly independent countries for economicgrowth end nationa.l
integration, and tre state of knowledgeat that time linking developnent
to industrialisation, modernisation and social welfare. Educational
aid was seen as being indispensable as a condition for the effectiveness
of other aid, for examplebecause ot the need tor qualified manpower.
"Pakistan has already spent large sums ot moneyon
develo];m3ntprojects and we are planning to make
even greater expend.!ture in the future. The budgets
tor these projects provide for the cost of raw materials,
labour and equipDent, end also for foreign consultants
and technicians. Yet no provision is made tor the
education and the training of those whovill be required
to ma.1nta.1.nand operate the project once it has been
completed or to staff a similar project elsewhere.
The lack of trained manpowerto oreate and support
an industrialized economyhas been a constant source ot
discouragement in our developmental effort."
(Commissionon National Education in Pakistan, 1960 : 334).
Writing in 1964, Harbison asserted
"the task of appraising the exist~ educational
system is reasonably cleareut.n (1964: 115).
In their book Human Resouroe Development, Harbison and ~ers identified
three prooesses leading to modernisation. Eoonomioprocesses involved
the aooumulation ot human capital and its effective investment.
Politioal processes required preparing people for adult participation in
political processes. Social and cultural processes helped people to
lead tuller, less traditional Uvea. The way forward, vh1ch they
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advocated, was through integrated plamrlng and coordination ot effort.
IIarbison's strategy was to identify critical shortages and analyse the
reasons tor them, to do the samefor surpluses and then to set targets
tor human resource developmentbased upon growth expectations. The
techniques appee.red to be highly scientific; but the underlying
assumptions were questionable and the data gathering and consequent
analysis unreliable. The assumption that human resource development
could be assessed and implemented in this mechanistic way seemedto be
a contradiction. However, throughout this period, the educatioIH3.s-
investment school ot thought was the basis for most developm9Ltal
plann.1ng. Manpowersurveys, such as those carried out by Harbison,
were the basis for reports like the AshbyReport on Nigeria in 1960,
the OECDpolicy conference on EconomicGrowthand Investment in
Educa.tion in 1961, the Mediterranean Regional Project and the
establishment ot the International Institute ot Educational Planning
in Paris, in 1961. The intention was to plan so that the manpower
needs were supplied by the education system. The intended result was
to be a.ccelerated development.
By the end of the DevelopmentDecade it had becomeapparent that
the notion ot growth and change in the direction of a Western European
model was inadequate to describe the developmental needs of Dewly
independent states and that the manpowerplaIlIl1ngapproach had failed to
impinge 'upon these needs. Writhlg in 1968,Myrdal said,
"The investment approach entirely ignores the fact that
institutional and attitudinal reforms, which depend on
political decisions rather than budgeta.ry considerations,
are needed to make investments in education 'pay- ott'."(1968 I 1550).
Adamswrote
"In practice educational planning tends to be limited
to the more tradi tioDal approach of extrapolating future
education need from past education performance." (1970: 187).
Epstein asserted
"oonstructing developmentmodels in purely economic
terms tor economies whiChare not yet industrialised
makes them devoid of all reality." (197' I 2).
Economists bad been having a major impact on the policy planning
aspect of educational decision making throuehout this period. Political
scientists, also, were attempting to integrate current notions, such as
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modernisation and differentiation, with educational theory and practice.
However, the application of these ideas was no more guccessful in
facilitating the relationship between education and political
development than it had been in explicating the process of development
itself. Post hoc analyses of education using modernisation as a
structuring concept, such as Education and Modernisation in Asia,
(Adams,1970) only ~J. to draw attention to the normative nature
of the objectives or guiMlines which were the baFis for long-raD88
educa.tional planning. These objectives continued to be couched in
terms of needs such as the need for dJ.versification of educa.tion, the
need for the expansion of science education, the need for equality of
education. (See, e.g. UNESCO,1966).
Someof these questions continue to be posed today. Eshiwani
wrote I
"Perhaps one ot the most discussed issues in education
in recent years in the oontinent ot Africa is the
question ot the relevance ot education tor development.
Many speakers in different forums at local and
international levels have called tor public education
which is relevant to the African needs ot today and
tomorrowin oontent, approach and values. It is otten
suggested that new curriculum proposals must be seen
not only as relevant but also as sensitive to national
soeio-economic demands. Curriculum should serve the
needs ot the majority and not the interests of a small
segment ot the society. The curriculum programmesof
the 1960s have oameunder attack because'they seem to
have served the needs of a small percent~ of the
school population. This anomalyhas been due largely
to the tact that the curriculum cha.nBestha. t took
place in many countries ot Africa were hastily
introduced and were oarbon oopies ot various curriculum
packages in the West. There seems to have been little
imagination and thinking about instructional goals
in relation to local culture and needs. Indeed,
one could almost say that the prevailing attitude was what
was good tor Europe or Americawas also good tor
Africa." (1979: 346).
Muchof the advice which had been pressed upon states to pursue the
goal ot mod.emisation had. emanated trom nationals whoseeducational
experience in modernised states appeared to lend weight to the
quantita.tive argument, i.e. e%paIldedprovision tor increased numbers.
"Becausemodernisation theories have viewed the total
transformation, that is westernisation, ot developing
countries to be an inescapable outcomeof successful
diffusion of the Western economic/technological complex,
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by methodological reversal it is argued that
a reorganisation of existing social and cultural
as well as political patterns in anticipation of
their c~atibility with the diffused Western
economic/technological complexmey in fact
facilitate the very process of this diffusion
itself. This monumentaltheoretical error
has in fact been madeand continues to be made
by modernisation policy-makers such ea those
employedby Western governments, U.N. organi~ations,
TheWorld :Bank, and s', forth." (Hoogvelt, 1976 : 6O/61).
The growth of the modernseotor had been linked with access to education.
Oneresult had been the quantitative expansion already noted. Another
was the pressure towards oertification and oonsequent expeotations
of employment. The reality beoamea growing urban unemploymentproblem
as oertifioated youths were drawnto the urban centres in search of
the jobs tor Whichthey thought their certificates had prepared them.
Another spate of intemational missions and oonferences marked the
attempts of 'experts' and planners to cometo grips vi th the new
conditions (see, tor example, the WorldCrisis in Eduoation Conference,
Williamsburg, Virginia, 1967).
Education aB Politioal Socialisa.tion
'Whatwas lacking was a definitive, analytic approach which could
shift the perceived, intuitive relationship between education and
development from the exhortative level to a level wbere soientific
investigation could be applied. The outcomescould then not only
reflect past experience, but also affect future policy making.
The shift whioh took place was from & tocus on the institutions of
governmentto a focus on the individua.l and his knowledge and attitudes
towards government. This retlected the shitt, already' observed in
Chapter 1, from an institutional to a behavioural view of developnent.
Starting from the viewpoint of politioal scientists, a numberof
investigators had begun to amass considerable circumstantial evidence
from empirioal studies to suggest that education is statistically
important as a variable in explaining political social1sation. In a
large cross-national study, Almondand Verba (1966) fOtmdthat an
increa.se in length of schooling correlated vith 1ncreasillg awareness
of the impact ot government, interest in politics, political information,
disoussion ot politioal issues, opinions on political matters, feelings
ot effioacy, membershipin voluntary organisa.tions and expressions ot
confidence and trust in the social environment. Easton end Dennis
(1969) investigated the development in children of notions of political
legitimacy and related it to their level of schooling. They defined
political Bocialisation as
"those developmental processes through which persons
acquire political orientations and patterns of
behaviour." (1969: 7).
Greenstein offered a definition of ~olitical socia1isatlon as
"the deliberate inculcation of political information,
values and practices by instructional agents who have
been formally charged vith this responsibility."
(1960 I 551).
In an Introduction to a Reader entitled Learning about Politics,
Roberta Sige1 asked
"Why this BUdden interest among political scientists
10 the topiC ot political socialisation?" (1970: xi).
Her answer was in terms of the needs of new states to create national
loyalty and consensus, and she identified the twentieth century as the
century of democracy (restine on consent of the governed) and of
technological, social and ideological change (causing insecurities and
dissatlsfactions Which de stabilise societies).
"Political socialisation refers to the process by
which people leam to adopt the norms, values,
attitudes and behaviours accepted and practiced
by the ongoing system ••• The goal of political
socialisation than is to train or develop individuals
to become well-functioning members of the political
society." (Ibid: xii).
Dawson and Prew1tt summarised the relationship between levels of
education and political socialisation by offering tour explanatory
hypotheses:
"1. Eetter educated persons are involved in society's
communication networks.
2. Citizens of higher education status are accustomed
to collective decision maJd.ng. The educated are
active participants in the organizational life of
society.
3. The educated citizen also acquires attitudes which are
transferred to the politioal sphere •• the educated
feel more politically efficacious than the uneducated.
4. Educated persons, because or their higher social and
economic status, usually feel a greater stake in
society ••• they presume that political events direotly
affect their personal well-being."
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They concluded
"particular political socialization experiences,
theref'ore, are distributed in society according
to social status." (1969: l77/e).
The implication here is that status is a function of' level ot educational
attainment. Level of attainment then becomesthe independent variable
on which political socialization depends but the nature of' the
depeudenoy is unclear. HO·.lever,the aupects whichDawsonand Prew1tt
identified as important to political socialisation were participation,
communication,efficacy and relatedness. They observed that these were
an outcomeof educa.tional achievement. Howdoes the school transmit
to those pupils whostay the course an increased ability to participate,
communicateand relate and an increased f'eeling of efficacy? If' these
factors are crucial componentsof political socialisatian which Should
'be developed in the school, in what ~s can their developnent be
assured tor all pupils and not just for those of the highest atta.1!m9nt?
These questions will be examinedin Chapter 6.
Widespread interest was taken in charting the course of children's
growing awareness of politics (Stra.dling, 1971), of' political leadership
(Greenstein, 1960, Greenstein and Tarrow, 1970) of' the functioning of
the political system (Hess and Torney, 1968) and of their party political
affiliation (Hyman, 1959). Formal schooling is one ot many agencies
. impinging upon the politica.l socialisation ot the child. (Anderson,
Remyend Snyder, 1978 : 66). A ttention also tumed to such other
agencies as the family, peer groups, social groupings and the massmedia.
Eoweftr, Da.WSOlland Prewitt pointed to two ways in which school1.Dg
affected the developmentof' the political selt.
"First, schools entail political socialisation
experiences which shape the orienta tions of the
preadult. The educational programprovides
instruction in appropriate political values"
and
"Aperson's level ot education affects his way
of understanding the world of politics." (1969: 145).
Massia.le.s(1975a) chaJ.lenpd the effectiveness ot programs instructing
political values and proposed changes which could heighten their
etfectiveness (1975'0). These argumentswill be examinedin Chapter 6.
The use ot the school curriculum as a device for inculcating
atti tudes and values was investigated using content analysis and case
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study techniques (Fagen, 1964, Wylie, 1957, Litt, 1970). There vas
li ttle evidence to support the notion that civics classes increased
the political awareness of those tald.ng them. (Langton and Jennings,
1968, MeCl1otockand Turner, 1962).
"The acquisition of political orient at ions and
Patterns of behaviour Beemsto owe tar more
to the 1nfiuence of the environment and experience
than to specific learning or 1odoctrinati~."
(Rush and Althof't, 1971 I 45).
"The civic education program does not simply
reinforce the prevailing sentiments and political
climate of' the community. Nor are attitudes
about political participation and varying levels
of political activity affected by courses 10 civic
education. Even a combination of numerous textual
references and support !'romoonmnmityleaders falls
to result in attitude changes about the role of the
citizen in public life." (Litt, 1970 I 333).
Nonetheless, curricula to develop political studies have continued to be
developed (:Brennan, 1974, Crick and Porter, 1978). The most recent
and extensive work of' this kind in Eritain is Crick's application of'
the notion of' 'political literacyf to a programmef'or political education.
"Political literacy must be a compoundof knowledge,
skills and attitudes to be developed together each
conditioning the other. Knowledgealone was
rejected as an object of political education, but
so was an unreflective and uninformed participation.
A politically literate person must be able to use
his knowledge, or at least see howit wou.ld be used
and have a proclivity f'or using it; but equally
his or her desire to participa.te mu.stbe informed
by as muchknowledgeof'vhat he is go1n8 into
and of' what consequences are likely to follow trom
his aotions as is needed to make participation
ef'f'ective and justifiable." (Crick and Porter, 1978 I 37).
Crick and Porter are committed to the dissemination of' political literacy
through a teaching programme. They do, however, acknowledgein passing
that
"the style of' teaching and general atmosphere or
the school should be versa tile, open and reas ona.bly
'democratic', that is, enabling considerable
student participation in as many aspects of' the
programmeas possible." (!bid I 203).
In an Appendixentitled 'Political Competence', Slater and Hennessey
ask
"do we train young people to live in a democracy
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by talld.ng to them excessively rather than
inviting their views? Does repeated. copying
from textbooks on worksheets produce autonomous
citizens? Do such arrangements as a few
prefects, but many non-prefects, or the
employment of corporal punishment, prepare for
life in a democracy? Is the curriculum in
general, and each syllabus in particular,
actually explained or justified to pupils at
any stage? Are' options' really informed.
choices?" (Ibid: 256).
No attempt is made to answer these questions nor to compare the educational
experiences of pupils taking the programme with their experiences in
general in school. The weakness of all such curriculum developnents
is in their application within the school and. in the discontinuities
between the objectives of the curriculum project and. the usual school
environment. This vill be turtber examined in Chapter 6.
Dawson and Frewi tt have drawn attention to the ri tuaJ.s of school
life which transmit end reinforce political values. Such rituals
as singing the national anthem, saluting the flag, honouring of
patriotic events or heroes are designed to ind.uce attachment and respect
to the state and its institutions. l3ut as Dawson and Prewi tt pointed.
out
"The fact that ritual experiences are stressed in the
classroom d.oes not give a clear picture of what is
contained in them, how effective they are, and how
important they are in relation to ether socialisation
methods." (1969 I 157).
Furthermore, trom the pupils' point of view it is the ritual, rather than
the intention of the ritual which is apparent.*
The role of the teacher in political Bocie.lisation vas also a
subject for research looking at, for example, the classroom climate and.
the social system established by the teacher (Wylie, 1959, Rass and
Tomey, 1968, Pye and. Verba, 1965). The teacher also acts as a model
of political authority and his influence on his pupils can consequently
be extensive (Koff and von der Muhll, 1967, Prewitt, 1971).
From a commitment to education as being a source ot develolD8nt,
experience and empirical studies caused. a shift to aclmowledginB the
* For a discussion of the role of rituals in the
culture of the school, see :Bernstein et al, 1971.
constraints that inhibit the agencies of the school, the teacher in
particular, from exercising such influence. This concern generated a
numberof stud.ies which focussed on the hidden curriculum (Eggleston,
1977, Jackson, 1968, Rosenbaum,1976, Snyder, 1971). Are the
messagesof the hidden curriculum contradicting or supporting the
socialisation agencies? 'Whatare the implications of this for
political development?
The paradigmshift whichmovedthe focus of attention from
institutions to individuals also helps to explain the develupmentof
interest in political socialisation.
"For the student of politics, a changedand rapidly
changing political world meansthat newquestions
must be asked. Raising newquestions leads to new
concepts and new research techniques ••• Political
socialization has to do with 'people oriented'
explanations of political events. It is a concept
directing attention towe.rdthe knowle~, values
and beliefs of the average citizen." (Dawsonand
Prewitt, 1969 : 4).
Political socialisation theorists, then, are concerned with the processes
through Whichan individual acquires his political orientatioDP. as well
as the processes a society uses to transmit its culture. Nonetheless,
most political socia1isatian studies have viewed
"the wcys in which the agencies of political
socialisation reach and affect children,
conditioning themto present acceptance and
future support of particular systems."
(Stevens, 1977).
Political literacy theorists have direoted their attention at the vayg
in which the school oan be used consciously to affect political
socia.lisation. These areas of interest supply information about how
the individual learns about politics end what the individual learns
about politics. Clearly, understanding political develolXOOntis .
facilitated by this kind of information. However,political development
in this study is described by the degree to which individuals are able
to meet their needs, particula.rly as these relate to decision mpking
end processes or change. Whereaspolitical socialisa tion describes
where the individual is in a passive sense, and a.ttempts to explain how
be got there, political developmentis a description of the active
relationship betweenwherehe sees himself to be and wherebe needs and
wants to be. An individual within a society cannot help but be
socialised. Hemight not necessarily be polit1c8.llf developed. His
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level of political development is displayed in part by his ability to
relate his political knowledge and beliefs to his political environment.
The questions thus remain.
and, if so, in what ways?
to political development?
Does education affect political development
What is learned in school which is relevant
Education, Political Development and the Hidden Curriculum.
Mos·t recently, educationalists have been asking questions of the
form "Are education and political development compatible?" "Can schools
meet h~~ needs as they are now being identified in the literature
or must they always act simply as political socialisers, with its
associated notion of social control?" (Davies, 1976). One school
of thought generated the de-schooling idea (Illich, 1973; Reimer,
1971), a.sserting that schools are so dysfunctional to the needs of the
pupils and of society that they should be closed and replaced with
alternatives such as educational centres or educational resource
networks. But
"they tell us very little about how such innovations
would be introduced and sustained, even less about
the means by which institutionalized education would
be brought to the point of collapse." (Hargreaves, 1972 : 423).
The argument that the resources are available to meet those individual
requirements so badly satisfied by schools is unconvincing. Who would,
.for example, administer the learning centres? Former teachers? But
performing their roles very differently? Practically, with demand for
conventional education still reflecting an economic value in the eyesof
most parents, it is unlikely that governments could or would implement
such a programme.
"It would be politically realistic to assert that, at the
moment, changes in the central structure of educational
systems ••• are less likely to be caused by alternative
movements than by changes in the economy's system of
production and by the planning of permanent education
which is already leading to a radical reassessment of
the school." (Lister, 1974 : 14).
Another school of thought generated the notion of Education as
Cultural Imperialism (Carnoy, 1974, de Kadt, 1976, Bowles and Gintis,
1976) with its associated, hopeful, notion of Education for Liberation
(Freire, 1974, Bay, 1977).
"In my view this leaves political education as virtually
the only viable avenue toward a liberating revolutionary
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development ••• The most immediate objective of a
liberating political education must be to escape from
and to learn to counter with one's own words the
language of the oppressors. The first truth about
the political world is that it is oppressive, for
it severely restricts the satisfaction of basic
human needs. Our formal school systems, unless
or until enough individual teachers are motivated
to practise political education will in every
cnuntry continue to serve as instrumentalities of
domination." (Bay, 1977 : 20/23).
Recently, educationalists have been concerned with the question of
exactly what is learned through the overt and covert methods of the
school, methods such as the rituals mentioned above (overt) and the
classroom climate (covert). Snyder (1971) invoked the concept of
The Hidden Curriculum to investigate the contradiction between the
overt messages and the hidden pressures which university students
experience. The concept has been used extensively to signify many
different aspects of schooling. Dreeben argued that independence,
achievement, specificity and universalism are four important outcomes
of schooling and that the school is uniquely capable of developing
them but does so through a hidden rather than overt curriculum.
"It is my contention that the social experiences
available to pupils in schools, by virtue of the
nature and sequence of their structural arrangements
provide opportunities for children to learn norms
characteristic of several facets of adult public
life, occupation being but one." (1968: 65).
Illich used the Hidden Curriculum to describe the structure and
functions of schooling rather than what happens in school (1971). While
different usages of the term have led to some looseness in its application,
there is a consensus that what is learned in school is not simply a
function of subject matter designated by the manifest curriculum. Indeed,
the social learning is at least as powerful in the development of the
individual as the academic.
In their study, Inkeles and Smith asserted
"our d.a ta show unambiguously that the schools clearly
bad a substantial effect on pupils exposed to their
influence. They learned more than reading, writing
and figuring. They also learned values, attitudes and
ways of behaving highly relevant to their personal
development and to the future of their countries."
(1974 : 143).
Theuoffered no explanation for the power of the school, as an institution,
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to change behaviour, values and attitudes in the way described. :But
the hidden curriculum can provide such an explanation if the concept
is invoked to cover a clearly defined and identifiable range of learning.
The manifest curriculum is specified in terms of particular content and
skills. But the pupil also learns through the processes he experiences,
through his interactions, through the institutional structures. (See
Chapter 6).
Education for political development is now seen as an outcome of
the totality of learning experiences rather than as an outcome of
particular content taught in social studies or politics lessons. This
then requires an evaluation of education for political development to
•include an evaluation of the hidden curriculum, that is, of the structures
within the school system, of the relationships which these structures
permit, of the values, attitudes and behaviour of teachers and taught
and the consistency or inconsistency with which these are pursued in
the light of developmental objectives.
The analysis has now reached a point where political development
is acknowledged as being affected by the individual's total educative
experience. As Castle described the
"basic proposition ••• development requires what
good education requires: and education requires
what development requires." (1972: 135).
:But it has been shown that educational systems have largely failed
to engender developmental outcomes because the impact of the whole
process, other than simply the provision and content of the schooling,
has not been assessed.
"There is an entire dimension missing from most
curricular theory. It is a value dimension and,
since education is everywhere a public issue,
it is therefore a political dimension."
(Macdona1d : 1)
Political scientists have examined the application of the concept of
development and treated educational systems as one part of the input
to that analysis. Massialas noted
"the few scholars who deal with it (education) in
relation to the political system ••• refer to it only
in passing." (1977: 277).
Indeed, in many studies on development, there is no listing for education
in the Index at all. Similarly, educationists have been concerned with
the outcomes of schooling, without having a developmental framework
within which to analyse these outcomes. The purpose of the present
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work is, then, to propose such a framework, or model, which can guide the
analysis of development and education and consequently of education
for development, providing sighposts both for description and
prescription. In Chapter 3, the model will be outlined. In
Chapter 6, the model will be applied to education. The use of one
theoretical framework through which to ar.alyse political development
~ education provides coherence to the analysis of their 1nt~r-
relationship.
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CRAPrER 3
A MOJEL FOR ANALYSING POLITICAL DE\~LOPMENT
In arriving at the conclu~ion that political development is a
learned phenomenon, two major questions suggest themselves. The first
is whether there is a model which can a.deq_uatelydescribe political
development; the second is how appropriate is this model to the current
learning experience of individuals. The possible reaction of elites
to the implications of the model will be dealt with in Chapter 5.
In order to be useful, a model must not only explain past experience
and knowledge accumulation but also offer some predictive power for the
future. A model is a tool for analysis of a problem. The requirements
of such a tool are that it clarifies current understandings offering a
structure which aids in the development of deeper insights. It must be
relevant to current concerns and the present state of knowledge. It must
be effective in the analysis of present problems. A model helps in
the organisation of information about a problem and highlights previously
obscured questions relating to it. Most of all, it should satisfactorily
find a place within it for all those hypothesised components which are
to be found in the literature in a presently unstructured, and
consequently less accessible, form.
If such a model can be derived from the foregoing discussion, its
axes will reflect and encompass those significant aspects of political
development and education which carry empirical or theoretical conviction
in the recent literature. The current view of political development
is as an individual, learned phenomenon with a concentration on human
needs and values. For example, Garner stated
"In contrast to analyses of political development
that leave the solution of human problems as their
last highly-abstracted theoretical spin off, I
have sought ••• to begin with human problems and
then proceed to relate political systems to these
problems." (1976 : 262)
Over and over again in the litera.ture, attention is drawn to
similar phenomena. Different authors have different preferences and
different perspectives whether in terms of individual demands on society,
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or in terms of role satisfaction or in terms of personal or inter-
personal health needs. Essentially the same aspects of development are
emphasised, in each of the listings described below, although ¥~slow and
Sites look from the individual towards the structures and Blau, Kelman
and Dreeben look at the components of the structures which are required
to meet individual needs.
Gurr's (1970)categories have been used tc show the relatedness
between developmental needs and values of the various listings mentioned.
(See Table 1). With the individual providing the ~it of analysis, each
item in the list is there primarily because of its impact on individual
experience and behaviour, not because of its implication for social
structure.
Ma.slow (194~)produced a hierarchy of human needs which began with the
need for belongingness, and continued through the need for a sense of
freedom, including a sense of personal power and of competence, the
need for self-esteem, requiring acceptance as a valued person and
having a sense of being more than a pavn , and the need for self-
actualization, so long as the opportunities were available for the
individual to act. Some needs and values could only be ascribed by
the social environment in which the individual was placed. For example,
the need for a sense of freedom, and the need for self-actualization
are bound into the social fabric which represents the norms of the
particular society. In some societies, these needs cannot be satisfied
because the society has not created the possibility for their
satisfaction. There are some needs, then, which the individual can
acknowledge and attempt to satisfy through hie own actions. There are
others which require institutions established through a social consensus
that they are necessary.
Sites (197~)postulated eight basic human needs, the need for response
and ccnsistency in response, the need for stimulation, the need for
security, the need for recognition, the need for distributive justice,
the need to appear rational and develop rationality, the need for
meaning to be deduced from consistent response and the need for a
sense of control. These needs were derived from the attempt by an
individual to secure and preserve a role through which
"he acquires and maintains his recognition, security
and stimulation." (Burton, 1979,p. 7~ where an
extensive coverage of the needs literature is to be found).
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In discussing basic values, Kelman distinguished between the
individual and social components of human dignity; the former he
referred to as 'identity' and the latter as 'community'.
"To maximise human dignity a society needs institutions
designed to expand the range of individual choices;
to create opportunities for se1f-deve10prnent; ••• to
promote widespread participation in decision-making •••
At the same time, maximization of human dignity also calls
for institutions designed to meet ••• basic needs for
food, housing, clothing, security, health care, and
education." ~1977: 532/3).
B1au (1977) divided the influences on social structure into the
discontinuous such as sex, religion, race, profession around which
boundaries can be drawn, and the continuous such as education, income,
age. Of all these influences, education has a particular role and is
amenable to investigation and change.
Dreeben asserted that there were four (required) outcomes of the
schooling process. These were independence, achievement, universa1ism
and specificity and that
"children begin at a very young age to internalise
the political norms which characterise the system,
e.g. participation, social trust, political efficacy."
(1968 : iii).
Three inter-dependent parameters have been chosen for the
construction of a model of political development. These three
parameters adequately encompass the criteria to be found in the literature
and allow these criteria to be used in contexts independent of economic
growth or particular political system. Not only, therefore, are
these three concepts applicable to different cultura~political
settings, but, taken together, they also offer a global representation
of the listings mentioned above. Since the authors of these lists
claim that they represent basic human needs, the three parameters are
culture free, in the sense that they describe universally accepted
needs and values.
The three axes of the proposed model of values and needs that apply
particularly to political development as a learned phenomenon are
participation, social mobilisation and vulnerability. Political
development is, consequently, described as a three dimensional
continuum dependent upon increasing participation and social mobilisa-
tion and decreasing vulnerability. The three dimensions encompass
social role criteria, under partiCipation. Here would be found aspects
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Table 1
Relationship between values and developmental needs
(using Gurr's categories)
Needs for development
Competency (Me.slow, Sites, Lasswell & lra.pla.n)
Identity (Kelman Sites)Welfare Va.lues Self-actualization ~Maslow, Laswell & Kaplan)
stimulation (Sites)
Control ~MaslOWj Sites)Efficacy MaslowPower Values Security Sites)
Capacity Pye)
Affiliation ~MaSIOW)
Recogni tion Maslow, Sites, Lasswell & Kaplan)
Interpersonal Values Consistency of response (Sites)Equality (Sltesl Pye)Differentiation Fye)Communi ty (ICelman)
Table 2
Distribution of needs over the three axes of the
l1tica.l
relopment
model nf noli tical deVl'~lonmEmt.
Needs for development
Partici)ation Efficacy (Maslow)Affiliation (Maslov)(high Equality (opportunity) (Pye/.Be11)
Communi ty (Kelman)
Social Capacity (Pye)Differentiation (Pye)Mobilisation Competency (Maslow, Sites, Lasswell & Kaplan)(high) Self-actuallzation (Maslow, La.sswell & Xaplan)
Equality (reSults?) (Pye/Bell)Stimulation (Sites
Recognition (Maslow, Sites, Lasswell & Kaplan)
Vulnerability Consistency of response (Sites)Security (Sites)(low) Control (Maslow, Sites)
Identi ty (Kelman)
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of efficacy and affiliation. They also include social action criteria,
under social mobilisation. Here would be found aspects of self-
actualisation, competency and capacity. Under vulnerability, criteria
related to individual needs such as security, recognition and
consistency of response can be placed. The three axes can cover
such listings as Pye's (1966), of equality*, differentiation and
capacity by placing them within participation ~~ social mobilisation,
or of Sites' (1973), of security, control and consistency, covered
by vulnerability. Maslow's needs for competency and self-actualisation
fit within social mobilisation. (See Table 2).
All three notions are particularly appropriate to the current
doctrine of the role and function of the school and the,application
of school experiences to social behaviour. Taking Blau's point of
the pervading and permeating influence of education on social structure,
using a model such as the one proposed allows for educational and
social experience to be related to the development of the individual,
through the application of the same theoretical framework to both
experience and development.
Many authors have their favourite list of needs or values by which
they organise their thinking. Some, for example, Kelman's, Lasswell
and Kaplan's, Maslow's, Pye's and Sites' have been mentioned. There
are many others. The present model is offered as a general tool
into which all the other lists can be fitted and which facilitates an
analysis of political development ~ education. Having arrived
at the point of describing development as a concept which relates to
the individual and his learning in the social context, the axes of the
model reflect this view. Participation, social mobilisation and
vulnerability are the three axis used to describe political development.
Increasing political development is dependent upon increasing particip-
atic'n, increasing social mobilisation and decreasing vulnerability.
Since, I have defined development as a learned phenomenon, learning
experiences will inform changes in the three parameters.
*Bell has drawn a distinction between 'equality of opportunity'
and 'equality of results' in discussing equality as 'a major
value' (1975 : 146/7). Equality of opportunity is placed
within participation, equality of results within social
mobilisation. See Table 2.
Criteria of participation
Demands for participation in the state polity are integral to the
development of political systems. The notion of participation is not
here beinG used in terms of particular forms of political behaviours
which have been developed in some states, that is, for example, the use
of the ballot box. The ability to participate includes a range of
personal and social as well as political factors.
"The problem of participation commonly has to do
with rapid increases in the volume and intensity of
demands for a share in the decision-making of the political
system by various groups and strata in the domestjc
society. Such increases in demands for
participation are usually associated with, or have
the consequence of producing, some form of political
infrastructure - political groups, cliques, and
factions, and representative legislative assemblies.
Demands for participation may also challenge a political
system to develop political competence and the attitudes
associated with it among groups in the society, and
responsive attitudes and bargaining skills among the
elite." (Almond and Powel1, 1971 : 60).
Participation is used to describe the degree to which an individual
feels able to demand to create and to use social structures. A sense
of participation is reflected by an acknowledgement that social structures
belong to the individual. It is the converse of alienation, where the
societa1 forms dominate and human needs and values must accommodate (or not).
"Participation provides the most effective way to
reach ••• compromise ••• We may compare social systems
in terms of the extent to which they are participatory
and expect that those which are more participatory
will also be relatively less alienating."
(Etzioni, 1969 : 327/8).
Aspects of individual development such as literacy, contribute to
the ability to be both participant, and participator.
"Participants are people who behave as they are
expected to in situations that call for certain
types of responses, like voting on election day;
while participators contribute creatively, and
therefore to some extent unpredictably."
(Pranger, 1968, quoted in ]ay, 1977 : 5).
This is an important distinction, between the reactive participation
to social stimulus, and the interactive participation chosen by
the individual. The need is for the opportunity to partiCipate,
rather than the necessity of involvement in decision-making.
The efficacy of the individual is reflected in his opportunity to
exert pressure and influence decisions at his chosen
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level of operation, be that the family, the community, the workpla.ce
or the school. Goulet says
"development must be pursued in such a way
that all men are allowed to become agents of
their own social destiny." (1973: 123).
:But at the same time, he quotes Ha.gento support the statement
that
"most people do not want to exercise great
responsibilities." (Ibid: 145).
His conclusion is to asse~t
"th~ principle of optimumparticipation in
decision-maldng" which "asserts normatively:
a) that development pedagogy ought to portray
development in terms of progressivit,y of the
economyrather than economic progress;
b) that all men are entitled to become agents,
and not mere beneficiaries ot their own
development J
c) that only experimentation can provide specific
answers as to the optimumblend of specialised
competence with popular sharing in decisions."
(Ibid : 148).
Participation then, is seen as being a vital component of political
development, and to encompaas many of the notions which are identified
in the literature as being fundamental, notions such as equality,
leg! tima.cy, efficacy.
Criteria of social mobilisation
Yet another oomponent ot political development is the idea of
social mobilisation developed by Earl Deutsch.
"Social mobilisation is a name given to an over-all
process of change ••• which brackets together a
number of more specific processes of change, such
as changes of residence, of occupation, of social
setting, of face-to-face associates, of institutions,
roles and ways of acting, of experiences and
expectations, and finally of personal memories,
habi ts and needs, including the need Pl tterns
of group arfillation and new images of personal
identity ••• these changes tend to influence and
sometimes to transform political behaviour."
(Deutsch, 1963 : 582).
Social mobilisation, then, is a measure, in Deutech' terms, of the
expansion of the politically relevant strata of the population, of a
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change in the quality of politics through changes in the range of
contexts, of roles, of applications, of identities. Social
mobilisation could be seen as a result of consciousness-raising and
is clearly different from political mobilisation (which is the
deliberate attempt to marshall members of society in a particular
political direction. The impact of such raised consciousness is
to be obEerved on the level of political development of individuals
(which might not necessarily result in their political mobilisation).
Social mobilisation is not independent of participation, indeed,
the possibility of inter-dependency between the two parameters is
acknowledged. Nash, Dandler and Hopkins pointed out:
"The future of participatory forms of production
and distirbution depends on the social mobilisation
of people ••• for sustained involvement in the
day-to-day decision-making of enterprises." (1976 : 25).
However, it is clear that there are aspects of the political development
process which are distinctive and which it is fruitful to classify
under participation separately from social mobilisation. While, for
example, group membership is a function of participation, the roles
thereby enacted are a function of social mobilisation.
Social mobilisation appears to be·descriptive much more of social,
than personal, phenomena. However, observing the degree to which social
mobilisation is dependent upon personal factors serves to underline the
shift from a structural to an individual perspective. The kinds of needs
which have been identified as contributing to social mobilisation
relate, for example, to competency, self-actualization and capacity.
These are all a function of the ways in which individuals perceive
their roles and their opportunities, and their competency to fulfil
them. Clearly social provision of institutions,structures and
choices will affect the individual's opportunity to use the skills
which increase social mobilisation .• But whether the social
provision is there or not, the degree of social mobilisation is dependent
upon the presence in individuals of the attributes which enable them to
perceive and utilise the resources which society provides. An example
of this was the effect of the "Black is Beautiful" slogan on the American
black community in the United States. This slogan was initially intended
to reduce vulnerability by changing the self-image of the young black
~
individual. However, it also affected his social mobilisation by
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changing his view of what was possible for blacks and conseguently
changing skill and information acquisition. As a result, many blacks
were socially mobilised; they increased their use of available social
resources and they attempted to effect chan8es in the scope, scale and
effectiveness of these resources. They also increased their
participation in community pressure groups in attempts further to
effect their sccial mobilisation. Blair (1977), has described thi~l
impact and the social and personal responses to it. He pointed out,
however, that amongst work1r.~ class blacks, frustration levels-
increased as their social mobilisation, that is their heightened under-
standing and skill in using social resources, was not matched by changes
in their opportunities or their social mobility. However, middle class
blacks, by virtue of their education and economic status were able to
be more effective in using their increased social mobilisation. A
further example of this is the Black Consciousness Movement in South
Africa. The young people in Soweto have had their overall political
development significantly affected. The self image aspects of Black
Consciousness impinge upon vulnerability, as they did in the Un! ted
States. The social mobilisation effects are similarly there in the
changing perception of roles, opportunities, information as these
affect the community. The participation effects on community action
and expectations are also very visible.
Access to and availability of information is an important contribu-
tory factor in social mobilisation together with the opportunities to
make changes in role, group affiliation, or occupation. The pivotal
criterion of social mobilisat ion, however, is the ability of
individuals critically to use information and resources. Whereas
participation is seen as being an individual phenomenon, with social
implications, social mobilisation is seen as a social phenomenon
which draws upon individual factors.
Criteria of vulnerability
The third parameter of political development is decreasing
vulnerability.
"An individual is vulnerable when he is exposed to
injury, societies when they have no adequate defenses
against the social forces which propel them into the
processes of change. Underdevelopment is not merely
the l~ck of development ••• (it) is an historical
by-product of development ••• (it) is a consciously
experienced state of deprivation rendered intolerable
because of newly acquired information regarding the
fa
developmentof other societies and the existence
of technical meansfor a.bolishingmisery."
(Goulet, 197~ : ~8/~9).
Vulnera.bility is the linking variable betweenparticipation and
social mobilisation, being applicable both to individual and social
phenomenon. It is the degree to which individuals and social groups
are unable to protect themselves frompsychological, economic,social
or political intriJ.Sion.
Vulnerability ls dependent on the avareness by the individual or
the social group of his own position in relation to that of others.
To this degree, vulnerabi1i ty incorporates aspects of modernisation
since awareness is a oomparativephenomenonand dependsupon, for
example, interest in and openness for newexperiences, an orientation
placing the individual in a realistic relation to the past, present
end most especially the future, the valuing of technical skill,
a recognition and respect for dignity. All of these criteria are
to be found in the list of twelve faotors of modernisation in Inke1es
and Smith's book, l3ecomingModern(1974). Vulnerability has embedded
in it, also, the notion ot reciprocity or, perhaps, moreaccurately,
the lack of reciprocity. Vulnerable individuals end societies are
dependent, they are reoipients rather than instigators ot action, their
relationships as a consequenceare unequal.
"Except wheregenuine reciprocity can be esta.blished
in relationships, these lead. to manipulation on the
one hand, servility on the other ••• without
reciprocity there is 'aid', perhaps, but not
cooperation or genuine development." (Goulet, 197~ I 52).
The strength of th~ notion of vulnerability is that it fixes
attention on the nature of a relationship and the responsibilities of
all parties to toster and develop it, in their own interests as well
as those of the other. For example, on the donor/recipient relationship
Barkanwrote:
"Tanzania.has been adept at diversifying its sources
of foreign assistance, and at reducin8 the share ot
assistanoe provided by the major industrial countries,
especially Britain and the United States. This
diversification has reduced the vulnerability of
Tanzania's strategies for socialist developmentto
actions by the major capitalist powers, and at the
SaI:letime, pernitted Tanzania to play a moreactive
role than Kenyain the affairs of the region." (1979 : 31)
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Further, the inability of technologically advanced states to overcome
ecological problems and social distribution problems and the problems
of quality of life to which :Barbara ward (Hanson and :Brembeck, 1966 :
83/91) has drawn attention, are currently causing increased sensitivity
and reassessment of social values which have been tied to economic
values. Goulet wrote
"pre-technol •.>gical societies still have much to teach
modern socif'rtiesregarding the importance of rendering
socially respectable such attitudes and discipline as
silence, solitude, contemplation, communion with the
rhythms of nature, and respect for the dignity of the
cosmos. Without these disciplines no society and no
group of social planners can liberate itself from that
worship of techniques which prevents it from harnessing
technique to human ends." (1977: 241/2).
This model of political development can 1)e demonstrated by applying
it to some current situations. Despite economic growth, higher
average standards of living, and higher consumption levels, states such
as Great :Britain, the United states of America and U.S.S.R. lack
comprehensive and coherent political development on the basis of the
three criteria. :Black youths in :Brixton, London or Harlem, New York,
or Chicanos in California or members of para-military groups in :Belfast,
Northern Ireland or members of so-called 'dissident groups' in the U.S.S.R.
have in common experienced p.?Xticipatj.onfailure in the society in which
they are placed, unfulfilled social mobilisation demands and high vul-
nerability. To the extent that these three states have failed to meet
the needs of these sections of their societies, then the model suggests
that these states cannot be called politically developed in spite of
conventional wisdom. Similar minority problems have surfaced in many
less developed countries, for example Lebanon, Nigeria and Guyana.
This suggests that the problems associated with political development
are similar despite very different levels of economic development.
It is instructive to look at a community such as tlB Turkish
Communi ty in Cyprus which in the years 1964 - 1974, claimed very high
levels of participation by its members (for example, trade union
leaders in a private personal communication claimed 80% membership)
and high social mobilisation, during the period when it was an enclosed
community. Certainly as a community it was highly vulnerable but the
high levels achieved in participation and social mobilisation might
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well substantiate a claim for that community being more politically
developed than many analysts would expect. Similarly, the case of
the Soweto Community in South Africa has already been cited above.
Substantially, then, the argument being advanced here is that no state
can claim political development in any 'take-off' sense of having
passed a particular point. Political development is a constant
process of change and re-adjustment and is dependent upon increasing
levels of participation, and social mobilisation and decreasing
vulnerability. In the sense that these factors are themselves always
su.bject to change in the relationships between individuals in societies
and across societies, political development itself will be subject to
the fluctuations always observed in human and social relationships.
With the model as a framework, what does political development mean
in terms of the three criteria, participation, social mobilisation
and vulnerability? Hah and Schneider demanded two requisites for the
construction of models. Their first was methodological rigour: the
model should elicit testable hypotheses about the real world, as well
as theories that may help to reformulate and clarify the model. Their
second requisite was an appreciation of the history of the field: the
model should be informed by history so as to reach
"a most propitious level of analysis." (1968).
Chapters 1 and 2 dealt with the second of their requisites. What
testable hypotheses does the model provoke?
1. Participation is a function of the responsibility and effectiveness
of the individual. This hypothesis leads to questions concerning
the patterns of decision making at different levels of society
and the means available for resolving conflicts of interest at
each level (responsibility). It also provokes questions regarding
what channels are available to the individual. What potential
they have and at what different levels, for example, the work level,
the community level, the local area level and the national level.
What forms of action are available to individuals at each level
(effectiveness)? (See, for example, Stradling, 1971).
2. Social mobilisation results from consciousness raising in the
social context. It depends upon information, opportunities,
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qualifications and social organisation.
Questions suggest themselves regarding the availability use ~~d
evaluation of information by individuals, perceived access to
opportunities and to ~lalifications, forms of social action, both
available and created.
3. Vulnerabili ty is displayed in behaviour showing feelings of in-
capacity, rather than efficacy; fear, rather than confidence;
manipulation rather than control.
Such feelings can, and have been, tested in empirical studies.
(See, for example, Almond and Verba, 1963, Greenstein and Tarrow,
1910, Stradltng, 1911).
The acceptance of the model has implications for the learning,
as well as the social, experience of individuals. It leads to a
further set of questions related to the educational needs of the
individual in order to create and maintain a high level of political
development. The learner requires knowledge to facilitate participation
and social mobilisation and reduce vulnerability. Equally, the
learner requires skills so that he can function at his chosen level.
Finally, the learner requires development orientation on which he can
draw with confidence. All three categories, knowledge, skills and
orientation carry implications for the contribution of the school,
since knowledge, skills' and orientation can be acquired in the educational
.context. Parry went further and asserted that
"participation is part of a process of political and mora.l
education. It is an education in responsibility
and the assumption of developmental theories is that
responsibility can only be developed by wielding it."
{1912 : 26).
Participation
1. Does the learner acquire information (content) about the means
to participate in his society?
2. Does he practise the skills of participation through such forms
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of action as pupils' councils? Petitions? Access to decision-
makers and decision-making within the school?
3. Does he have a participatory model presented to him in, for example,
the functioning of a Parent-Teacher Association, the organisation
of staff decision-making, the classroom climate as for example
authoritarian, democratic or laissez-faire?
4. Does he experience the responsibilities and the effectiveness of
participation through consultation ~ participation in the
classroom, in the school, between the school and the family,
between the school and the environment in which it is placed?
Social mobilisation
1. Do pupils learn about the availability and use of 1nforrns.tion?
2. Are pupils provided with opportunities to experience different
activities in their environment in order to base choices on
first hand knowledge?
3. Are pupils encouraged to search for, use and choose between
alternative approaches or procedures?
4. Axe pupils learning to identify and classify the different
roles enacted in their environment and the means whereby these
roles are allocated?
Vulnerability
1. Are pupils and teachers respected and made to feel competent?
In Yhat ways?
2. Are pupils and teachers encouraged to increase their confidence?
In what ways?
3. Are pupils and teachers provided with means whereby they feel
in control?
4. Are pupils, teachers and parents a.ble to 1nf'luence authorities?
In what ways?
~ of these questions were embedded in the research done by the
Political Education Research Unit at the University of York. They
monitored a programme for political education in six schools. Their
aims were
"1. To produce indicators of pol~l literacy.
2. To produce case studies of good practice.
3. To identify the possibilities, problem areas, and
limitations of political education programmes in schools."
(1977 : 14a).
One of the outcomes of the project was the acknow1egement of
"the possibility of the explicit aims in political
education in schools being contradicted by the
latent assumptions inherent in classroom practice
and institutional structures (that is, the explicit
curriculum contradicted by 'the hidden curriculum')."
(Ibid : 113).
This contradiction will be further explored in Chapter 6.
This conclusion is directly contrary to that of Lister who stated
that
"in modern society, schools are in a very weak
position to affect behaviour, to determine
attitudes~ or to transmit values."
(1976 : 4).
It is certainly apparent that schools are only one of the agencies
which a young person experiences but their power to affect behaviour
appears to be considerable. (Rutter et al, 1979; Schmidt, 1979).
Writing of the educational system Tapper asserted
"I would maintain that this has more bearing upon
the shape of political behaviour than all other
aspects of formal education ••• It is the link
between both society's'va1ues and socio-economic
relations and the kind of educational experience
to which individuals are exposed." (1976: 45).
That educational experience exerts influence on behaviour is suggested
by Beyno1ds and Jones:
"Recent evidence has supported the view that the
'tone' or 'ethos' of a school can also have
important effects on levels of pupil delinquency,
vandalism and alienation ••• An authoritarian,
repressive or custodial attitude amongst the
teaching staff of a school is likely to be
delinquency creating." (1978 t 4~42).
Where there is little consistency between the values of the school and
of the pupils, the influence of the school may be overridden by the
power of the peer group - at least with secondary school pupils
(Hargreaves, 1971). Nonetheless, the pupils respond to a value and
behavioural orientation and in this sense their reeponses are still
affected by their perceptions of school structures. Assumption of
value-free environments in schools conflict with observable experience.
"Education is a crucial mechanism for ••• initiating
people into those skills, attitudes and values which
are essential for effective role performance."
(Sharp and Green, 1975 : 220).
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The argument is that learning takes place overtly through direct
teaching of content or skills, and also through social interaction
during which the learner matches his values, attitudes and be~viours
to those in his environment. To expand his social interaction
learning, a. child might use El. particular adult as a. model for some
aspects of his behavi~~, or shar]en other aspects within the ~ressures
ol:·the peer group. It is a cUIIrJ.lative process of tes·t and re-test
and inconsistencies between, for example, verbal and non-verbal
behaviour, are inputs to the process. ~1mt, for example, does a
. child learn when his mother spcnks him sa.ying, "I will not have you
hitting people!" He could be learning tha.t what is not all-right
for him, is all-right for his mother. ~ut, ~~? ~ecause she is
bigger and more powerful? Then, will it be all-right for him to
hit people when he is bigger? Or when he is older? Or when he
is stronger? Sometimes mother is haa.:tdto say, "Don't let me catch
you •••• " Does this mean that it is all-right to hit so long as
you are not caught? Does this example only apply between mother and
child, or is the child having similar experiences with other authority
figures in his environment? For example, are certain behaviours
tclerated in the classroom so long as the child does not challenge
authority directly? Does the teacher appear to exercise arbitrary
authority? Are the rules applied consistently or inconsistently?
At the higher levels of the school system, is the overt value which is
emphasised that of learning, while the student's experience is that
what is important is the passing of examinations?
"Most universities and faculties want their students to be able
to have a variety of encOWlters, to learn from taldng
some intellectual risks, but the process by which they
educate their students often creates circumstances which
are destructive for many and inhibits any approach
other than gamesmanship." (Snyder. 1971 : 113).
"So many students ••• develop competences without
affect or delight. They get their rewards from
grades ••• and not from the excitement of working
through the idea in the paper ••• Twenty years
later such students are vunerable, with their
narrow range of supports for their self-esteem.
Their brittleness may well persist, since they are
dependent on society's equivalent of gra.des."
(Ibid =.120). .
The value of a tool such as the proposed model can be seen in the
generation of researchable questions such as those above which structure
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an investigation of education from the point of view of its impact
on political development. The model directs attention to the
behaviours, attitudes and values which are experienced by the learner
in the school setting while he is ostensibly learning particular facts
or skills in specific disciplines. Effectively, it enables the
Hidden Curriculum to be exposed to the light of analysis and comparison
with the norms of social expectation and the reality of school
experience. If the hidden curriculum is a tool of social control,
such an analysis should make this explicit. If the hidden curriculum
is hidden as much from those who implement the f~urricu1um as from
those who receive its messages, then exposing its components and their
effects can only be a beneficial exercise.
The derivation of the model of political development has provided
a tool whereby important aspects of development and education can be
analysed. The two concepts which have been chosen for analysis,
in the next section, are ethnicity and modernisation. They have not
only been chosen because of the importance they are accorded in the
development literature but also because of their respective relationships
to the educational process. Because of the implications for education
of ethnicity and modernisation, these concepts will now be explored.
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Section 2: Political development reassessed
In Section 1 the paradigm was established and a theoretical model
derived. Section 2 applies the model, first to two concepts chosen
from the political development literature, ethnicity and modernisation,
and then to education. Ethnicity and modernisation have ~ttracted much
attention from scholars, but this is not the only reason for using
them. Eoth impinge upon the educational/political development
relationship. In Chapters 4 and 5, the model is used to expand
understanding of these concepts and to help differentiate between
them and political development. In Chapter 6, the role of the
education system is re-examined in the light of the first section.
The model is used to explore the mismatch between what is offered
to the pupils as the overt education curriculum, and the reality
they experience from the hidden curriculum.
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CHAPrER 4
ETENICITY
Recently there has been an inc~eas1ng amount of attention given
to the problem of ethnicity.
"Something new has appeared ••• we feel that to see
only what is familiar in the ethnicity of our time
is to miss the emergence of a new social category
as significant for the understanding of the present
day wo::-ldas that of social class itself."
(Glazer & Moynihan, 1975 : 2/3).
"We must add ethnicity as a major focus for the
mobilization of interests, troublesome both to
those who wish to emphasize the primacy of class,
and those who wish to emphasize the primacy of
nation." (Ibid: 18).
Ethnicity is clearly a problem which is closely related both to
political development as defined in this study and to education, since
it would be hard to find a nation-state in the world today which had a..
population so ethnically homogeneous that ethic stratification need
not be a cause for possible concern.
The increasing movement of populations, especially in the last
twenty-five years, and the institutionalisation of colonial boundaries
by new states, have multi-ethnic communities. States, especially
new states, attach great importance to the building of national images,
frequently in the context of a mu.lti-ethnic citizenry. lhlt minority
groups have been seen as being an obstacle to nation-building, or at
least as being problem-creating. This interpre~ation is usually made
by the dominant group and often there is a low-status implication in
the use of the term, minority. (For amplification, see Chapter X
entitled The Rights of p~ and the Fate of Minorities in Moskowitz,
1968).
LeVine and Campbell assert that
"the development of large-scale national units on a
polyethnic basis entails the building of ethnic identities
and loyalties at a level of grouping intermediate
between the indigenous political units and the
national.state, namely in regions or ethnic-linguistic
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blocs that engage in communal competition
tor newly available resources." (1972: 100.
See also, Geertz, 196;).
They continue
"In all of these developments, traditional and
contemporary, the roles of ideology, cognition
and social comparison processes are crucial."
(Ibid : 101).
It la throush Erlu.cntfmalexperiences, tha.t ideology , cognition and social
comparison processes can be encountered and extended. Here again,
in drawing attention to !;ognition, that is tmderstanding, the learning
aspect of political development is underlined. Hence ethnic
identity and its function in political development is influenced by
the content and practice ot education. Equally
"it is clear that etmucity is one ot the more
important determinants of how students view the
political system." (Keller, 1978 : 248).
A discussion of etmucity, in the light ot the model, is consequently
most appropriate.
Ethnic identification
Ethnicity is the term used to describe the condition of belonging
to an ethnic group. Ethnocentrism is one torm of identification
used by the individual to place himseU' in e. particular group and by
e. group to identify its members.
"ThOU8h there is difficulty in using the term
ethnic in any oonsistent way, that common
designation for a culturally defined 'communal
group', is too persuasive to escape and by and
large it will have to serve." (Eell, 1975 : 157).
Group identification might be sustained through la.ngtla€e,religion
or tribal or national origin. ~.embership of the group is U-"'Ua.l.ly
ascriptive by birth and therefore only under certain circumstances
voluntary. Defining characteristics of the group may be cultural or
pbyEical distinctiveness, and these may be retained by the closure of
the group to outside penetration, for example, marriage being expected
only between group lOOmbers. Group membership can also be subjective,
however, in that it is the individue..lwho places himself within or
outside the group. Where the individual associates himself with the
group and the gro~p recognises its o~~ distinctiveness, means are
frequently developed whereby the 'objective' criteria of group
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membership can be met to the satisfaction of the group by the
individucl. who is seeking membership. Thus, for example, a1thoueh
to be Jewish is to be a member, by birthrieht, of a distinctive
ethnic group, it is possible to go through a course of instruction
which culminates in being admitted as a memberof the Jewish faith
and, in the case of a woman,confers the rights of race on any
children. :By this means, the group accommodates to infringements
of its closure and legitimises each infringement with little need
for adaptation. Glazer and Moynihan suggest that ethnic groups
"may be forms of social l.if e that are capable of
renewing and transfcrming themselves. As such,
perhc.ps, the hope of disregarding ethnicity
in a society as its subgroups assimilate to the
majority may be as utopian and as questionable an
enterprise as the hope of doing vithout social
classes in a SOCiety." (1975: 4/5).
The characteristics of ethnic groups
Enloe identifies ethnic groups by three characteristics. (1973 :
16/18). The first is that they are largely bio1ogica1.1yself-
perpetuating. Second, they share clusters of beliefs and values
forming e. communica.tionnetwoJ:k. Third, ethnic groups have internal
differentiations, sometimes vertically in the form, for example, of
la.neuage differences, sometimes horizontally, in the form of class,
or income, dispa.ri ties. In Enloe' s view, three types of ethnic
groups are the most prevalent, tribal, national end racial.
"Tribal etlmici ty is characterised by cultural
and communalboundaries derived from bonds of
kinship ••• membership is formal end the group is
bigbly integrated ••• (it ~ssesses) no strong
political organisation but (is) re~ated by a
variety of socie.1 institutions." (Ibid: 73).
The American Indians provide many examples of tribes. National
ethnici ty is a means of identifying ethnic groups vith affiliations to
a n:l.tion-state other than the one in vhich they are living.
"Their ethnic peculiarities may undergo modification,
but basically they renect the linguistic-religious-
moral culture at their previous homeland." (Ibid I 24).
The Asian communities in East Africa are examples of national ethnic
groups. Racial ethnicity derives from physical and biological
distinctions.
"Racial ethnic groups are the result of someone
else's prejudice." (Ibid: 25).
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That is, the observable differences exist, but the commitmentof the
individual to the group is .increased by experience. So the 13lack
community in North America has become one ethnic group, Qaspite the
very vide spread of its tribal origins.
"If racial ostracism bes led a people to cultivate
a sub-culture of their 0'WIl and if that sub-culture
and its communalties have positive values, then
desertion of it for the sake of ass1.m1lation ~r
in time lose its desirabillty." (Ibid: 26).
In any one state, one, two or all three types of ett~c groups may
be present and their inter-relationships, and their relationships
to the national polity will 1nrluence, and be influenced by the
decisions taken at government level. Since this is a problem common
to nation-states, it is important that they are in a position to make
judgements for policy purposes based upon understanding of the ways
in which the existence of ethnic groups might be supportive of, or
detrimental to their objective - the development of a nation-state
identity.
Function~l aspects of ethnicity
iVallerstein (196~ : 667/8) draws out four I!UU.n ways in which
ethnicity can be f\mctiorull for the individual. First, ethnic groups
assume same of the functions of the extended family. The importance
of kinship roles is thereby diminished, end the group meets some of
the needs which could otherwise be demanded from state welfare
organisations. This feeds back into group solidarity providing more
support for the extension of the group's welfare activities. Gla£er
and Moynihan refer to
"the strategic efficiency of ethnicity as an organizing
principle." (1975: 15).
Through group pressures the individual gains required changes in the
system. 13e11takes the argument further:
"The spread of political decision-mak1ng forces the
organization of persons into coJllI!lUIlalor interest
groups, defensively to protect their places and
privileges or advantageously to gain place and
privilege." (1975: 145).
In poorer states, in particular, this role of ethnic groups can be
important to the state, as well as the individual.
Second, ethnic Bli'oupsserve as a. means of resocialisation since they
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offer a wide network of skills and positions on which the individual
can draw for social or economic purposes. Contacts are provided
for recruitment outside tr~ ethnic group into non-ethnic nationalist
groups such as political parties. As the status of the ethnic group
improves, so the opportunities for social mobilisation increase.
Third, group commitmentto equality, as a value, plus the social
mobilisation effects of status striving, may balp to reduce individual
vulnerability by breaking downrigid class stratification which is
frequently ethnically related.
Fourth, ethnic groups undez a nation-sta.te umbrella. can move
inter-ethnic rivalries into national rivalries for political power
in a non-tribal setting.
Enloe added the important psychological effects for the individual
of an increase in self-confidence and efficacy thrOU8h the experience
of participating in an ethnic community (1973 : 33).
"The upsurge of ethnicity is a cultural gain in that
it a.l1ows individuals ••• to assert a sense of pride
in what they regard as their own." (Bel1,1975: 174).
These five positive aspects of ethnicity can be listed as:
1. social welfare
2. social mobilisation
3. mluction in class stratification (with a consequent
possible reduction in individual vulnerability)
4. leg! tim1se~ rivalries
5. increa.sed individual self-confidence and efficacy
(resulting from participation).
It is easily seen how these five points relate to increasing political
deve10llDent in terms of the model. Thus, a stable plural society
may develop by encouraging and supporting ethnically differentiated
groups. Where this happens, the stability of this society will be
a tunction of its diversity. Rules and expectations dependent upon
posi tive aspects of ethnicity such as those listed will govern the
inter-relationships of the groups.
"Weare a.lso painfully a.ware of the !nevi tabili ty of
boundaries in society ••• because they mean the
persistence of valuable differences between systems,
cultures, organisations ••• The conciliation of
op9rmess and diversity, of cooperation without loss
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of identity poses many tecr..niccl. problems, which
are basically problems of the engineering of
boundary-processes." (StrasBo1do, 1979 : 19/20).
The positive e~rience of cultural differences fromwithin the group
and the positive evaluation of otbSr cultures across groups are both
important to the learning of the individual and are yet another example
of the inter-relationships of political development, and t~~s
particular e~le of it in ethnic identification and education.
D;vsfun~tion~lasv~cts of ethnicity
The presence of ethnic groups can be seen, however, to present
certain dysfunctional outcomes. Wallerstein draws attention to two
main areas. First, ethnic groups are particularist in orientation
end diffuse in their obligations. The result can be a growth of
nepotism and corruption Where a group is in a position so to practice.
This is the negative side of the social mobilisation aspects
mentioned above in point 2. Writing of Kenya,Hydenstates
"People have developed and maintained social bonds
primarily with those whocan be most trusted, tmt
is membersof the same eLan or neighbourhood, and,
at the national level, membersof the same tribe or
subtribe." (Uyden, 1969 : 106).
"The former Chairman of the Public Service Co~s8ion
has testified that his institution often found itself
competinswith tribal and other such informal cliques
e.nxious to promote the interests of their members."
(Ibid : 10778).
The second problem area to whichWal1erstein draws attention is
that ethnic identity can lead to e. growth of separatism, sometimes
resul ting in disputes about direction of change, or the allocation
of scarce resources. It is not being argued that separatism
itself is dysfunctional, but that it can lead to inter-group conflict
where scarce resources are seen to be allocated on ethnic criteria.
Ethnicity end pol'tical %1apn'ng
Authorities in many nation-states are faced with the need to govern
multi-etbnic communities. Theyhave adopted different administrative
devices in their attempts to build national unity and copewith the
reality of diversity within their boundaries. This is particularly
so in many of the newer states in the world societ-J where decisions
on methodsof approaching ethnicity are taken in the context of national
I
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priorities 'Whichusually place national security end, therefore,
the ability to govern, at the top of their list. Clearly the
abili ty to govern is likely to be affected by ethnic distributions.
The three main types of structure used to meet the problem of etlmic
diversity are described by Enloe (1973 : 89) as federalism, autonomous
regions end unitary systecs.
Federalism
Federalism is one attempt to allow for diversity within a unified
state. It was the device employedin Nigeria to allow for the
domina.tinginfluence of the three main tribal groups each in e.
distinct geographical area. However,Enloe points out
"terrestrial diversity is muchmoredynamicand
unpredictable than its planetary model. A
principal force for change in an e.p~arently stable
order has been the ethnic group." t Ibid : 89).
The revised federal structure effected in Nigeria established
twelve states, instead of the former four regions; It was hoped
that the strength of each state in its bargaini,ng position in reference
to the other eleven, wouldbe reduced., thereby allowing the centra.l
governmentto maintain control. But will a structural alteration
together with central control over, for example, education, agricultural
modernisation, intema.l security and road construction, be sufficient
radically to alter the dispositions of personal loyalties and commitments
whichha.d such disa.strous results previously in the civil war?
"The problemnagging at multi-ethnic, underdeveloped
na. tions is this: under-develoPD9ntin the modernera
creates a need for centralised authority to offset
communalfragmentation; yet centralisa.tion effective
en~ to control disintegrative forces requires
resources beyond the reach of under-developed systems.
'Whenthe dilemmais acute - that is, whenintergroup
enimosity is strong and central authority is weak -
countries are mired in apparently endless civil
strife. Weneed only look at the conflicts in Chad,
Su.d.a.n,Ethiopia and Iran to understand the dimensions
of the problem." (Ibid: 92).
lmt it is not only in countries undergoing the pressures of modernisation
and economicgrowth that the ethnic resistance to political centralisa.tion
is experienced. Canada.is currently experiencing just such a problem
with the demandsof the French Canadians, voiced particularly through,
the Parti Qu,ebecois,for separatism. The federal strategy appears
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not to have met the economic, political and social needs of the
French Canadian Community. The partial federal structure which
existed between Great Britain and Northern Ireland was suspended
when it appeared to be inadequate to cope with the demands of the
community for the social, political and economic conditions existing
elsewhere in Great Britain. Yet, despite this experience, the
British Governm~lt proposed meeting the demands of other eJjmdc groups
by 'devolution' in a federal model.
"Nation-builders find it easier to skirt such
groups, accommodating the national structure to
them in the hope that eventually they will be
dispersed by nonethnic atta.chments."
(Ibid : 93).
Where the federal solution appears to have been successful for a
multi-ethnic state, for example in Switzerland, the Soviet Union and
the United States, it takes little investigation to uncover the
presence of sometimes sizeable minority groups which are nevertheless
creating problems for their respective governments.
"Development in the context of ethnic pluralism
and federalism involves more than political
engineering skills; it entails adjustment to
unplanned ethnic change." (Ibid: 97).
Autonomous Regions
In a federal structure the central government is asserting its
will and capacity to act nationally for all sections of the community
and all individual citizens. Some nation-states prefer to adopt the
solution of autonomous regions within their boundaries, thereby
acknowledging limitations on their capacity, or will. The Kurds in
Iran obtained administrative autonomy from the central government, as
did the hill tribesmen of North Vietnam. So, too, the Isle of Man
and the Channel Islands are administratively autonomous from the
British Government.
"Autonomy makes most sense for an ethnic group
that is peripheral to development. The central
government does not require ita manpower, its
emotional attachment, or its resources." (Ibid: 142).
The fragile nature of this structure is obvious from both sides.
The ethnic group can interpret autonomy as exclusion from the benefits
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available tc the rest of the state when once they begin to assess the
comparative disadvantages of their position. Likewise, the central
government may view the autonomous region as sts.niing in the way of
development when res~xrces or strategic considerations change. It
would appear, therefore, that the establishment of autonomous regions
to contain ethnic differentiation is no more likely to be a succeasful
policy in the long run than federalism has been.
Unitary systems
Unitary systems have been developed by states such as Sri Lanka,
Guyana and Israel. They are all small states where the ethnic groups
are inter-mingled geographically although in Guyana for example the
political parties are split along ethnic lines and ethnic issues
dominate much of the political life. The unitary structures have not
led to a lessening of inter-ethnic group conflict; indeed, all three
states cited have had serious inter-communal riots during the last
few years. Israel's inter-communal problems were increased when the
last Arab-Israeli conflict resulted in an expansion into Arab territory
and in the number of Arabs forming a part of the Israeli citizenr,y.
But Israel also has many other ethnically distinct groups. The
distinctions are usually drawn by reference to the country of origin of
the different groups. Thus there are the Oriental Jews and the
European Jews, but within the European group, for example, there are
the Polish or the Austrian or the English and the cultural differences
are distinctive, including language.
In none of the unita.ry states cited have the structures been capable
of implementing unitary attitudes, indeed the unitary structure and
ethnic communalism coexist in an uneasy relationship which occasionally
erupts in inter-ethnic violence. One of the most poignant examples
of the failure of an attempt at unitary structures is shown in the
experience of Cyprus. Wi th two distinct ethnic groups, the minority
being l~ of the population, and distinct social, economic and cultural
patterns, unitary organiZation broke down within a. short period
after independence. A federal solution was canvassed for a long
period of negotiation but since the last outbreak of violence,
negotiations seem to be tending towards a structure of autonomous
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regions. This small state will then have tried all three of the
major types of structures which nation-states have attempted to use
to overcome the problems of nation-statehood and ethnicity.
Eation-building
Two distinct approaches to nation-building are discernible
whatever the t~ of structure that haG been adopted. ~ approach
attempts to over-ride the ethnic commitment of its citizens and
superimpose a national identity to which all can relate. The
other approach recognises the ethnic diversity and attem~ts to encompass
it within the national image. The advantages to be gained by
pressing towards nation-state building are usually economic but the
benefits are not so immediate nor so great as to repay the citizens for
abandoning traditional affiliations and expectations. ConsequentlY,
a state such as India, or Malaysia, which attempted to establish a
new national image at independence and thereby undermine ethnic aff-
iliations finds itself confronted now with ethnic disparities and
disaffection. The experience of Nigeria, and Cyprus, which set
out in the direction of ethnic diversity has been no more successful.
In all cases there has been pressure towards the break-up of the
nation state unit. Whatever the structure which has been used, the
economic, social and political apparatus has not met the needs of
those the structure is designed to serve. Indeed, Mayo goes so
far as to suggest that the objective is misconceived.
,,'The thinking behind proposals for the creation
'of vast regions lacking a:ny real identity is
based on a failure to understand the cellular
na ture of human society: that heal thy groups
grow from the base upvards with all the variety
and lack of uniformity this implies."
(1974 : 10).
Bell reinforces this in discussing
"the centrifugal forces of separation."
(1975 : 144).
Ethnicity and Political Development
Inevitably, the analysis leads towards the conclusion that political
structures are not the independent variable in ensuring that ethnic
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groups can perceive themselves es having a role within a nation-state
and functioning successfully there. LeVine end Campbe11suggest that
"the well-bounded ethnic entity is associated with
a rather advanced stcte of political development." (1972 : 99).
end the model suggests that, whatever the structure, it is the levels
of participation, vulnerability and social mobilisation which ,d11
dictate whether the structu-~ can accommodate the needs of tbe members
of the society it servas. The degree to which the political structures
are legitimised by the society thus appears to depend upon the perceived
opportunities for increased participation, and social mobilisation and
decreased vulnerabili~J. The extent of ti10se perceived oppor~~ities
will varJ from state to state and what is satisfactory within one
society nuzy well appear unsatisfactory within Mother. However, within
one state, political development would appear to be dependent upon the
satisfaction of group needs for participation, social mobilisation end
decreased vulnerability as these are identified and particularised by
the group. Presentation of these opportunities within a zero-sum
framework in which one group sees itself in competition with another is
dysfunctional for development since such competition will inevitably
increase vulnerability and decrease the perceived participatory and
mobilisation chances.
Changes in the hierarchical control of a state do not necessarily
seem to affect these system demandswhich w::>uldappear to relate less
to the style of decision-makin.g structures than to the means availa.ble
to individuals and small grOllpS to expand their developDent potent1a.l.
Hence, for example, the popular demand in new states for greater
educa.tional opportunities which ere seen by parents as providing their
children with these very possibilities. Only Wheneducational
structures do not meet the needs of socio-economic structures does some
loss of confidence occur. To the extent that etlmic groups develop
out of familiarity, custom end sentiment, they are emotional in
character rather thanf'unctional. A trade union is afunctional orp,hisation
which has specified functions. Not so an etlmic group which, for its
members, depends upon the psychological predispositions of the individual.
The identification procedure, then, cannot easily be analysed in terms
of measura.ble rational advantages. Indeed., sometimES,the disadvantS89s
are more obvious, e~though equally d1fficul t to measure. However
Glazer and Moynihan point CIlt
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"one of the striking characteristics of the
present situation is the extent to which we
find the ethnic group defined in terms of
interest, .!.! an interest group." (1975: 7).
What has become clear, is that members of etlmic groups express
needs such as for participation, efficacy, or affiliation, needs wr4ch
have been described in this study as being integral to political
de'lelopment. viewing these needs of the individual from a functional
and dysfunctional view point, through the use of the model, provides a
framework for consideration by policy makers. There is an interest
in avoiding the breakdown in social organisation which often foilows
the unsatisfied demands of under-represented groups. It dictates the
acknowledgement of individual needs, such as those of security,
recognition or distributive justice (see Sites, 1973 : 43), rather
than the emphasis on social organisation which has been a feature of the
approach used by most states attempting to deal with the problem of
ethnic diversity.
The political development model indicates that recognition of
the separate status - cultural an~or political - of ethnic groups
pari'orms the following functions for their members.
1. It provides opportunities for partiCipation. Ethnic identification
provides a participatory structure with a network of
communication, a language and regulated system of communication,
which enables the individual to compare his own personal
assessment of himself with others in a familiar context
and to expand his participatory experience. It was earlier
argued that such participatory opportunities are part of the
pattern of human needs expressed by most members of society,
in Sites' terms, the need for "control".
The need for participation by ethnic groups is too often denied
because they are usually minorities. Their need is no less, indeed
it could be greater because of their vulnerability, than the need of
peoples generally of which Alabaster wrote (1972 : 50).
"Thus we can find evidence which supports the thesis
that the demand for participation or for a participatory
democracy is directly connected with the context of
growing' corporatism' ••• many people do want to
participate in the decision-taking processes of which
they are normally only the objects, but that in 'normal'
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times they simply do not believe that such participation
is in any way a concrete possibility, and therefore
there is no very visible evidence of their desire for it.
But when the possibility of meaningful participation
is suddenly opened up, those who were supposed to be,
and had supposed themselves to be, contented or
apathetio disoover in themselves a desire for suoh
participation whi~h they did not know they possessed."
2. At the same time as the individual is experiencing psyohological
and social growth through his ethnic role, his identification
also reduces his sense of vulnerability. ~~ile the ethnic
group itself might be highly vulnerable, individual exposure is
lessened in the security of the group.
3. Social mobilisation can be increased in the mar.ner already
analysed as part of the funotional nature of ethnic groups,
that is by offering a network of skills, positions and contacts
which facilitates movement inside and across ethnic boundaries
Coleman cites the case in the United States when
"the political resources of Negroes ••• created
enough pressure on the local unions to provide an
allocation of a large proportion of apprenticeships
for Negro applicants." (1971: 83).
It would appear, therefore, that the criteria already presented
as the parameters of political development are the same criteria that
can explain the attachment of individuals to ethnic identity. This
attachment appears to be increasing in the nation-states of today,
rather than decreasing under the influence of modernisation, as so
many had expeoted.
It has been the purpose of this chapter to explore the inter-
relationship between political developnent and ethnicity and to look
at the main devioes used by decision-makers to meet the problems of
a multi-ethnio society in the context of political change. These
structural devioes appear to have been seen either in the context of
the politioal status quo, that is instituKonalising a distribution
already existing at independence, or, at the other end of the
oontinuum, attempting to superimpose the image of a New Man, a national
of the state, and thereby over-ride ethnic divisions. The major
impetus for both approaches has come from perceived economic and
security requirements, viewed within a structural framework. The
,
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result has been a zero-sum approach to the problems of multi-ethnic
societies. What is good for societ.y becomes what is good for the
majority or the most powerful interest group and is thereby seen as
operating against the interest of the minority. Decision-making is
then firmly embedded in a power, law and order, model. A shift in
paradigm opens the possibility of considering all possible behavioural
responses with a view to resolving by maximising on such development
'goods' as security, identity, recognition, etc. Their 'availability'
is then increased through increased experience.
This r.uggests that a re-assessment using the individual as the
unit of analysis leads towards a positive evaluation of the role of
ethnicity and the linking of that evaluation with educational
development is most timely. In the classroom and the school the
experience necessary to building up these development 'goods' can
be provided.
Political development was presented in Chapter 1 as being a function
of learning. In Chapter 2, education for development was presented
as an integrative totality of learning experiences. In Chapter ;, a
model of political development with the three parameters, participation,
social mobilisation and vulne~abi1ity was offered as an effective tool
for making decisions about the contributions to development of the
individual's experience. Now it has been shown that ethnicity can
make its own demands in terms of the developmental parameters and that
the developmental needs which ethnicity attempts to meet should be
acknowledged in the learning experiences of the individual. Ethnic
groups increase participation, and social mobilisation and decrease
vulnerability. That is, in terms of the model, ethnicity can be
a contributor to political development. It is a necessary condition
for political development, therefore, that the implications of
ethnicity be considered when assessing the behaviour, attitudes and
values found within the school. In reviewing the use of the history
curriculum as an instrument for political and social education in
Canada, Manzer found that the English and French textbooks produced
"different interpretations of critical periods, .
different assessments of historical figures, and
different lists of recommended values." (1976: 22).
Here is an example where, failing to take account of the ethnic impact
of certain aspects of education, leads to conflicting messages for
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political development - conflicting between ethnic groups and
between those groups and national po1icty.
The need is to
"create and respc,nd to new patterns and models of
individual development, without which the orientation
to social and economic goals will continue to generate
social discontent and individual frustration."
(Emmerij, 1914 : 149).
The inter-relationship between economic and political change is seen
as being at the root of modernisation and it will be this that
will be considered, both in social and individual terms, in the next
chapter.
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CHAPrER 5
MODERNISATION
In the historical review that was given in Chapter 1 of the changing
notion of development, attention was drawn to the ccnfusion surrounding
the concept of modernisation. However, it held a central role in
the developmental literature during the nineteen fifties and sixties.
In his Introduction to a collection of essays on this theme, Weiner
wrote,
"Each of the social science disciplines had focused on
different elements of the modernisation process ••• None
of these interpretations leads us very far toward a
generic definition of modernity." (Weiner, 1966 : 3).
Some authors, while claiming to be discussing modernisation, in fact
deal with some other notion. For example, Sme1ser wrote,
"The term 'modernisation' - a conceptual cousin
of the term 'economic development', but more
comprehensive in scope - refers to the fact that
technical, economic, and ecological changes ramify
through the whole social and cultural fabric."
(Smelser, 1966 : Ill).
However, the discussion which followed dealt solely with the impact
of economic development. Similarly, although McCle11and asked
"What impulse produced economic growth and
modernisation?",
his conclusion was solely in terms of economio growth.
Reference was made in Chapter 1 to the more recent work of Smith
(1973), and his attempt to distinguish between modernisation and
development by drawing attention to the distinctively modern application
of science and technology to social problems. He pointed
"to a new relationship between knowledge and ~ctivity,
the grounding of the latter on effective cognition based
on observation, experiment, and induction organised into
a systemic corpus of knowledge ••• What is important •••
for modernisation is the application of this new
type of knowledge to practical affairs, and the range
of technical possibilities which it opens up."
(Smith, 1973 : 93).
Such an approach to modernisation immediately raises questiOns
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regarding the re1aticnship between education, modernity and development.
In a thorough review of the research relating these three notions,
Ho1singer and Theisen referred once again to the
"prevailing confusion over the interchangeability
of the terms 'modernity' (more specifically 'the
modern man') and 'naticnal development'. We
do not see the terms as synonymous descriptions
of the same process or phenomena, although we
be1iev!4 that the two are highly interrelated."
(1977 : 328).
Shi1s has pointed out that
"the leaders of both old and new states feel a
pressing need to espouse policies that will
modernise their nations ••• to be modern means
to be dynamic, ••• democratic and egalitarian,
scientific, economically advanced, sovereign and
influential •••• Modernity demands universal
public education and equality of access to
opportunities ••• To be modern is to be scientific
progress rests on rational technology, and
ultimately on scientific knowledge ••• the
promotion of scientific research and the
utilisation of its results for the common good.
Education is commonly regarded as one way of
diffusing the scientific outlook among the
new generation, of breaking the hold of
traditional beliefs and of the traditional
privileges associated with them."
(1975 : 484/5).
•••
Any discussion of political development cannot avoid the concept
of modernisation, especially where the interface between education
and political development is being considered. Modernisation, in the
context of development and education can be described as a process of
social change and, in particular, as the application of scientific
and technological knowledge, attitudes and procedures. These changes
apply at both the social and the individual level; the former will
be discussed in terms of the provision of organisational and
physical structures Which rely upon scientific and technological
knowledge and procedures; the latter in terms of the knowledge,
attitudes and behaviours of individuals. It is already clear that the
implementation of a modernising philosophy will be closely related to
the educational system but this theme will be further developed in the
next chapter. First Modernisation as a process of social change will
be discussed first from a societa1, and then an individual point of
view.
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The modernisation of society
In considering the structural process of social change, brought
about by the impact of scientific knowledge and technology, the
distinction between science and technology is an important one since
"it is the science, rather than the technology,
that is at odds with the traditional belief
system." (Ingle & Turner, 1971 : vi).
Technology is used here in the sense that Galbraith defined of
"the systematic application of scientific and
other- organised knowledge to practical tasks."
(1967 : 12).
The implications of a structural process of change are that the
observable relationships between roles and functions in a society
are altered in such a profound way as to cause the change to be
irreversible in that new roles and functions are institutionalised.
"To the extent that we believe that technological
change is not so much driven by autonomous scientific
discoveries and inventions as by the changing awareness
of human and social needs, a taxonomy of technological
events may be started by exploring some kind of
'normative' framework whereby evolving social needs
can be related to possibilities." (OEeD, 1974 : 67).
Under these changing conditions, the relationships within society
are re-ordered and rights and responsibilities are distributed according
to a new set of criteria. Epstein makes a similar distinction
"between change in which basic elements of the
society alter and change in which social action
does not alter the basic forms."
(1962 : 312).
•••
She refers to the former as "structural change". Such a means to
social change might result from the building of a new road from a
formerly isolated village to the state capital. In The Passing of
Traditional Society, Lerner (1958) had documented just such a case in
Turkey, where, indeed, structural social change ensued. The building
of a new road does not necessarily lead to structural social change
although it will have some impact on the social relationships of
those affected by it. For the change to be structural, the
opportunities afforded by the new road, and the predispositions of
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those affected by it, must be such as to change the living patterns,
the distribution of wealth and power, and hence the roles and
responsibilities.
"In the preceding analysis of the elements of
structural change in Wa.nga.laand Dalena I have
argued that e:onomic development need not
necessarilty produce econcmic change. Only
where the new economic system was incompatible
with features of traditional economic organisation
did we find a change in economic roles and
relations. But wherever there was such
economic change we also found corresponding
changes in political and ritual roles and
relations as well as in the principles of
social organisation." (Epstein, 1962 : 334).
"This emphasizes the importance of examining
closely the technical and operational requirements of
a new techno-economic system in order to
identify how far it is compatible with existing
modes of social organisation, ecological circumstances,
and cultural priori ties. Some types of new
technology and commercial production tend to
have more immediate and radical effects on
production and consumption activities and,
over a longer time~span, lead to substantial
modification in the social structure and
normative system. Depending on the situation
it can produce more specialised forms of labour,
a differentiation between cash-crop as against
subsistence spheres, a separation of production
from consumption units, and changes in family
and social organisation generally. But these
changes are not automatic and not always
immediate." (Long, 1977 : 20).
If the same technical innovation, such as a road, can have a
modernising effect in one situation and not in another, what are the
factors that cause the difference? The definition of modernisation
indicates that both social and individual factors are involved, and
that these, in turn are dependent upon procedural and attitudinalchanges.
Changes in attitudes relate to the modernisation of the individual and
will be dealt with separately. But changes in procedures are at the
heart of the modernisation process. Science and technology can be
exported from one state to another, or indeed, developed in a state in
a context which is relevant or irrelevant to its needs. Symbols of
modernity are not themselves necessarily good indicators of the
modernisation process at work. Certainly large and imposing buildings
can be built in the state capital, airlines can f"1y international routes,
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expensive and complexmedical equipD8nt can be installed in hospitals.
These are symbols or national prestige rather than symbols ot a
modernisillg nation. For modernisation, the scient1tio and teclm1cal
knowledee JIIIlStbe appropriate to the oonditions and levels or
4evelop.Dentot the state. However,what is appropriate?
"In its most norma.l.lyused sense ••• the expression
'appropriate· has empirioal content onl.y by" reterence
to criteria or Obj80tives which themselves IIIlBtbe
spec11'1ed10 empirical terms." «(BC]), 1974 i 22).
The application ot an appropriate technolOQ is as IIlUChto do with
procedures as it is to do with knowledBe.
"The notion or 'appropriate' choices ot technolO§' •••
implies a pluralistic approach to p]ann1ng. That is,
it becomesessential to identtr,r Bectors and activities
where so-called 'appropriate' or intermediate technologies
best al.l7 the need. tor higher productivity with
equa.1.l.Timportant needs to provide emplo;yment,to
ut1l1se local _ter1ala, to associate a poor popalaoe
with its om developoent, to oonserve depletable
natural resources, and to reduce dependence on
toreign currenoy ••• the viae oourse 1& to employ
the entire pmut ot 1nstruments rang1ng trom
improved traditional technologies to others whioh
are modern but small-scale, labor-creative, and
1nd1genOllSq developed. to others which are second-
pneration or 'obsolete. technologies imported tran
developed countries; to st1ll others 1Ih1oh are the
most modernot all; and perhaps even to others which
do not exist anywhere yet but vh1ch mast be developed
to suit special needs." (Goulet, 1977 I 80/81).
!he _ssap which is oonveyed10 all the studies quoted 1& or the
oentral tanotion 10 modernisation of contertual anal.7si8 10 1Ih1oh
deoision making and processes or ohanp are s1&n1tioant teatures. ~
reoalls the a.et1n1tion or poli tioal denlopoent 10 Cbapter 1 as _11 as
the cUsoU8sion] inking political developaent to education in Chapter 2.
In particular, the aodel presented 10 Chapter' is a&a1n a usetul tool
to appq to this anal.7sis. !'he concepts which have been underl1ned 10
the preoecUngcU8CU88ion,auoh as ohaJlBesin roles and relations
(lpstein), 10 social and taallla1 orp.n1sation (LaD6), 10 appropriateness
ot teobno10£1 (Goulet) are &11afteoted by the degree or social
aobilisation in the society. In the oontext ot the aodelnisation
or society, theretore, that pe.rtioular pa.l'aEter ot the .ode1 can be
seen to be oentral to the ana.l.1Bis. !rh1s indicates both an intersection
between modernisation and political deve10paant (.1m1lar to that tomd
between et.lmioity and political 4evelopaent) and DlOn 1IIportantly, an
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area where education can have an 1mpa.ot.
The prooedures or scient1tic enquiry are, essentially, the prooedures
ot problem solving in an area ot applled science. The problem IlUSt
be placed in its oontext, and that oontext analysed tor the components
vh1ch have a bearing on the problem. If,ypotheses are oonstructed, .
data idant1tied, oollected, prooessed and a.nalysed, ne. conjectlI1"es
to1"llllllatedand tested. (See Popper, 1959). Methods such as
modelling and piloting are used. The outcome which is being sOU8ht is
the best-tit to the conditions and data. The application ot such
prooedures will frequently tavour the simpler outcome, and should
senerate one whioh 1& appropriate to the oontext and input. What
is being sugsested here is, then, a 41st1notion between contextual
modernisation, that is modernisation which iDlp1nees on the llte-s't7les,
rOles. and responsibiUties of all members of the society, and the
trappings ot a modernised sooiety 1dl1ch are, too otten, laid l1ka a
gloss upon a state many or wose citizens are tmtouched by' the
modernisation process. This distinction is at the heart ot the
wri ting ot ID8.D1' ~ts ot the devel0pD9ntal process. stevart
makes the point.
"The producers ot machinery in the developed countries
persistently continue to expand production ot increasingly
inappropriate teclmologr tor LDCs••• each year
teclmologr becomes more oapi tal intensive and more
sopb1sticated and the gap sets wider between the
needs ot the developing oountries and what is being
provided'b7 the developed oountries." (OECD, 1974 I 117).
(See also Prank, 1969, Goulet, 1977). In particular .thes. a.ne.q.t&
are oonoerned with the extent to 1lh1ch modern industrial teolm1ques
are introduced into some states increasing an unemploymentproblem
and producing goods which are inappropriate to the needs ot the
majority. !'bese industries are Dot labour-intensive and their
products and the protits trom the. help to Il8.inta1Da structure ot
Booiev vh1ch is least. conducive to Ilodernisation.
"They exacerbate the problems ot the dual BOOiety
and ruravurban 1Ilbe.lance, they e]1m1nate tra41tional
activities, they pIlt the poor ooontry' in a position
of dependence an the &id. givers, and above all, they
tail to create jobs." (Latbam-JCoen1g,1974 I 171).
Host importantly, it 1& not cmq economio 4eve10pD8nt which 1& the
aim of the aod.emisation process. 8001&1·, cultural, poUtical and
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personal cbanBes toeether support such chaz:lBes in the structure ot
society which can use economic developDent to the greatest advantage
ot the state as a whole. (See Shils, 1975). These are the chan8es
to which the model of political 4evelopnent <haws attention. 'rhe7
are equally' changes which can be affected 'b7 the educational process.
Soluticma, then, which appear satistaot<?%7 in one envircnment cannot
autaDatical~ be as8'1lled to be satistsctory in another environment.
Where there is a larse labour torce, and llttle mechanisation, the
appropriate procedure tor the construction ot buildings, tor example,
might vell 1nd1cate the utilisation of labour and simple hand operated
tools, rather than expensive, imported earth-movillg maoh1ner,r. The
modern procedure lies in the analy'sis ot the problem and the search1Dg
tor an approach to the problem wh1cn maximises benetits and minimises
costS. i'h1s is ver;r dU'terent from :Bernsteinls description ot
JDoderniV as beiDg
"non-problematic as it is already 'given' by'
the historical development ot the West.n (1979 I e3).
Ha.zru1 detiDes modernity
"according to these three basic principles of
responsiveness to the b1gbest levels of knowledge,
enc0ura&8mentot innOVation, and enlargement ot
social sympathies." (1979 I 744) •
.l technologic~ appropriate response which is ccmaistent w1th 8OC1a.l
objectives becomes the modern result ot such problem ana.lJrsis. So,
tor example, agricultural teclm.1ques which are relevant to a temperate
olJ.ma.te, such as the intensive rearing at beet in the V.It. with the
oonsequent hiBh cOIl8UIIptionot aanutactured cCllCentrates tor teeding,
are not relevant at all in tropioal areas where there 1s continuous
growth all the 78&r roand.
"Much ot Westem agricultural technology vas
developed in response to a basic short888 ot
JD&npowrin relation to land. In the countries
of Aaia and .ltrioa, the oppesi te problem exists,
and theretore quite 4.1tterent technological
1rmovations are necesaa:t'7." (P.Ye, 1966 I 341).
Mod.emisation is dependent upon changes in the -.jor .eotors ot
sooietT. The impact ot educational practices tovard modernisation
oan be detected on such seotors as coDllJl1lllioations,and administration,
through the particular 1nsti tutiQl.ls, roles and behaviours b7 which
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scientific and teclm1cal knovledp, attitudes and proced1ll'8s are
enacted.
The cODllJlmicationsector has two components, the ~sioal netvork
whioh allowa movementot goods and services, along roads, rails or
rivers, and the communication network vhich facilitates the movement
ot 1ntormation and ideas, throusb, tor example, the media. The
institutional. framevor!: ~or the latter is prO'l/idedby the media, the
post, telegraph and telephone system. The modernisation ot the
coumanication sector can be effected throaeh technical 1mpl'ovementsin,
transport and the movementot intormation. . It has been shown by
reterences above that the building of new roads or railVB1' lines can
result in modernisation. Clearly, also, technical knowledge is
involved in the establlshment and develo1JD8ntot newspapers, radio
or television and in the growth ~t telecommunications. But it is
in the maxmerin which the media, in particular, is used that tecbnioal
and soient1tio procedures can beCaDe relevant to modernisation. !he
existence ot newspapers, tor erample, can be merely a symbol ~
modernisation in the same V81' as a new monumentor international airline.
However, newspapers can be used &8 part of a campsJ.sntor literacy.
In discussing the role ot the press in the emergence ot the 19th.
century Chartist movementin J:ngland, Jobnson said,
"The political 1IIlportance ot the press 'WaS olosely'
l1llk8d to its versatillty' as an educational torm.
It was a resource that could be used vith great
nexibili t;y • It could be caref'ull1' studied and
pondered over ••• it could be read aloud ••• it
reached its Ipnpilsl at difterent levels or
literacy and prepared:oes. tor .tudT.- (1979 IS}).
In Israel, ooll11llnsof Tar7ing cu.lticulty' in Tooabular;y and expression
have been incorporated into newsPapers. In Uganda, a aonthl7
map,zi:De vi th agricultural. oontent vas most successful taokl.1.Dg both
the li terao7 levels and the interests ot the ta.rm1ng cOllllnUlit;y •
(Burion, 1969). With llm1ted resources tor the media, the tint
questions to be asked. relate to relevance ot content, possibilities
of distribution, acoessibility et audience. Possibly the planning ot
radio and nevapaper production together, instead of .eparately as is
so otten the case. vould meet the needs tor intormation distribution
more effectively. In every case, the deV810pD8ntof a new technioal
resource should be able to depend upon the aTailabUit;y of appropriate
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back-up resources, physical, but especially human. In India, for
example, where a satellite has been used to enable television to be
transmitted across a wide area and a television set has been installed
in each village that can receive the transmission, repair facilities
for a malfunctioning set are summoned by postcard but the post is not
collected or distributed in a ~3liable and regular way. I f the
communfcatdons sector is to perform a moderr.ising function, it must
not only have available technical facilities and know-how but both
these facilities and the content of the info~mation being communicated- ,
must be appropriate and relevant to the audience and relate to their
needs and interests. A modernising communications network will
play an important role in political development and in education, but
only insofar as it accepts and, indeed, encourages the increasing
participation and social mobilisation and decreasing vulnerability of
those who use it. In this way modernisation and political development
will be mutually interactive.
Similarly, what happens on the farm, that is in the agrarian sector,
is for many countries, especially poorer countries, at the centre of
their modernisation difficulties. Indeed some analysts maintain that
effecting modernisation of the rural sector is the vital variable in
generating economic development. Again it is not just a question
of introducing technical skills and knowledge or bringing in farm
machinery but of changing the attitude and consequently, the behaviour
of individual farmers and farming communities. Out of the present
knowledge and experience of farmers must be developed meaningful
procedures which are available to be used and for whom the use is
obviously beneficial and possible. In that way, the modernisation
of the agrarian sector will inevitably become the modernisation of
the community which is predominantly agrarian. Inkeles reports on
the impact on individual modernisation of agricultural cooperatives
in East Pakistan and Israel. (See also Rahim, S .A., Co-operatives and
.Agricultural Developnent in Bangladesh in Nash, Dandler and Hopkins,
1976). In particular, he draws attention to the organisation setting,
the emphasis on self-help and the models of alternative methods
provided by the cooperative. New principles of social organisation
and interpersonal relations may be introduced by the cooperative which
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may be as modernising in their effects as such introductions in the
industrial setting. (1974: Chapter 13). Soedjatmoko has drawn
attention to this same pheonomenon.
"Cooperative enterprises ••• constitute a
jumping-off point and an intermediate step
towards modern economic activity which is
suffici~ntly close to the atmosphere of
our tra.d.itionalways of life and at the same
time capable of being used as a basis to
build up our economic strength and of
creating forms of larger scale economic
activities ••• The establishment of a
cooperative in a village means the introduction
of specific techniques of organisation •••
The setting up of a cooperative will inevitably
lead not only to a change in the social
relations in the village but also to a
change in the hi~rto prevailing customs
and institutions ••• In any case it is quite
clear that the success or failure of a
village cooperative depends not only on the
ability of the leaders and members to
conduct the enterprise but on social and
cultural changes as well which are directly
or indirectly related to the functioning
of the cooperative. Therefore, the
establishment of a cooperative in a village
is and should be accompanied by various
changes in other spheres of village life."(1958 : 4/5).
Nash, Dandler and Hopldns explored the experience of different countries
with co-operatives and showed that their introduction need not
necessarily lead to modern effects. However, whatever the purpose
of sponsoring co-operatives, they pointed out that they do appear to
lead to
"side effects such as spread of knowledge and
politicization." (1976: 7).
The education sector is to form the substance of the next chapter.
It is the main thesis here that education is a crucial factor in
changing attitudes and developing procedural and technical knowledge.
However, what is also clear from the above, is the artificiality of
dividing one sector from another and assuming no interaction. While
it is clear that the education sector impinges upon all others, it is
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. equally clear that each relies upon the other to a greater or lesser
extent. Modernisation cannot take place in one without affecting
another, and perhaps what is required are changes in procedures in
the first instance with modernisation being regarded as an outcome.
However, that modernisation is distinctively different from
devel~pment is now clear. Modernisation has as its aiu the growth
of a technically competent society, one whose citizens can make use
of the knowledge ar.d procedures that science and technology have made
available in order to affect their life styles and the organisation
of their living. This does not assume the introduction of a break-
point below which is un- or under-developed and above which is
developed, or of another dividing traditional from modern. There is,
indeed, in the notion of modernisation no assumption about standards
of living or degrees of development. Modernisation is measured by
changes in attitudes and methods of approach to the problems of
organising and meeting the needs of the community, and hence can
apply to the simplest as well as to the most complex of societies.
Modernisation is the process by which the community changes and
adapts to its roles and responsibilities in the light of technical
or scientific innovation, not the innovations themeQlves. Invest-
ment in resources for economic development cannot automatically assume
that such changes will take place. It is for this reason that so
much economic development founders upon the lack of social and human
modernisation.
The Modernisation of the Individual
Discussion of the modernisation of society cannot be dissociated
from consideration of the modernisation of the individual.
"There is the need to affect the attitudes,
calculations and expectations of a significant
part of the population if there is to be
impressive change."
(Pye, 1966 : 341).
According to the definition of modernisation proposed above, modern
individuals are those who accept and utilise scientific and technical
knowledge, attitude and procedures. In the course of doing this, they
are involved in and might well promote the process of social change
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which is called mod.ernise.tiOll. They vill be people whoare open
to intormation, readier to question and experiment and cOllSequent~ leas
dell9ndent upon traditional explanations in the absenoe ot tested
8XJl8r1ences. Theywill have expecte.tions that there are rational
connections between associated events even it they do not know what
these connections are, and they will look to certain souees, such as
the media, and e(;:ooation, to provide the appropriate information.
Theywill see the logic ot li8htening labour, where possible, in order
to release energies tor the solution ot problems and hence will
utilise functional cooperation and a wider viev ot soc1&1organisation
to implement system cooperation as well as individual. Aboveall,
they will see themselves as having the ability to think, teel and
possibly do S<XD8thing e.bout their world, rather than being objects ot
manipulation by torces outside their understanding. In these senses,
a modernindividual oould exist at aDY" point in histor,r and, equal.l¥,
it is possible to tind those today vho are not .adern.
"The modern outlook ••• is based on the realisation
that the oonquest ot nature by man is possible and
that it constitutes a legitimate purpose in life.
With this attitude man is no longer an integral
part of nature but a being apart from it and as
such begina to investigate nature, and, in so
beginning, to dominate natural torces ••• This
urp to understand nature and to know its laYS for
the sake ot knovleclee itself is in tact nothing
other than the soientifio attitude. '!'he
soientific attitude endea.vours to perceive nature
as a coord1nated whole of vhich a full knowledge
and understanding can be gradual~ acquired and
orpnised in a logical theory, the elements et
which are interrelated. to each other in a
oonsistent fashion. !his atti tud.e oonstantly
endeavours to objectiv1se its cCIlOlusionsand
to re-examine them in the llsht et new tindings;
and vben necessBr7 established theories &re
revised. '!I.'hus, the crux of scientific attitudes
is the s~1rit ot oontinual reneval.· (Soedjatmoko,
1958 I 9).
One of the moat interesting studies to have bean dOlD8an the
modernisation et the individual is that ot Ink'sles and his associates,
reported in :BecClllingModem. (Inkeles & Smith, 1974). Inkeles va.s
concerned nth a socio-psychological approach to modemisation.
"The aodern is defined. as a modeot iDdivid.ual
fUnotioning , a set of clispositions to act in
certain V&7s." (Ibid: 16).
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Inkeles developed an inventOX'J"ot themes which would be renected,
he telt, in the attitudes, va]:usB and behaviour ot a model modernman.
The themes were selected. in three V£qs. First an analysis and
classification was done of those personal qualities most likely to
be found in effioient and effeotive tactory workers. They included
such qualities as efticacy, that is the degree tc whioh individuals
feel able to affeot their environment, their ability to meet and overocae
challenses, their openness to new experiences, their evaluation ot
teclm10al skill and their recognition of the dign1ty of others. The
factory was chosen as a modern1sin8 institution ot one ot the lllajor
sectors of society, and ODe vhich is, to a large extent, cross-
cultural.
"The organisation ot the tactory and its mode
of tunotionillg embodies a series ot tundamental
prinoiples to wh.1o h menfrom a trad1tianal
backgroundwould respond favourably. We·
anticipated that :rather than responding with
oontusion or reacting defensively traditional
menwould be open to the lessons the factory
had to teach, incorporating and adopting as
their own standard the norms embeddedin modern
factor)" organisation. This learning, we
believed, would comeabout throush the same
processes of soc1a1isation identified by us
earlier as the basis tor learn.1Dgmodern attitudes
and values in the sohool, namely, modelling,
generalisation, exemplitication, and reward and
punishment. Those processes can be observed at
work across the whole range of the main themes
which defined our analytic model of the modern
man." (Ibid: l58).
!'he second method ot identi.tyj:ag themes adopted a topio perspeotive,
looking at the WB¥B in which modernisation is assooiated with
atti tudes toward such topics as religion, and the family. J'1nally,
a behavioural perspective was adopted, in order to inolude a measure
ot what mendo, as vell as what attitudes they hold. So, active
plblic participation vas mea.s1l1"8dby the degree ot participation in
politios, tor example, bl' Toting.
The final llat ot tbamas vas tested empiric~ by in depth
interviews with nine lmndred cultivators, new factory workers,
urban non-industrial workers and experienced factory workers across
six countries, J.rgent1na., Chile, India, Israel, B'i8eria and Bast
Pakistan. Inkeles summedup,
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"The def1n1tive syndrcme of individual modernit,',
nowempirioally established, included keeping
1ntomed shout the world and taldng an active
role as a oi tHen; valuing education and
technical skill; aspiring to advance oneseIt
eoanomically , stressing individual responsibili't7
and seeing the virtues ot planning, includiDg
tamily planning; approving social ohange and
being open to new experience, including the
experience ot urbe.n llv1llg and industrial
employment; manU'esting a sense ot personal
ettioacT; freedom from absolute submission
to received authority in tamily, tribe and
sect and the developDent ot newer non-parochial
loyalities; and the ooncomitant granting of
more autonomyand rights to those of lesser
status and power, such as minorit,' groups and
women. Taken tosether this set of qualities
empirioally dellneates tm modernman."
(Ibid I 109).
"The modem man is a cross-national, transcultural
type vho can be ident1tied by our soales
whatever the distinctive attitudes with whioh
his oultu:re ma:r otherwise have endowedhim."
(Ibid I US).
Having established a working def1n1tion ot modemman, Inkeles
went on to test his theory that certain institutions and experienoes
oause men to beoome more modem according to his det1n1 tion. Ten
independent variables were selected as measures ot institutions and
experiences presumed.to have the oapacity to modernise. ~se were,
tormal education, Ilonths ot factory u:perience, objective sk1U, JD8SS-
media. expoaure, number of factory benefits, ;rears of urban experience
since age 15, urbanism ot residence, Ilodernity ot haD8-sohool setting,
father's eduoaticm, consumer goods possessed. The school, 18Ss-media,
factory, agricultural cooperatives, urban non-industrial employ1D8llt,
urban experience, rural or urban or1.g1n and home and sohool background
wre each examined tar their impact cmmodernisa.tion.
The conclusions wre I
·ot the early experience in lite, cml.1 education
vas a h1Bb1y important by to individual modernity.
Indeed, stsmUng alane it vas by tar the single
most important determinant ot a man's modernity ...
Ken ot rnra.l origin who stqed in the oountryside to
tarm as their tathers bad done were JDOstlikely
to be frozen at the level of modernity which
characterised them wban they lett school ••• Yet
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it does not tollow automatio~ that a man
mtlSthave llmited horizons merely beoanse be
is engB89din agrioultural pursuits ••• This
lI8S made dramatioally evident in the oase of
those fev men whohad the good. fortune to be
enrolled in a vigorous nev torm ot sooial and
eoonomioorganisa.tion such as the Comilla
cooperative movementin East Pakistan •••
The aver888 farmer ('s) ••• ohiet opportunity
tor becomingmo1'9modem ••• lay in maximS sing
his oontact with the media ot mass oOJlllJlmication•••
As tor the men of urban origin, spending their
formative years in town ••• raised in urban
a!'ea.B were more likely to have more 7ears of
sohooling ••• Both of these factors •••
oontributed to the probability that the urban-
origin men would have a fairly high level ot
modernity at the time the7 entered the factory.
Nevertheless, urban-or1&1nDal ••• showed an
appreoiable increase in modenli ty, year by
year, as a result or their vork in industr,y •••
The greatest chanee in incUvidual modernity vas
experienoed by the men who left the oountryside
and assooiated agrioultural parsuits to take
up work in industry." (Ib1d I 285/6).
Fina.1ly, in SUIIIJla.r7, Inkeles ooncluded,
"The modemman's character, as it emerges trom
our study, JDa1' be aummed up under four major
hea.d1nga. He 1s an 1D!'ormed partioipant citizen,
he has a marked sense ot personal eftic&07' be 1s
hlgbly independent and autonomousin his relations
to traditional souroes of 1n.tluence espeo1ally when
he is makingbas1c deoisions about howto oonduot
his personal aftairs; and be 1s read¥ tor new
experiences and 1deas, that 1s, he is relatively
open-mincledand oosn1tive~ flexible.- (Ibid I 290).
The stronsest 1ntluenoe on the .odemisation of man vas shownin
this study to be his sohoolmg but the na.ture ot the sohooling vas
less important than the numberor )"ears of exposure. This leads cme
to suspect that there is something in the organisation of the sohool
and in the experience ot sohool 1tsel! vh1ch 1s aore important to the
modernising procedure 'than the qual1v ot tee.obfng or, poss1bl,y, the
oontent ot the aanitest ourriculum. Inkeles stated:
"Webelieve that the answr lies as'n'7 in the
distinctive nature ot the school as a sooial
organisation, something which has 11ttle to do
vith the currioulum as such. In our view, the
Bohool is not anly a place tor teaching, 1t is,
inevitably, a setting ~or the IDO:re pneral
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socialJ.sation ot the child. The school modemises
through a number ot processes other than tormal.
1nstrll.ction in academio subjeots. These are:
reward and punishment, modellJ.ng, exemplitication
and generalisation.a (Ibid I 140).
This recalls the discussion of the hidden curriculum and underlines,
889ln, the educational impact which is possible on modernisation even
where it has not been toreseen or part ot educational Jlla.rm1ng. Uter
the school, the next two strong 1nf'1uenoes on modernisation were the
ma.Ba-media and work experienoe, but 88'Sln it was quantity of contact
rather than quality which appeared to be important. This could have
been because no means of identifying and measuring quality has been
established and, as a eonsequence, the only torm of measure which vas
available to the researchers was a quantitative one. On the other
hand, it oould aea1n be hJ.&bl1shting, tor erample, the procedures et
comnnm1cation and orpnisation whioh are more and more eftective, the
longer the exposure and use. In an artiole in Stability and Social
Change, Inkeles challSD8td the york ot J:rikson and KoCelland in part
tor attempting to explain social change by'reference to ohanges which
have eJ.re~ taken place in the individual psyche. (Inkeles, 1971 :
265/281). However, he could not explain the cause of institutional
change, that is, vby' differenoes exist in levels ot institutional
modern1aation in d1tferent states. Nor could he se;r that the
presence ot a greater number o£ individuals with increased modemisation
in a sooiety would accelerate the modem1sation o£ that society,
a1though that vas his assumption. He stated,
"Wealtirm that our research has produced ample
evic1enoethat the attitude and value oban8es
defining indiT1dual modernity are aooompa.n1edby
cha:ages in behaviour precise~ of the sort which
V8 believe give _anil:lg to, and support, those
chan8es in political and economic institutions
vhich lead to the modernisation ct nations •••
Webelieve a cbanse in attituUs and values to
be QD8 ot the JIOst essential p1'9oonditions for
substantial and effective funotioning ot those
modern institutions which most ot the .aore
'practical' prcsrammes ot developDSnt hope to
establish ••• Dittusion thr01l8h the populatiCll
et the quall ties ot the modernmanis not
incidental to the process ot social 4&velop:DeD.t,
it is the essence of Ilational develop:D9lltitself.
(1974 : '1,/6).
Inbles work, nbstantiated by others in this tield ot research,
!
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provides a list ot quall ties, toeether vi th institutions, experience
of which acoelerates indJ.v1dual modernisation. The institution 1IhJ.oh
vas most effeotive in this respeot was the sohool. The most noticeable
and important indicator to emerge .from the analysis vas that, trom a
point ot view ot modernisation, it was not the calibre of start, nor
the qua.llty ot resources, nor the oontent ot the ourrioulum vhioh were
the vi tal tactors.· In the next Chapter, the role or the school vUl
be examined tor the intluence it can and might eart on poli tioal
developnent and modernisation.
"Now 'W9 turn to those media vhich 'W9 must employ
to introduce the tar-reaching ohan8es that
acCompanyeoonomiodevelopnent. These media
are the sohools and other education institutions,
the politioal parties, trade 1Dl1ons, and peasant
organisations, the mass-media ot ooomnm 1cations ,
and the entire state administrative apparatus.
In the elementary schools, ettorts must be
direoted toward the developnant and the model.llng
ot new attitudes vhereby the ohild viII be
brOU8ht to see his environment not as a timd
and iDmutable order et things but as a pattern
that can be rearranged and improved. The
ohild JDUBtnot be given the conviction that
he oan better the conditions ot this envronment
by a subsequent oontribution to the inorease
of production. It is also essential that
school ohildren be made tamiliar with the use of
simple but modern technical devioes."
(Soedjatmoko, 1958 I 19).
Modernisation and Political Development
The attempt has been made thus far to relate two concepts in
the literature, political deve10p:oent and modemisatian. lk>th have
been the source et much oontusion, tbeoret1caJ.ly and in terms et
practical policy implementatial. .nderl.y1ng most ot the YOrk in this
area is the assumptial that the newly independent oountries have
"elites committed to modernisillg their 800ieties
and economies.- (Veiner, 1966 I 1),
and that the disappointments and failures in implementillg this
intention are the result ot other factors, such as resource inadequacy.
inability to uplain the relationships between important Motors 80
that decision-making Is hampered, poor advioe, and so on. Smytbe
and smythe assert that
"in any independent nation the direotion and speed
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of development depend in a significant measure
upon the people who establish the policy and
who exert leadership." (1960: 171).
Increasing attention is being drawn to the complex interaction of
social and personal phenomena for the successful implementation of
governmental policies, and, furthermore, to a persistent failure
to comprehend the gap between models of structures and the way .in
which peorle use those structures in the real world. (See l'ieris,
1969; Emmerij, 1974; Epstein, 1973). Decision-makers, in
particular, are led into the trap of believing that their role, and
the power and influence implicit in it, is theirs of right. Shi1s
refers to
"an unarticulated political metaphysic, from a
conception of the nation as a metaphysical
essence which finds its purest manifestation
in those ••• in the positions of authoritative
responsibility." (1975: 430).
and Shils quotes W. A. Lewis (1965),
"A struggle for independence is highly emotional •••
The men who thrust themselves forward ••• feel that
they are Heaven-sent, and that anyone who stands in
their way is a traitor to Heaven's cause."
Policies are then justified merely by the 'correctness' of having been
made since, in such a position of authority, if a decision is taken
it is, by definition, the 'right' decision. When events do not
seem to bear out this assertion, the tendency is to become more
rigid, and exert more power, in the implementation of the policy and
consequently, eventually, to create more and more civil resistance to
it. Many examples of this process can be found in the relations
between colonial governments and pre-independence movements. More
and more stringent attempts to control, or even repress, some of
these movements led to the imprisonment of their leaders and greater
civil turmoil. In addition, policy decisions are often made in the
absence of hard data. There are other reasons for policy decisions being
inappropriate to the overall needs of the state in which they are taken,
and some of these miBbt relate to the nature of the governing machine,
the interests it must serve, and the need by eli tes to ensure their
role perpetuation. Shi1s identifies
"experience, passion and the necessities of
collective pride, individual dignity, and vanity,
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and the colonial situation as being the generators
of the patterns of thought which lead to inconsistent
policy decions." (1975: 431).
Assertions committing decision~ers, therefore, to modernisation
and development, are not necessarily reinforced by policies which
nttempt to ensure these changes. It is for research to attempt to
fill the gaps in understanding of the processes so that decisions can
be the result of more preCise information. ~~ere this information
would appear t,:>lead to policies which apparently undermine, rather than
maintain, the self-sustaining role of the decision-maker, there is
even greater need for clarity of presentation. This is particularly
so of the implications of decisions to use, or not to use, such
information. In the present case, the argument developed so far
rests on the following assumptions. Not only do decision-makers
assert their support of policies for modernisation and development, but
many endeavour to promote their authority by developing expectations
in their citizens of the positive outcomes of these policies. Failure
to meet these expectations leads to more insistent demands. Continued
failure, often accompanied by the imposition of authority, can lead to
civil unrest. In these conditions, there often appears to be no
alternative to coercion especially when self-interest dictates the
maintenance of role authority. Political development and modernisation
as defined and discussed a.bove, are dependent upon an increasingly
aware, responsible, flexible and participatory citizenry. This can
appear to be contrary to the maintenance of some. authori ty roles.
How, then, can there be expectations that the policies which would
encourage the growth of a politically developed and modern state will,
in fact, be implemented? First, decision-makers need to be convinced
by the weight of argument that there 1s more likelihood of these
policies proving effective and helping to meet their own objectives.
Second, these changes are part of social processes which are stimulated
by human needs and may be observable even where policies are not
actively encouraging them. Indeed Burns (1977) a.sserted that the
sources of political leadership are to be found in wants, needs,
aspirations and expectations. This 1s borne out by the research of
Inkeles and Lerner amongst many others.
"Educa.tion emerges as a very important, if not
the most important, factor in political selection,
recru.!tment, and tra.inin€ ••• the quantity and
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quality of an individual's education •••
determines to a considerable degree his/her
ascendanc)"into elite positions." (Massialas, 1977 I 290).
Newgenerations of decision-makers will therefore be part of this
adaptive frameworkand, themselves, will develop D1aXl7 of the attitudes
which have been described as fundamental. Vith every incremental
cb.an8e, the possibilities are created for mu.oh more extensive chs;,ge
in 'UIe longer term. In particular, what has becomeclear is· thl!.t
the processes of poll tical developnent are pert of individual develop-
ment. and are experienced in an educaticmaJ. setting. In Chapter 6
the functicmaJ. or dysfunctional aspects ot this experience will be
discussed.
One assertion which is persistently found throughout the literature
and is oerta..1n1ypart of the OCXDlllOll lore is that modernised nations
are integrated nations, and that integrated nations are modemised
natiOll8. Farther, education has been seen b)" someas pertorming an
important integrative flanction. (Coleman, 1965). This assumption
has therefore had an important ettect on polic)" making, 8sp8cial17 in
new17-independent states. Sh1ls points out that
"the problems ot the integration ot society are most
acute17 1'81t bY' the rulers ot the DeW states et
Asia and Afrioa." (1975 I 89).
C. A. AndersCl1outlines the asnmptions ot moernisation as being
technological and eoonomioprogress, unifiCation ot a nation state,
and co-ordination ot administration. (Anderson 1966 I 869, rq
italios). C. B. :Black detines taur phases of modernisation, 'the
challenp of modem1t,', the oonsolidation of modernising leadership,
economioand social trsnsfol."llation and the integration ot society.
(Black 1971 I 4~ rq italics). '1'be fourth phase, the integration of
8ociev, is explaiDed bY' :Black as
"the phase in whioh economioand social
transformation produces a fundamental reorganisation
or the social 8tructure thrOUBhoutthe sooieV."
(lbid I 4~6).
!he eoonomioand 800ial transformation to which be refers is
oharacterised b.Y
·the developaent ot a society to the point at
whioh it is predominantly urban and. the focus
ot mob1llsation of the great majority ot the
po~tion is tovard the society as a whole
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rather than toward looal o01llll1lD.1t1esand
specialised grOUP8." (Ibid I 441).
:Black is one ot those theorists whoport~ modernisation as the
progress ot a sooiety along the oontinuumfrom trad.1tional/agra.r1a.D/
partioularist to mass eonsumption/urban/universalist. Urbanisation
is, ter him, the major ta.otor and his suggested index tor measuring
integration is
"the proportion of population eIl888ed in
manuta.otu.ringand servioes as distinot from
agriculture and other torms of primary
production." (Ibid I 444).
An integrated society, then, is a society with a large proportion of
the population engased 10 manufacturing and servioes, highly' urbanised
and, further, with a politioal power structure where persana.l power
has beOOlD8 institutionalised thrOtl8h bureaucracy and power 1s thus
sba.red. :Black further states that the integration or cU.tferent
rel1g.1ous, 8001al or etbnic groups is one aspect ot the general
integration process as he desoribes it.
This analysis can be ehalleD8&don I1aD1' points. The 1mSatistaotor,y
nature of viewing modernisation as a un.1d1mensiona.loontinuumhas
already been mentioned. Further, there is no evidence that urban-
isation and industriallsation are neoessarily oont1gu.ousas :Black's
suggested index would imply, nor even, it they wre, that they are
the critioal variables by whiohmodernisation ean be·measured. Indeed, in
the OaBe of urbanisation this is partioularly doubtrul. :B1a.oltrefers
to economioand sooial tranafor-.tion but then appears to equate tbea
nth industrialisation aDd urbanisation. It has already been shovn
that aodem1sation is a very IlUChbroader phenOlll8nonthan this would
indioate. Indeed, the kinds ef structural integrative oha.n8esto
which :Black 1s alluding are dependent upon a muchwider speotrum of
social 1n!luncel!J. :Bla.ok,tor example, quotes the United States as
an example of a .tate vhioh i8 alraad3 in the phase ot integrat1C1l.
It 1& bard to tit with this hi. statement regarding the institutional-
isation ot personal power and his om acmowledgementot
"the slav pace ot racial integration in the
United States." (Ibid I 447).
nor with the iJIlplioations of Rosenbaum's 8tudy, Making Inequality (1976).
It would seem that :Blackhas run into a oon.tusion ot usages or the te1'll
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integraticm. In the one sense, he is applying the term to an economic
end admfnjstra.tive process which is f'unctional and organisational.
:Buthe is also apply1llg the term to humanrelationships and consequently
to attitudes. He appears to assume that the creation of the apparatus
whioh allows a state to be admlnhtered and govemed can be equated
.with "nation-build.ing', that is the developnent ot attitudes or
ident1tication and responsibilit.y in the oitizens ot the state.
Further, such identification appears to be dependent upon the reductian
ot ditferences between grOllps. There is no evidence to support
these assumptions. Indeed, in the discussion on etlmici t.y, above, it
was shown thatun1tormit.y is not necessarily the best response to
the problems of a multi-ethnic societY. . Certa.1nly', there
are examples, such as Switzerland, of states which have successf'ully
modernised andmhieved a high index, in »lack's terms, ot integration
but whose administrative structures and. cultural groupings have
institutionalised diversit,y. Despite this institutionalisation, the
Swiss are finding it dittioul t to integrate more recent 1mm1grants.
Indeed Sh1ls suggests that
"social and political philosophers have been
preoccupied with the integration of society"
but that
"they only imply the desirability ot such a
total integration by contrast with what they
think they see around them as the total
unlntagratedness of contemporar,yWestern
societies." (1915 I 89).
The notion of integration steu trom the assumption that certain
stractures are necessary. to social orgariisation. Conformit.yand shared
values becamea prerequisite of 'integrated' states vbetber they were
achieved by coercian, soc1alisation, etbn1c or other 1n.f'1uences. !he
reterrent world appears to be challenging these asslDIptions and calUng
for a reassessment of the human needs which are an inherent part of
the 8001&1 and political process. Under tb1s reassessment 'integraticm'
becomesa redlm4ant concept.
There are two dist1net processes both affeoted by political
developl8!lt and education. The tirst is state-building, or the
creation and implementation ot the maehiDe17to administerJ this 1s
a tunctional prooess and important parts ot the modernisation progralllDS
might _11 depend upon its coherent organisation. In this Bense, both
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Switzerland end the United States are integrated. Applying the model,
both states exhibit high social mobilisation, satisfaotor,y participation
and vulnerability levels from a ma.eroview. The seoond process is
nation-building, a ma.ch more ha.zardous procedure dependent upon attitudes
and behaviour vhich might be expeoted to develop thrOU8h the
experience of furlational arrangements over a 10118 period of time. Since
nation-building is dependent upon individual attitudes and behaviours,
the model indicates that sub-groups and individuals must also evidence
satisfactory participatiCll, social mobllisatian and low 'YU.l.nerability
for nation-building to be as suecesstul as state-building. Perhaps
this need to shit"t from the macro to the micro level of a.nal.ysis helps
to explain vby many
"authors conclude vith a very pessimistic note about
the potential contributions of formal education to
the building ot modem nations ••• most ot the research
in this area operates under ••• macro tbeorr. Consequently,
the political outcomes ot educatiCll, e.g. erticacy,
leadership, and national identity, are vieved
only in terms ot the entire system - the
individual or the small group or communityis .
cCllsistently neglected ••• for the individual,
acceptance ot diversity means more options; tor
the society, it means a wider basis of decisiCll
making and resource allocation." (Massialas, 1977 I 292/3).
tJntortuna:tely, newly established states do not have the time and ;yet
appear to need, or express a desire for, national identification.
J.s discussed in the previous chapter, policies are expotmdedon this
iSSll8, sometimespressing in the cUrection ot one nation, or ass1m!laticm,
sometimes allowing tor diversity tmder the lmlbrella ot the nation-
state, and saztetimes & canbination ot these. ~se policies than
aftect decisions involving regions, tribes or d1tterent l1nqu1stic
groups, whether in the oontext ot education, investment, or soma
other crucial area. U the distinction between state and nation-
building oould be more clearly dravn, the educational implications would
be clearer. State needs indicate factors related to 80Cial
.obllisaticm. lIation-buildinB drava upon tactors or partioipation
and vulnerabiU ty.
It will be the purpose ot the next Chapter to apply the toregoing
aIlalysis to the educational 8)"stemand to investfpte the interactical
between modernisation and politioal davelopDent and educational structures
and organisation. Btbn10 diversity- rill be taken as a given in the
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situation, and consequently structures and organisation will have to
encompass it rather than attempt to change it. This is not to argue
that, in the long term, such diversity might not diminish, nor to
place a value judgment on its presence or absence; the assumption is
that a:rry changes that take place will reflect the needs, beliefs and
attitudes of those involved and these change slowly with time.
A tti tudes towards large and small scale, uniformity and diyersi ty,
and many of the other implicit components of 'integration' are dependent
upon values and values change with experience and knowledge. In a:ny
society, certain values will be so institu[onalised that they will
inevitably affect decisions and the way they are implemented. These
values which are shared are a strength to the state. It is the
attempt to create policies based on imposed new values which have not
evolved out of the shared experience of the members of the society
which can lead to failures. Chapter 6 therefore looks at the role
I
of education currently and its possible role in affecting these issues
of modernisation and political development.
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EDUCATION REVISITED
The model of pout.tcal developnent has been used to g..ude and
Worm a disoussian ot two concepts, etlmici ty and modemisatian,
which are not only relevant to developnent but also to education.
However, the model vas presented as having power to integrate a
discussion ot poUtical developnente education. In this Chapter,
build1ng upon the conclusion that political development is learned,
and that learning is the business ot educational systems, an answer
will be aousht to the question ot the role ot education tor political
developD8nt. Two approaches to this question can be discerned. One
is the oonstruction ot currioula to teach about social issues. Faith
in such curricula rests upon the assumption ot transfer ot training.
It has already been indicated in Chapter 2, that the proenosis for
suocesstul. transfer is poor. The second.approach to the question of
the role of education for political clevelopDelltrelates
"the structuring or knowledeeand symbol in our
educational institutions ••• to the principles of
social and cultural control in a society." (Apple, 1979 I 2).
J.ga.1n, the prognosis tor incUvidual enrichment is perceived as poor.
The link which enables both posi tiona to co-ex1st is the hidden
currioulum. ~ reasons tor this will be explored using the aodel
ot politioal developaent.
It politioal 4evelopaent is a learned pbenClD9nanand to1'Dal
educaticaal 8ettinga are importan" oontributors to 1ea.rn1ng, then the
assumption ot interdependence between political dev8lopll8Dtand
education should be valid. What 18 the nature ot the interdependence?
Ma.ssialaa asked three questions. How do schools &ttect the
development et politioal attitudes? Bow do 8chools tunotion as asents
ot recrn! tment? Boy do schools oontribute to the deve10pDentof
a modernnation? Bis answers _re:
"Research indicates that the school ••• is not as
8i8nificant as other social 888nts ••• (it) beoomes
si8n1tioant, however, vith regard to political
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recruitment albeit in a fashion that to ~ 1s
1deological.ly'1m8.Ccsptable, i.e. it tends to
promote the perpetuation ot power elites •••
dealing with nation building, the research
indicates that the schools tend to reinforce
~-existin6 social cleaVB88s and inequalities."
~1977 I 294).
Does this, then, indicate that ~" assumption or interdependence between
poli tical developDeIlt and education 1s invalid? Massiala.s issued a
wam1ng. The theoret1cal frameworks which have been used in most
ot the studies Whichstress the inetfectiveness or the school in
political developnent have been macro frameworks. As a result, tha;y
"have colored our perception or what education does
and can do tor individuals, their families and
communities ••• (and) narrowed the scope of the
research S88nda, 1.e. cmly s;ystems-relevant
questions vere asksd ••• we need to chaxl8e our
conservative, theoretical framework to ~c
aces which tocus OIl the individual and the
community." (Ibid I 294/5).
Many other scholars have reoently parsued this theme. For example,
Mehan statedl
"researchers have not direotly examined the process
or education. TheThave examined indices of
schoollDg ••• but (not) vhat actually happens inside
schools on a practical daily basis ••• What is
lack1n8 in most discussions ot the 1ntluence or
schooling is a sol1d foundation ot evidence
based on examinations ot the actual processes
ot education." (1978 I 34).
Bducators baTe argued that there are generalised factors COIIIDOll
to all torma ot lea.rn1ng, that are appropriate to, and a requirement or,
education in the .. nse ot 8ocialisation. Writing in the Amerioan
Educator recently, the Direotors ot the liational Humanities Center in
North Carolina and the National Hnman1ties Faculty in Massachusetts,
said,
"Values are not a separate bQ'l[but are continuous
across the curr1culum &Dd as ImlCha part ot allot
education &8 thaT are of allot lit ••• (:Bennett and Delattre,
1979 I 9).
A1kBn_nt turtbers
"It is sometimes forgotten that in addition to
lea.m1ng principles, tacts, and I1118thods in school,
chil~n learn attitudes, TBlues, and appreciations
there." (1972 I 229).
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Untll recently, the presenoe ot such tactors vas usua.lly subsumed
in the hidden curriculum. The students were expeoted to imbibe
'the ethos' along with all their other experiences. Further, because
'the ethos' was not explicitly defined or analysed, that is, because
it was embeddedin the hidden curriculum, its 1mpa.ctwas also not open
to assessment or ana.J.ysis. Increasing interest has been shown
recently in identifying those attitudes, values and behav10us whioh
should be learned in school. Instead of leaviDg the transmission ot
values, for example, to the messages ot the hidden currioulum, which
a110vs no discussion, investigation or 'olarification, educators began
identitying the componentswhich relate to human and social needs.
These vere built in, overtly, to a ourrioulum. One of the best known
of these ourrioula developed in the United States vas Man I A Course
ot Study (Hanler, 1970). Another prograame, called Values Clarificatico,
vas implemented br Siman et al (1978). Kassia.las, Spr88U8and Burst
presented an approach whioh ther called Social Issues Through Inquir1
(l975b). In the United K1.n8dom,the Schools Council funded a
Humanities Project (1970) and the World StucUes Projeot developed
Learning for Change in World SocDty (1976). One issue ot the .Journal
ot Social Education* vas clAvotedto reviewing a selection ot teaching
units which had been developed in the United States an confliot and
conflict resolution. The Further Education Unit of the U.K. National
Association of Teachers in Further and H1gberEducation produced a
proto't1Pe tor a post-16 pr~mployment course vhich tber called .1
:Basis tor Choice (l979). In each case, the purpose ot the proposed
curriculum vas
"to provide the lea.rn1ng conditions and appropriate
pqoholog1cal climate in which to identify and
refleotively probe the crucial issues ot the time •••
. to identit,y the best possible school conditions under
which the learner can become& critical prober ot
.ocieV' 8 most pressing problems and can develop
a predisposition to act.· (Hassialas et al, 1975b I xii).
These programmesin values education have been a response to the
observed tailure ot the schools to promote political developD8nt despite
a continuing assumption that education and development are positive~
* Vol. 37, No. 7, November,1913.
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related.
included
"moral education, history, civics, the social
tra1n.1ng of games and sohool hierarchies"
and excluded
Conventional citizenship eduoation programmes
"party politics, that is conflict politics."
(Wh1tmarah, 1914 : 133).
Their 1neffect1'reness led to the attempt to identity the 4esirab13
cha.ra.oteristics of tanorrov's citizens, and build these into a
curriculum prograDlD8. Thie response is not an answer to the questiotl
how~ the school affeot politioal developoont (if at all)? It
assumes that the school ousht to and will affect poli tioal developuent
if only the ourriculum is chosen wisely. IIow the question has
beoome, how ~ the eehool stfeet politioal development? And the
answer is generated in vbiohever ourrioulum is presented.
In choosing the desirable charaoteristics to be bull t into a
ourrlculum there is a surprising degree of consistencY' between the
views ot theoreticians and of political decision-makers. Tapper and
Salter drew attention to
-the cont1nu1ng and growing interest in formal
political education, whioh nowembraces politicians
and civil servants besides academics and tea.chers."
(1919 : 233).
The theoretical stress of Massialas et a1 was on partioipation, inter-
personal respect, efficacY' and self-actualisa.tion. (1915b). The
World Studies Projeot b1eb1fgbted
"El into:rmed publio opinion ... the knowledp and
attitudes they' will need as adult membersof their
society, ••• individual selt-tulfillment ••• involves
respeoting the right ot others to fulfil themselves
also and understaniUng the _in V8.1B in which one oan,
and oannot, control the oircumstances of one's life, •••
J!U1ici;patian in 80Cial and political ob.apB'e...
the skills and ooncepts theY'will require as active
aesnts of chanee in their 01IIl turn." (1916 I 5).
!J!he lfnmanfties Projeot advocated the bandling of val1l8 issues in the
ola.ssrocm, by- a neutral. teacher, using a disoU88ian mode of 1nqu1ry,
vith the proteotion of divergenoe.*
* For a description ot the implementation of this project
in cme olassroom, see Webb, 1916).
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Decision-makers have empba.sisedsimilar charaoteristics as
necessary to the development of the cba.racter, knOYled&eand skills
ot their future citizens. President llyerere of Tanzania stressed
camnitment to the community,co-operation, participation, and inter-
personal respeot (1968). The Kenyan Governmentexpressed its cance:ms
regarding the teaMing ot such social values as co-operation, adapt-
ability, responsibility and national unity. (See "the Report of the
National Commissionon Educational Objectives and Policies (1976).
(The approaches to politica.l development and education of Kenyaand
Tanzania Yill be further examined in Chapters 7 and e, as they represent
interesting examples tor ocmparisan). Not only in less developed
oountries is the need tor these characteristics acknowledged. The
Department ot Education and Soience in the United XinBdcm recognised
the work ot the Poll tics Association in conjunction vith the Iransard
Society in pt'canotingpolltical literacy and supported It t1nanc1al.ly.*
Poli tical literacy covered
"the knowlede;e,sldlls and attitudes needed to mab
a man or woman informed about poll tics; able to
participate in public Ufe and groups ot all kinds ••• ,
and to recognise and tolerate diversities of political
and social values." (Crick and Porter, 197e I 1).
International organisa.tions, such as UNESCO,have also identif'ied and
empba.sisedthe need tor the samecharacteristics to be developed throash
eduoatIonal programmes(Faure, 1912, and the 1974 Recommendation
adopted by tmESCO). Such is the consistency regarding the va.lues
necessary to tomorrow's oi tizens. The programmesdeveloped bave
oonverted the list ot values into teaobing units, thereby reflecting
the oontinued taith ot educators and decision-ma.kers a.l..1ke in the
etficacy ot schools as instruments whioh affeot the political development
ot their pupils.
This taith does not go undisputed. WhUe still asserting that
"education is an essential preoondition tor
developuent",
Han1' et a1 areued that
"tormal education in At'rioa and Asia in its present
* The Progr&lllD8 tor Political Education 1974-77 vas
or1g1nally tund.ed by the llutf1e1d Foundation.
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form ••• is an obsta.ele to deve1opDent."
(1975 J 68).
There is no inconsistency between the positions of the optimists and
the pessimists. The optimistic curriculum designers are proposing
new curricular toms to replace the inettective curricula identified
by the pessimistic researchers. Will the newcurricula be substantial.l.1'
more suocessf'ul. in promoting the values listed? The experience of
the past would suggest not - unless certe.1n p:ceconditions 8l."9 met.
The identification ot these preconditions relief; in part, upon an
investigs:Lion of the hidden curriculum.
The Hidden Curriculum
The contention ot this study is that the 1mpa.ctof education on
political deVEi:>paantis achieved through a combination ot difterent
types of learning - learning through the formal curriculllDl together
with lea.rn1Ilg thrOUBh the hidden curriculum, and that
"the manifest curriculum is far less important
than the hidden curriculum." (Vaizey, 1974 I 56).
Focussing on the leaming ot individuals demandsthe micro approach
advocated by Ma.ssia.lasand others.
~am1ng is taken as the continual reconstruction ot rea.llty -
BUOcessiveattempts at lloviDgcloser to a reality construction lIhioh
mapsperceived experience onto understand1D.gs.
"U 0D8 takes this constructivist position in a
seriously oonsistent maxmer,one oomesto regard
what has been oalled the child's soc1al1zation
not as the 1mpe.ctot a given .ooietal system on
the child' 8 mind and behs.viour, but as the ohild' s
constraotion et his or her social and societal world.
This oonstruction is merely 0D8 part et the one;oing
process of general devel0pD8nt toward mature
understanding." (Furth, 1978 I 229).
Such oonstructs are a oanb1ned function ot sense data with current
understanding. tJnd.erstandSngis itself dependent upon the ccab1nation
of past e%J'8riencewith cm-rent leV9ls ot knoving what (content),
knoving why (process) and knowing how (principle). Les.m1D& tabs
place, therefore, an IIBllY' di.fterent levels and in JD8Il1' difterent VBYB
for each individual even ¥bere the le81'ning stimulus appears to be
identical. For example, in a particular ClassrOClll, where ace lesson
is being given simu.ltaneously to a numberof children they will receive
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1ntormation and experience about the content Wich is being presented,
about the manner of the teacher, and about the rea.ctions of their
fellow pupils and each child will interpret those messages according
to his own filters, both cognitively and. affectively.
The curriculum is both a set of contents ~ a set of methods
tor transmitting content. Thus curriculum development can focus OIl
cha.n81Dgthe content el.' what is being conveyed in the cla.ssroan; tor
example the pressu:re in the 19608 towards discovery lea.rn1ng. In
somecases, it attempts to do both. This was true of the introduction
in the 19608 of new:b18.thema.ticsin the U.K. pr1ma.r,yschools, associated
with the Nuffield Mathematics Project.
The hidden curriculum ccnta.1namess86'9sabout individual and social
values, attitudes and behaviours. The source ot these is a
oombination ot soc1&1oustoms, expectations, experiences, both of the
individual teacher and ot the school itselt.
"The crowds, the praise, and the power that combine
to give a distinctive flavor to classroom lite
collectively torm a hidden ourriculum 1dUch each
student must master if he is to make his way
satisfactorily through the school. The demands
created by these features of cla.ssroomlife may
be contrasted with the academic demands-the 'official'
curriculua, so to speak - to vhich educators
traditional17 have paid the most attention."
(Jaokson, 1968 I 33/}4). .
Input to the hidden ourrioulum nuctuates acoording to local conditiona
but the central core ot the hidden currioulum is recognisable in most
schools within a society, and sometimesacross state boandari8s. Jlor
example, it 18 throaeh the hidden curriculum that sohools, and
oonsequently society, conve,.messages about privilege and UDlerprivilep.
It is also throUBhthe hidden curriculum that ohildren discover how
their performance is &Ssessedin terms of their ability. Bvery
organisation has stru.otural conditions and regulations and these are
transmitted to aucoeasive pnerationa ot users and achieve their own
momentum. So, educa.tional institutions are operating acoorc1..1ngto
their own momentumot n01"ll8, needs and expectations as well as the
norma ot society.
The nature et the hidden curriculum is that its content has not
been well-detined and articulated. For example, many wll-meanillg
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teachers abillty-sroup their pupils in order to provide appropriate
learning experiences. However,at the same time, the pupils are
receiving information as to the teacher's assessment or their
abilities, information which is an important componentor their develop-
ing selt-image. (Hargreaves, 1972).
The hidden curriculum, is, then, a description of the means, thrOU8h
both eontent and method, by which attitudes, values aruLbehaviours
are transmitted in the formal educational sett1Ilg. As Apple has
pointed out,
"one form or reproduction (through the hidden
curriculum) ••• complementsanother (the formal
corpus of school knowledge)." (1979 I 40).
It is only throUBhunderstanding the interplay between both formal and
hidden curricula that explanations can be sought for the ineffectiveness
or & formal curriculum in values, or social issues, and far the social
manipulation vhich someinvestigators identitY as a result of a hidden
ourriculum.*
A disturbing aspect or the hidden curricul'WDis that its power to
affect lU'e chances is more frequently applied unintentiona.lly by
those whoare implementing it. That is, the curriculum is hidden
as mu.chtrom those involved in its derivation and use, as trom those
experiencing its results. (Sharp and Green, 1915). Consequently, the
JD8ssagesit conve;rsmight be oontradiotory to the articulated messages
with those whoare responsible for this being unaware ot the
oontradictions and their errects.
"The man1f'est curricula and hidden ourriculum
may york in the samecU.rection ••• but it is
very possible for the school's ethos to work
asa1nat its ~ssed intentions and this •••
ia most l.ilD9lyto occur Yb8re llttle or no
attention has been paid to the errects or Ichool
organisation or teacher expectation on pupils'
attitudes." (Wardle, 1914 I lSO/1).
Whatare IOU of the obvious inconsistenoies? Ban! et al (1975)
* See, for example, Rosenbaum'l investigation into the
social etfects ot streaming subti tledl "The Ridden
Curriculum ot Ri8h School Tracking." (1976).
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listed fourJ
1. The institutions ot education are not indigenous lroT national
pride, seU-reliance and independence are strongly held values.
2. Western European ideas, knowledgeand skills are highly valued
EUT these frequently rtm counter to the articulated needs and
values of the locality.
130thot these problems were umerl1ned by de Xad:t.
"Foreign 1.nf'luencehas been widespread, especially
on formal school systems, and the use of educational
institutions to serve the political, socie.1 and
economicaims ot colonial powers has been wll-
established. More subtle are the issues of
'auto-colonisation', not least because they
cannot be divorced from the scientific and
technological superiorit,y ot Western capitalist
nations. Unfortunately, the issues raised by the
scieDCeand technology developed in the industrial
societies are, on the whole, not those at the core
ot the problems or most poor countries, and their
methods and their techniques are often inappropriate
to solve the latter. The values and orients.tians
ot advanced societies have also been transmitted
to developing countries throueh non-formal
programmes- with the result that projects have
often been irrelevant and inadequate, yielding
ver,y rew practical results tor the people they were
aimed at." (1976 J 1.457).
3. Educational SY'stemsserve an allocativ8 tunction so that
"access to education ••• determines fundamental opportunities
for lite while success in formal education determines success
in one's career" (Hant, 1975 I 69) BUT expeotations aroused
by' "acquisitive achievement" (DOl.'8,1976 I 179) run counter to
8UChvalues as Belt-realisation, equality, contribution to
cOJ!lllml1ty. Decreasing opportunities result in the frustrations
of unemployedschool leavers.
4. Educational S)"Stems physically and intellectually isola.ted from
lociety promote formalized achievement where imitation and
ocm1'omit7 are rewarded BUTinnovation, praotical appllcations ot
knovledp and oreativity are aore valuable.
These taur inconsistenoies are -ainly structural although the tourth
does dray attention to the learning experiences in the classroom vh1ch
are an autoOM ot achievement orientation. Further inOonslltenoi8S
may be observed by looldng closely at the individual child'. experienoe.
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ot the classroCCD. For example: He:re and more t'requently, espee1a.l1y
in pr1ma.r;yschools, childzoen are encourB88dto develop their own work.
Individualleed learning is the acknowled8edoutcome ot a child-centred
approach to tea.chiDg. However, siml1ltaneously, the greater proporiicn
ot tasks allocated bY'the teacher, including ma.DY' individualised
lea.:rn1ngschemes, are repetitive and are replioated around the class.
Over all, theretor.e, a hi&h value 1s pla.oed on conformity-with the
norms or the clat'sroom. For example, atter a visit to the lmIlerial
War Museum,a olass ot Idne year olds vas asksd to write about their
visit (individUlll. work, with someelement ot creativity-?). One
child wrote I
n1 did not like the Imperial War Museum. I
think a DIllSeuID like that is a bad idea. It I
had. Jtq Ya'T, I would make en Imperial Peace MIlseum."
The child vas sevenly castigated by- the teacher tor tailing to 'write
about the visit' (i.e. identifY and relate to the unstated classroCCD
norm or writing descriptively) and in a later interview with the
Headtea.cher, the incident vas cited as evidence that the child vas a
non-cantorm1st - a Degative attribute.
Knowledeeand skills are presented in the ClassrOClll as oontained in
41sc:rete pe.rcels. Indeed, the game or Pass the Parcel is an adequate
BDalogy tor the :p1pils' experience in ma.DY' tormal olassrooms. Scme
p1pi1&never do more than contact the outside or the parcel as it
rapidly passes thrOU8b their hands J somep1pils have the excitement
ot undoing a l.qer or wrapping paper, a tev pa.p1ls gain the prized
contents or the parcel but only after an extended, rituallsed game.
Howwr, in reality-, Jr.:novledBeand aldlls a;re sited oontextuall.1' and
needs &1'8 ncn-cU.soipl.1na.ry',i.e. the needs B1"8 deriDed .!l2! the disoipline
areas to lIh10h they relate. Even in academiowork, disoipl.1nar,y
boundaries are less and less appropriate to the detinition or .interests.
:But the clear demarcations remain in school and are transmitted to pupils.
Ltster quotes a pupil's objection to a lesson on power relationships
vithin groups I
"That is not Politics, That is Sociology.- (1916 I 10).
Yet another inoonsistency- can be observed between the t'requently
acknowled.Bedsocial value or education, and the non-applicability- ot
so IlUChor the oontent which 1s purveyed in olassrooms. Indeed, the
York Political Eduoation Research Unit drev attention to the narrow
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conception which teachers and pupils had of politics and the possible
content of lessons related to political education.
From the organisational, curriculum and methodological points of
view, pupils are exposed to one message in the value statements which
are articulated to them and another message in their experience. But
inconsistencies of these kinds at best simply nullify the two messages.
More freqllently, as de Cecco and Richards (1974) pointed out, students
learn what they experience rather than what they are told.
The model applied to the hidden curriculum
The model of political developnent can now be used to examine the
messages of the hidden curriculum. Through applying the model in
this way, it viII demonstrate its power to explain and compare the
learning experiences of the hidden curriculum with those of the overt
curriculum.
The parameters of political development have been defined as
participation, social mobilisation and vulnerability. As political
developnent is learned, the individual's propensity to increase his
participation and his social mobilisation and to experience lessened
vulnerability will be affected by his learning through both the manifest
and the hidden curricula. The content of the hidden curriculum resides
in the messages pupils receive through their experiences. The methods
of the hidden curriculum are the means by which the content is transmitted,
that is the structures and rituals of the institutions of education. To
encourage political developnent, therefore, the means and the content
of hidden and manif'est curricula must combine to increase participation
and social mobilisation and decrease vulnerability.
Participation
Attention has already been drawn to the degree of imitation and
conformity which many formal educational structures encourage.
Emphasis on book learning and unquestioning reproduction of inert
knowledge is rewarded by examination passes and higher status. At the
intellectual or academic level, therefore, the pupil 'is encouraged n2!
to participate in the excitement of his learning by controlling its
d~ection and pace but more usually to be the recipient of other people's
decisions on these matters. .An educational lifetime, that is ten years
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or so, ot such experiences, and pupils, themselves, reject lmowledge
and methods which are
"not seen as examinable or useful in ra.ture
employment".
Furthermore ,
"the passive roles of teachers and ta.ught as reproducers
of knowledgerequire a denial of individual and
collective res:ponsibill ty tor actual~ p1'Ol1ucing
knowledge ••• land retlect) a preoccupatil)Jl with
a materialism which denies the individual the
opportunity to define his world, to act 1ndependent~
and responsibly and to express himself without
the imposition of Cfllrta.1n institutionalized
oonstraints." (Spradbery, 1976 : 240/2).
Even where more active participation of pupils is encouraged as, for
example, with yOUIlg8rohildren, where discovery or 'enqu.i%7methods have
becomea little Ilore aooeptable 10 recent years, as Wb1tty and Young
pointed out, the Jll8thodsare used as a motivating devioe
"whereby the pupil may be persuaded to acoept the
sense saneone else has made of the world rather
than actively struggling to develop his own."
(1976 I ,a).
The table of needs for political develoJlD9ntassocia.ted with the
generation of the model in Chapter 2, listed effioacy, affiliation and
equality of opportunity as needs dps:tlc1pa.tion. A sense of efficacy
1e achieved throa.gh the exeroise of oontrol and responsiblli ty. It
oan easily be seen howthe oonventionally structured learniDg of facts
and _)dUe runs oounter to this aspeot of partioipation.
At the organisational level within the olassroom, the oontent and
method or transmi8sion are more frequently deoided by the teacher or,
even more remote17, by the author of the textbook in use. Consequently
·power resides in the hands ot the tea.ober and
pupils respond to his diotates." (Tapper and Salter,
1979 I 237).
'l'h1s, again, removes the possibility of partioipation b7 the pupil.
J'a.rtber, even where texts ha... expressed partioipatory objectives,
"there is a strong element ••• 1Ih1ch1s ll.k8ly to
disoourage active oitizenship and a. feeling of
efficacy ••• The 1.JDa8esof man and society are •••
more likely to eJJ68ndersubmissiveness, hopelessness,
frustration and even ignoranoe." (Gilbert, 1980 I 27).
The non-participatory message is, theretore, reinforced both 10 the
manner or learning and in tbIt 1m;pliedtutua.l messaees•
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However, leaxning does not only take pla.oe as a result of pupil-
initiated experience. A ~ge part ot learning results trom
reproducing observed examples ot behaviour, generallsing tran these
examples, and modelling patterns ot behaviour. Thus teachers are not
only ciphers tor the transmission ct 1nf'orma.tionbut, by their own
behaviour and. experience, otfer messB89sto their PIPils through the
hidden curriculum. Where teachers oonduot non-partioipatory relation-
ships with their pnpils, they' are providing examples ot the power
which such a pattern ot organisation oonveys. Where teachers are,
themselves, not able to be participants in professional decision-
making within the school, they are acting as models ot patterns of
non-participatory behaviours, tor example,
"it it is obvious to the pupils ••• that the head never
consults with his colle~s or babi tua.ll.y interrupts
a lesson in progress.· (Crick, 1975 I e).
Where teachers exclude parents trom their classrooms except on olearly
spec1tied "appropria.te" occasions, they are, BBBJ,n, demonstrating to
their pupils their rejection of a partiCipatory ethic.
There are, thus, JDallY WQB in which the hidden currioulum can inform
pupils about participation: through their intelleotual experiences,
that is, the manner in which they are enoouraeed to enga.ee in lea.m1nga
thrOUBhclassroom and school orga.n.1sation, that is, the form ot school
structures they experisnoe (Entristle, 1971), thrOU8h their
observations end oonsequent extrapolations of the sanctioned behaviours
ot those they respect in the envirCllDlellt,for example teachers. In
these W81'B, participation beoomes
"a pedagogic teolm1que, as well as an end desirable
in i tse It in political tems." (Nelson, 1977 le).
Social Mobilisation
"Mobilization ••• means an erlension or what
people learn to want out ot lite as they perceive
newpotent1allt1es for increasing both the ranee
and the ~V ot their 8atistactions." (Cantril,
1965 I 230).
To encourage social mobilisation, PIlpils need to becomeoamf'ortable
with inf'ormation - its availability, its collection, its use and its
analysis. Sa1th listed the neoessary sldll. as observatlmal/
intormational, tb1nldng, cOlJIIIIMioationand action. (1980 I 29).
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Packaged 1ntormation is not effective in transmitting the skills ot
1ntormation analysis nor does it carrr the JDessB89 of competencY',
capacity and selt-a.otuallza.tion which socie.1 mobillsa.tion requires.
Brake observed that, atter three years ot lessons in llbr&r7 skills -
intormaticn searching and evaluation - pupils still
"faced difficulties at the most basic levels."
(1979 I 46).
He theretore asserted that
"teaching information handling should become
integral to the act ot teaching itselt ••• the
obanBeswhich we hope to introduoe relate not
to subject ccntent, nor pedagogic style but to
learned outcomes." (1980).
The pupils also need to develop expectations ot alterna.tives and
learn howto choose between a:ad use different procedures. It the
altematives have been el'minated from the curriculum, the)" are not
required to make choices and oonsequently the hidden curriculum denies
the necessity ot so doing. Social mobilisation is dependent upon an
extension or the range ot roles and perceived fiexibility in moving
!'ram one role to another. The hidden curriculum can include a valuing
of d.1f'terent role p1~ or a negation ot its value. Such valuing
would not only require ohanges ot role bY'pupils, but also bY' the adults
in the school. For e%SDIple,do the pupils ever see the teacher as a
learner, or is the tea.cher a1~s in the role ot knowledBebearer?
Do the pupils have the opportunity' to enact authoritative and co-
operative roles, as well as recipient mes? In sum, 40es the hidden
curricula oonveY'that tlextb1llt;y, adaptabU1t;y and 1nnovation are &
required part ot the deve10paant of each pupil, or does it deny this
mess888? It is e&8)"to see how the JDeSSB89 of the hidden curriculum
is a superord1nate mess888vhich 8n.COOJpaSsesthe mess888s ot the
seementedmanifest curricula. In other words, role plQ in social
studies as part ot the requirements ot that aspect ot that curriculum
11111be seen as being a separate and unoacnected activity with the
required behaviours ot the rest ot the olassroom it role pl,q is not
enacted g9nera117. In the p1mer;y olassroom, where the most usual
torm ot organisation is to have one teacher to a class, the possiblli ty
ot the auperord.1natemessB.B8sbeing refiected by' and refiect1ng the
messages ot each aspect of the manU'est curriculum should be greater.
However, the teacher must be ava.re ot the power et the hidden currioulum
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to support or to undermine the teaching of :the manifest ourriculum.
In the secondary sohools, where ourr1cula in aspects ot social science
are more frequently to be tound, the discont1nu1ties between teachers
of different subjects will exacerbate any tendencies to divorce subject
learning from superord.1na.temessages. Sharp and Green ask:
"Hoydo ve conceptualize 'interests' in social real! ty?
Instead ot seeing the classroom as a social system
and as such inE"tus..l;edfrom wider stru.c,tural procesees,
••• the teacher whohas developed an understanding
ot his (or her) location in the wider process may
vell be in a better position to understand where and.
hOY it is possible to alter that situation ••• rather
than affirming the separation of politics and
education, ••• assumeall education to be in its
implications a political process." (1975: x).
•••
Vulnerability
The notion ot vulnerabill ty is a particularly powerful one when
applied to the tormal teaching.hearn1ng setting. Since pupils come,
as 1t vere, as suppliants to the classroom, they are already' vulnerable
to tailure. Further, this tailure 1s conspicuous so they are vulnarable
on a social level, to be shamedor ridiculed, as vell as on an
individual level to lose self-respect.
"Every child experiences the peJ.n ot tailure and
the joy of success long before he reaches sohool
888, but his achievements, or lack ot them, do
not really becomeoffioial until be enters the
classroom. Fromthen on ••• a semi-public reoord
ot his progress gradually accumulates, and •••
be must learn to adapt to the oontinued and
pervasive spirit of evaluation that vil1 dominate
his school)"8arB.· (J ackson, 1968 : 19).
Lacking knOyledgeor ald.lls that are D8ededand wanted c11min!shes
competenoyand, consequently, diminishes seourity and control. The
desire to reverse this process is a powerful motivator to leaming
which must O<ll1pete with the need to aoocmaodateto the institutionalised
distractors ot the classroan. Jackson underlines tour which are
produeed by the orowdedom.ditions of the classroom: delay, denial,
interruption and social clistra.ction; a further tour are produced by
the evaluative tunotion ot the school: oompliance, avoidance,
.1mula.tion and detachment; and tinally the distribution of' power in
the olassroan is such as to engender two morehabits; obedience and
dooi11ty. (rsie, Chapter 1). 1'he desm to knOY must be tempered
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with the need to be patient until the teacher is .tree, or with being
told that the demand is inappropriate, or with having the explanation
interrapted betore it has been adequately transmitted or with wanting
to join 10 BaDe other excba.n8e10 the classroom. The desire to know
·must, equally, competewith the wish to appear a .good" student which
frequentlY means that questions are not posed because ot tear ot
response trom teacher and/or tellow etudenta. The desire to know is
not always appropriate to the moment,and must therefore sometimesbe
repressed in ordar to canply with classroom expectations.
Clearly, tai1ure to provide op!)Ortlmities for increased participation
and social mobilisation provokes increased vulnerability. Walker and
Adelmandrew attention to the effects of the social cllmate 10 the
classroCD on the papils' vulnerabillty. (1976). Lasswll and Jraplan
pointed. out that
-power is participation 10 the making ot decisions."
(1950 I 75).
La.ok of such power reduces control, induces insecurity and implies
non-recognition. The behaviour of the non-powerfUlwhohave no
basis for choice may be submissive or aggressive. Teachers recognise
both patterns ot behaviour in their papils.
Teachers themselves are h1e;bly vulnerable although their
professional status otten makes this inadmissible. One adult
required to administer large numbers or children in confined ccnd1tiona
is placed under persc:mal and social stress. IJargNaves 14ent1tied
eight types ot role strain and related them to teaching. (1972 I a1/92).
In a4d.1tion, signs ot lack ot control are identitied as teacher
tailure. Even it the class is IDS.Jla88dvell, teachers perceive threats
to their selt-image and to their status as teachers, that is their
autonCDY to act in their classrooms. (Jackson, 1968, Chapter 4).
Such threats might stem trom the 1mmed1acy ot demandsto provide
information, aldlls, adjudication, affection or justification; or
they JDIJJ stem trom the imposition ot curricular requirements or from
evaluation ot themby superiors. In the role ot mov-er, not to mow
can appear a disaster, to be inetficient in transmitting the lalovled8e,
can be just as profess1C1lal.lydisasterous. Vulnerabillty is,
consequentlY, a teacher's frequent oompanion.
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The hidden curriculum can increase the vulnerabill ty of the pupil
by, for example, exposing him to the judgment of his peers and his .
teachers. Mental arithmetio testa serve this tunction admirably.
They carry ~ hidden messa.ees, such as the one that people who
caxmot do oral arithmetic are stupid, or the one that the important
thing about mathematios is to get the right answer speedily. They
1ovob ~ of the ~haviours to whJDh 1"eterenoewas made above,
behaviours like avoidance - trying not to catch the teacher's eye,
s1.mula.tion- trying to look as it yOl1know the answer so that the
teacher will ask flomeOIl8 else or detachment - oonvincing yourself
that not kn0win8 the answers is \lIl1mportant.
Equall.y, the vulnerabill ty of' the teacher is increased by exposing
the difficulties or inadequacies of' teaching to the gaze ot pupils,
parents or colleagues. This oould be an explanation as to why ID8JlY
teachers instruct pr1ma.ry pupils to avoid the pages of practical
examples for disoovery lea.rn1ng 10 modern mathematics texts. Sinoe
discovery learning requires different patterns of demand and interaction
10 the olassroom, a teacher unfamiliar with this ~ ot worldng will
be insecure as to i t'3 outcCXD9S. The message ot the hidden curriculum
then oonveyedto the pupils is that discovery learning is uzmeoessary
or inapplioable in this olassroClll. The pupils mq vell derive the
further ID8SSa.ee that the teacher could not oope with the demands and
the cycle ot vulnerability is oauplete.
It is not only within the classroom that vulnerability is an
appropriate ooncept tor teachers and ta.ueht. The pneral orpn1satian
of the school can be B11Dhas to increase or deorease the vulnerablli ty
ot pupils and teachers. Structures oan be devised to encoura.ge
those whoolDrate within them to teel confident, respected and
canpetent, and able to 1ntluenoe the decision-mek1ng process. Where
vulnerabillty increases, submissive aDd/or aggressive behaviour will
test1t,y to the presence ot feellngs of impotence, frustration and
1na4equaoy•
.Applyingthe model ot political develop!l8nt hish11gbts the VSJ in
which the hidden curriculum can oounteract or support the manitest
ourriculum. Such an appUcation, looking closely at each parameter in
turn, as _11 as at their interactions, and olosely observing the teacher's
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and the pupil's experiences in a particular school, can provide
evidence tor consistency or inconsistency. For example, Rosenbaum
showedthat, even whensocial class tactors are controlled, inequalities
were created and perpetuated by' seleotion procedures w1thin the school
that he investigated in the U.S.A. Far trom providing equality of
opportunity and mobility throush the schooling process, and despite
the articulation of these objecti·~es, he conc1udedz
"m:r findings point to increases in abillty (and
self-esteem) among the tutm-e elite and decreases
tor the non-elite." (1976 1 197).
Since schools in many societies continue to be cllf'ferentiated by social
class tactors, by resources, by environments, it is reasonable to
expect that the tactors identified by Rosenbaumas making inequallties
are senera.l1sable !reD the U.S•.l. to other sooieties.
Manif'est and mdden Curricula
At the beginning or this Chapter, the optimists whoproposed new
curricula. for polltical developnent were canpa.redwith the pessimists
whoproclaimed that sohools have been inetfective instrumeIi; s in
political deve1opnent. This gap was described by Webb:
"educators ooncerned with developing political
literacy have largely ignored classroom processes,
and sociologists ooncerned vith education have,
lIntil recently, neglected classrooms." (1979 1 221) •
.An explanation tor the link between the tai1ure ot new currioula. and the
inetteotiveness ot schools vas ottered by ana.lysing the hidden ourrieullDl
and 1ts interaction vith the manifest currioulum. Two propoei tians
are nowderivedl
Proposition 11 '0 enc0tIr888polltical deve10pnent, oonsistency is
required between the _ssages of the manifest and the hidden curricula.
The model ot polltioal deve10pnent provides an instrument tor comparing
these messages for consistency.
Proposition 21 To encaarase politioal deve10paent, the role and function
ot the hidden curriculum must be exposed 80 that it can no longer act
unintentionally to counteract the values, attitudes and behaviours
espoused by the school and society. The hidden must beCaD8 overt.
To pursue propositions 1 and 2, both ma.nifest and hidden curricula
must be analysed. This requires an examination of both the content
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end methods of all the subjeots whiohmab up the manifest ourrioul'tm1,
inoluding, but not only, subjeots enoompe.ssingvalues aeross the
whole B88range. Such examinations are being undertaken in d!ffernt
discipline areas. Gilbert, tor example, has completed a text anal.ysis
or books used in the teaching or social subjeots including history,
geography, economics, sociology and social studies, to the 13 - 16
years B89 range. He
"sought to identify the ima.8espresented, and to
suggest their implications tor the wa:y pupils m.1ght
be led to think or and relate to other people and
torm beliers about society and its institutions."
(1980 I 7).
He also interviewed pupils to examine their inte~tions or and
responses to the 1.m.a.B9sidentUied in the texts. However,as White
and White (mdated) have pointed out, there has been a curious imbalance
of interest in the political education ot seoondary Plpi1s as thOU8h
pr1ma.ry school pupils did not develop attitudes, behaviours and values.
MUchpolitical soc1al1zation has already been effected by the early teens.
Once the value implications ot the manitest currioulum have been
identified, the hidden curriculum must be exposed to the sameanalysis.
The analysis and matching betweenmanitest and hidden is s!mplltied
by the use or the model or political developnent which oategorizes and
olassifies aecord1ng to the sameframework. To ensure 13am1ng,
however, it is insufficient to look only at content. Tapper and
Salter pointed to
"the naivety implioit in ideas such as ••• that
pupils vill find politioal education st.1.mulat1ng
'because it should be centred around oontemporary
issues •• the idea ot learning through partioipation •••
is never oategorioallJr enoouraeed." (1979 I 242/').
Teaching method, organisational structures and leaming experienoes are
just as important as content it not more so. Bowlesreters to the
hiclden curriculum as
"of paramount importanoe. Whether relationships
amClllgstwlents are hierarchical and competitive or
.ealltarian and oo-operative, whether rela.tions
amongstudents, teachers and the larger community
are democratio or authoritarian, are better indioators
ot vha.t students aetually learn in schools than texts
or formal ourrioula." (1918 I 788).
MorepartloularlJr, the nature of the classroom interaction vi1l refleot
---- -------------------
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the quality of relationships, the manner of control, the distribution
of responsibility, in sum the values, attitudes and behaviours normal
to that classroom.
"Classroom interaction involves an ongoing process,
political in nature, of seeking to influence
definitions throueh negotiations and renegotiation."
(Webb, 1919 : 224).
Using the model as a tool for analysis, the purposes and functions
of teaching method and the perceptions and attitudes associated with
learning experiences can be identified and checked against the formally
presented content fJr consistency. In this way, the potential of
education to influence political development will be mobilised.
Throughout, the emphasis has been on the values and needs of the
individual end the necessity of using these as a. starting point. Many
programmes in political education advocate an issues-based curriculum
out of which individual responses are expected to be created. It is
the contention here that that orientation is mistaken, not in its
intention, but in its direction. Issues are personally felt and can,
consequently, only be personally identitied. The need, in consequence,
is not tor the presentation of a curriculum to teachers which encourages
a package approach to the pupils, but the presentation ot a pedagogy which
is derived from the acknowledged interaction between the learning needs
of the individual and the framework for political development. This
pedagogy is as important to very young children as to older ones since
it is designed to replace the current pedagogy freely acknowledged as
unsatisfactory to the purposes of political development. (See SteveDS,
1977). Every pedagogy refiects a set of values and needs. No
'innovation' is therefore necessary. However there is frequently
confusion about the values and needs which underpin the pedagogy.
Teachers and those who train teachers, have not made the identification,
understanding and analysis of values and needs a central pedagogical
issue. And yet. as Ryan, compa.rin8 the formal curriculum to a 747
transcontinental jetliner pointed out:
"it is the nature ot the hidden curriculum which will
determine whether or not the formal curriculum gets
properly fuelled and tn.kes off." (1973: 619).
The urgent need, therefore is for teachers and those associated with
teaching to improve their clarity of intent and consistency of action.
The adoption of a. framework such as the one presented in this study
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allows for the use of a tool by which judgments can be made, both on
intention and on consistency. If the three parameters are acceptable
within the overall philosophy of the society, judgments on what to teach,
how to teach, how to relate structures to content, can all be made
within the criteria of the three parameters. Particular value stances
of particular individuals are irrelevant under these conditions. Fears
of pro~nda in the clasr.room or the indoctrination of children are
equally llTelevant. Choice of curriculum content, or cIassz-oom organisation,
become a result of applying this model and looking for consistency
between manifest and hidden curriculum. Because learning and political
development are intertwined through participation, social mobilisation
and vulnerabill ty, these three pll'ameters describe the learning and
developmental needs of the individual.
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Seotion~: The model in the light of experience
In Section 2, the model was applied to a bross-seotion' of
theoretical conoepts. In this Section, the model is used as a
tool in explaining 'vertically', as it were, ,the expe:'.:'ienceof
education in the political development of two states Kenya and
Tanzania. No case study Is intended, but these two stat3s serve
as interesting examples of a differing role and intentions of
education, in the pursuit of political development. Finally, the
Conclusion offers thoughts on the way in which the model can help
~o organise thinking about four aspects of the eduoational system,
its struotures, the ourrioulum, teaoher eduoation and adult education
and, in partioular, the hidden ourrioula implioations of each ,
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CHAPl'ER 7
:KENYA
.In observer o£ the Kenyan system o£ eC'.tl.Cationis struok powel'.t."ul.ly
by three ractors. The rirst is the strength and comm1tment of local
oOJIl!JIU!litiesto the national pollcy or self-help. The daily newspa.pers
and radio are full of announcementsof projects which have been
initiated by local groups and of donations which have been received
£rom local prominent people (most frequently the local Memberof
Parliament). Governmentbecanes closely associated with these selt-
help activities as, once they are functioning sa.tisfactorily there
is an expectation that Governmentvill take over the costs. In the
case o£ the Hare.mbeeschool movementthis expectation is certainly'
.tultilled in maIlY' oases. There is no doubt that this local drive to
provide educational facilities for their young people is strong and
refleots an apparently rational assessment of the relationship between
standards ot livi.ng and educational attainment. It does not yet
appear to be affeoted by the unemployedschool leaver problem except
in somemovementtowards technical and vocational institutes instead
or academic secondar;r schools.
The .eoond factor is the cantrol which the examination s;rstem
exercises over the pertormance and expectations ot pupils, teachers
and parents. Children's llte chances are clearly dependent upon
8UOcessin the examinations as the pyramid ot opportunities Jl8rrOVS
rapidly and the rewards associated with high aohievement are themselves
verr high. Bach auocessive examination controls the content of the
curriculum in the ;rears preceding it and, inevitably, the pzedom1nant
methods ot teach1Dg are drill and rote. School status is dependent
upon number ot passes in the publlc examinations, as are pu.pils'
opportunities. Despite valiant attempts to broaden the ranee ot skills
tested by the examinations as vall as to increase their efficienoy,
teachers, aga.in quite rationally, continue to use the methods .uch have
led to success. The use ot Engllsh i8 one example. English is the
accepted J.in8ua franca ot the Govemmentand of higher education.
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Fao1l1ty in English is a prerequisite tor success in tormal
examinations and ch1ldl.'en in competitive nursery schools are being
taught in Engllsh to give them a 'good' start into the better
prima.ry schools. This 1s automatica.1ly advantageous to the children
of educated, English speaking urban parents and militates heavily
e.ga1:lst rural children whose teachers frequently have only' a minimal
o(l!l!l.9J'ldot English. English is a requirement tor advance.4.ant;
K1swah111 is a compulsory subject on the timetable. In cOIlJpetitive schools
the Kiswahili requirement can be a dead letter. One Headmaster remarked that
only' when the Certificate of PriD:1a.z7 Education was conducted in
K1swah111 would he cha.n8e the medium of instruction in his school.
He was very proud ot his reptltation tor successes in the C.P.E. and
his school was regarded as one or the best in the town (a booming,
industrial town not tar fromNairobi). This ls further rational
behaviour 'b7 the school given the struoture or opportmU ties in the
system.
The third factor is the noticeable imbalance in opportunity. The
Jrenya Government is committed to equa.llty of opportunity and
differentiation of rewards based on achievement and merit. However,
1t quickly becomes appa.:rent that the achievement of some children,
noticeably those in urban areas, children of professional or middle-class.
families, is faci11 tated bY' the social and geographical advantages or
their birth. Compare, tor example, the experience or the children
in the school mentioned above, exercising selection on entry to
Standard 1, teaching thr01l8bout the school in Engllsh, and obtaining
a 70% pass rate in the C.P.E. with those ot the children in a small,
raral school on the slopes or Mount Kenya vbere all the local children
mq attend, the medi:amor instruction is the X1k:uyu language, there is
8. zero pass rate in the C.P.E. Nonetheless, children !rom less
advantaeed backgrounds do appear at present to be obtaining their
chanoe and this is offered 'b7 some commentators as an expl.a.Dation tor
why the .,..tem oontinues to be supported 'b7 the majority when so fev
children ot BUCh 8. biased distribution are gaining the rewards (Xaller,
1918). In 1977, tor e%&llple, 170,000 out ot 200,000 ohlldren who sat
the Certitioate of Primary Education tailed to gain a pla.oe in a
govemment maintained secondary school. (The Daily liation, Nairobi,
Sept. 6, 1977). From this point on, those ohildren will have to
adjust their lite expectations to the reality of their local, predom.1nant~
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rural, environment, seeking such further opportunities for training
as are available either through Rarambee (self-help) schools or
technical training, Village Polytechnics or the 'ir...forma.lsector'.*
Research suggests that for the majority of these children their
return to illiteracy will take just three to four years. (Maleche
and KXystall, 1973).
The official statement of Kenyan Government objectives are to be
found in the Developnent Plan, which cited individual freedom, frEedom
from want, disease, ignorance and exploitation, expansion of the economy
with equitable sharing and integration of the national economy. The
Government reiterated its commitment to a mixed economy, foreign
investment, an open society, local community initiative and the
recognition and reward of individual skill, effort and initiative.
"The school is expected to produce hard working,
resourceful, loyal and responsible young citizens
who are cognizant of the significance of their
future roles in the development of the countr,r'.
(Keller, 1978 : 227).
The education policy objectives were spelt out as the expansion of
educational opportunities, the production of high level manpower and
the promotion of national unity. Two major problems were recognised
by tlIle Kenyan Government. ~e first related to the implications of
a formal educational system which, in providing the route to individual
and social advancement, failed to equip a large and growing number
of young people with the necessary skills and qualities required by
the economy. The second problem related to the effects of selectivity
and the exclusive orientation to the modern sector which are
"in fundamental contradiction to the social and
cul tural values upheld by the Government."
(Republic of Kenya, 1974 : 404).
The outcome of these two problem areas is recognised in the Plan by
growing school leaver unemployment, and the rising levels of formal
* For a full treatment of the informal sector see !LO report
Employment, Incomes and Equality: a strategy for increasing
productive employment in Kenya, 1972).
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qua.l1.f'ications demandedby employers.
"The Governmentteels that the true substance ot
education lies in the modes ot enquir,r and self-
initiative et1mo.lated in the student." (Ibid I 407).
The Governmentof Kenya, then, had identified socio-political
discontinu1 ties between the etfects of the educational structure and
its ~vn objectives, 'both educational and socio-polltical. Despite
a V&l.7 heavy 'bud8etary commitmentto education, over 50 million pcnmds
a :rear by 1975, (Furley & Watson, 1978 I 377) its Plan VB..1 critica.l
ot the tailures to meet economic, social and 1ndividual demanc1s. .An
anaJ.ysis ot Kenyanpoll tical development in terms ot the theoretical
~amevork developed above viII nowbe tmderlaken.
Partic ipati on I the Kenyan ooncept of selt-help and its implementation
in the provision ot facilities in local cODl1lUXl1tiesemphasises
participation at the local level. Although muchHe.rambee(self-help)
activity is a tunction of the influence, generosity and involvement ot
particular usual.ly' well-known, membersot the conmunity such as the •
local Memberot Parliament, tor a project to be successful it must
arOUS9 the ccmn1tment of a large enOU8h·group to make it economically,
as well as communally, viable. The manner in which the principle ot
self-help is implemented allovs a g1'eat deal or nexibility tor local
initiative as vell as tor initiatives exercised by organised groups
such as the olmroh. Indeed
"Haraabee students are involved in the politics
or their oOllllUIl1ties and seem to feel that what
they 40 there oontributes to national development."
(xeller, 1978 I 246).
Nonetheless, this is all within the global context ot a predominant11'
non-participatory polltical system in vh1ch decision-mak1ng and,
consequent11', power and influence rest tirmly in the hands ot a small,
aelt-perpetuating group representative ot on11'one part ot ~ eociety •
.lcces8 to advancement i8 not closed to those outside the group in power,
merit pl.qa an important part but &008SS can still be trasmented,
uncertain and to SCIDS extent caprioious. The socio-poll tioal mes8889
ot Kenyan society to its individual membersis ot encouragement to
initiative and involvement in a participatory mode at the local level
where human and economic resource ccmstraints are greatest snd power is
least but in the oontext ot les8 certain access to a world. ot power and
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patronage at the national level. (Prewitt, 1974 : 199/216). This
is a very limited p3rticipatory role although, as Eienen (1974) has
pointed out
" it has been sufficient in Kenya. until now to meet
social and economic demands."
When the :role and function of education is vie'~'edfrom this point
of view, it operates consistently with social practice. The
Government is committed to universal, free primary education and the
promotion of a literate and numerate population. It encourages
local edu~ational responsibility and initiative. At the same time
a very strong bias can be observed in class and geographical distribu-
tion of the achievers in the system. (Prewitt, 1974 : 205). This
is an accurate reflection of social practice. It is not surprising
to find that the participatory ethic is not a strong one in the formal
school setting. Since academic success is one prerequisite for
social achievement in a society Where merit and advantage are the two
criteria which are used for advancement, the purpose of the school is
to distinguish the meritorious from the rest and ensure that their
merit is rewarded. To this end, schooling is for certification; and
content and method is reduced to an apparent1y successful format
for this. Increased participation, Whether by pupils, teachers or
members of the community in the operation, decision-making or practice
of too school is not obviously an asset to achieving that goal. In
calling for a reform of the Kenyan education system, Somerset wrote
"reform would involve an increase in participation
of various kinds: participation of the school in
the life of the community; participation of non-
teachers with specialist skills in the teaching of
specialist subjects; participation of pupils who
are being educated at the secondary and tertiary
levels in elementary education and adult literacy."
(1974 : 182).
The Government continues to express its regrets, too, at the failure
of the education system to encourage participatory skills appropriate
to the majority of its citizens. At the same time, competition and.
reward by patronage inhibit the changes which w>uld be necessary.
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The 'reality' of Kenya
"inoludes strong etlmic identll'ication, the
maintenanoe ot raral-urban ties amongmigrants,
and weak class oonsciousness where the rela.tively
underprivileged hope to asoend in the social and
eoonomichierarchy through 1nd.1vidual and ethnio
movementrather than through class action. Leaders
can act without effective 1'estra1nts on them.
That is, neither consti tutiona.l provisions nor
interest groups nor the elector".l system can check
governmental leaders' exeouti:ve powers in the short-
run. But ••• there is a great deal ot loca.llsed
determ1.na.tionof political lll'e' m1 local issues."
(Eienen, 1974 : 190).
The reality or the schools reflects the social rea.llty. There ere
'high-cost', 'medium-cost' and 'low-cost' primary schools roughly
corresponding to the European, Asian and African demarcation prior to
independence, and distributed rela.tivelJr tavourablJr/unf'avoura.bly in the
urb8l¥'rural areas. A value judement has been pla.ced on the l.a.nguage
ot instruction despite the deolared policy of teaching all children
the Svahili ~ such that in high cost primary schools the l.angua.se
of instruction is English and in low cost schools it is most likely
to be the local verna.oula.r. Resources are equ.a.llJrmaldistributed.
Court and Previtt (1972) have reported on the degree to vhich seoondary
sohool students relate the resources Wich they observe being
allocated to their sChooling to their opporttmities. The result can
be seen in efrects on their regional, rather than national, ident1.fic-
ation. This amounts to a discrepanoy between national plan, and
actual 80Cial and educational practice. J:ven though it is reooen1sed
'b7 ~ politioians and trequently reiterated that ~a needs a
rural popa.lation which is tlex1ble, 1Dgeniouaand creative in order
to build up its eoonomioand social base in the agrioultural. areas,
and that the 8choola gught to be engendering these attributes in the
pupil8, it is al80 a8Berted that the 8ohools are an essential component
ot the opportlm1ty 8tructure in lte~a. As suoh, they are promoting
auoh values as competition, conformity and rule following, rather than
oooperation, innovation and initiative. J.bove all, it the schools
vera to reooen!se one ot their tanctions as being a participatory one
and wera to introduce aspects or partioipation at all levels, pa.pll
partioipation in the organisation, choice, and development et work in
the classroom, teacher participation in deoision..mak1ngvithin the
school, communit,y participatio~ in aspects of school activities and
organisation, levels of expectation would be raised for all concerned
which would be inconsistent with current provision and practice.
The implementation of such a change is highly unlikely in the present
social climate.
The social mobilisation factor of political development has been
descrired in terms of the potential of citizens to incren~e the quantity
and quality of their satisfactions. A society with high social
mobilisation is one, therefore, in which advantage can, and is, taken
of a ~ide range of opportunities in the social, political and individual
arena. Such opportunities might relate to occupational movement,
geographical movement, role movement, or chances for personal expression.
Much has been vri tten about social mobility in Kenya. :; The expansion
of educational opportunities, the close relationship between educational
achievement and employment, and the comparatively brief period during
which structures of power and influence have been consolidated since
independence can perhaps explain why
"most observers are agreed that there has been a
good deal of social mobility from one generation
to the next and that parental wealth has not been
critical so far in individual attainment of elite
status." (Bienen, 1974 : 190).
More important, for the majority of Kenyans, to whom'elite status
abhievement can be an example of the possible but unlikely, is the
quality of opportunities which affect their social mobility at the
local level. Many examples of social mobility can be observed in
Kenya. An example can be seen in the Ma.a.sai student at Nairobi
University who regularly dresses himself traditionally and performs
for the tourists in one of Nairobi's best hotels, thereby helping to pay
his way thrOU8h College. However social mobilit,y is not the same as
social mobilisation, which must be seen from the point of view of
the individual and his propensity to make use of the resourses in his
environment. Students at a Village Polytechnic in Nyanza Province
explaining the neY roles and expectations which they have, offer
evidence of social mobilisation and help to make clear the distinction.
These students acknowledge their power to influence their immediate
environment and affect changes in their own 11fe-st,yles. They have
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no expectations of moving upwards through the social hierarchy.
From the point of view of the school and its contribution to social
mobilisation, it is possible to identifY a large number of factors.
The conventional view of the school's function relates very closely to
certain aspects of social mobility and not so clearly to social
mobilisation. Bow1es and G1ntis convincingly challenge the basis
of th~ close correlation a1~~~ assumed between cognitive achievement
at school and economic success;
"although higher levels of schooling and economic
success tend to go together, the intellectual
abilities developed or certified in school make
little causal contribution to getting ahead
economically. Only a minor portion of the
substantial statistical association between
school and economic success can be accounted for
by the school's role in producing or screening
cognitive skills." (1916: 110).
In an achievement-oriented society, and one where the saP in ea.rn1ngs
between the traditional and modern sector is so wide, school achievement
relates very closely to income and occupational status, that is, to
social mobility. As the ratp of growth in modern-sector employment
opportunities reduces to keep pace with the actual rate of development
in the modern sector, the demands on school achievement increase.
Employers demand evidence relating less to cognitive achievement than
to the success an individual can show at having lasted the distance
and outlasted the other competitors. It is important therefore to
recognise the school as the effective filter system for the employing
sector. Whoever passes through the filter will be acceptable to a
degree to prospective employers and they are saved the necessity of
operating their own filter. The school, from this point of view, acts
as an administrator of economic opportunities, and consequent social
mobili ty. But there are many other ways, less direct, in which the
school influences social mobilisation.
Bovles and Gtntis argue that it is in the transference of behaviours
and expectations associated with the world of work that the school is
most noticeably effective. Insofar as the school acts as the agent
of future employers, one of its responsibilities is to succeed in
stratifYing both the levels of competence and the levels of expectations
of its pupils. Row is it possible, efficiently, to identifY the range
and quantity of skills required in a society and then to ensure that the
output from the educational institutions match the projections? In
terms of behavioural and personal criteria, the implications of this
question relate to a pupil's view of his abilities and his expectations.
He obtains that view as a result of his experiences at school together
with his observation of the experiences of those around him. His
successful translation into the world of work which is hier-dXchical
is encouraged by the hierarchical nature of his experiences at school.
His responses are e:~anded or contracted to match the expect~tions of
his Bnvironment.
However, in an economy like Kenya, the attraction of the modern
sector and its needs are only one aspect of its development. As the
Government of Kenya has recognised and reiterated in its plans and
statements, Kenyan growth is dependent upon the agricultural sector
and to that extent on the flexibility, cooperation and propensity to
change of its rural inhabitants. So these characteristics are vital
to social mobilisation. Here, again, the pressures towards conformity
and rule-following of the modern sector appear to be in conflict with
the nee~s of development.
The practices of the schools support the mobility requirements of
the modern sector despite the widespread needs of the traditional and
lead the officials to exhort changes in behaviours which are dysrui.ction-
al to the currently defined mobilisation role of the schools. For the
schools to achieve changes in social mobilisation amongst their pupils,
emphases would have to be changed, levels of information and experience
would need to be altered, a re-def1n1tion would be required in the
place of school in the community. Such a re-defini tion would require
not only the expansion of the ra.Il8e of behaviours learnt and experienced
inside the school, but also a re-evaluation of the function and roles
in the community. Examples of the kind of changes required would be
the incorporation of members of the community in both the decision-
making framework of the school and as instructor/ a.dvisers where
appropriate; the adoption by members of starf in the school of a wide
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rall89 of roles and behaviours both inside the school and vithin the
comnnmity; changes in curriculum and method to refiect a high value
being placed on rural activities, both sooial and economic; consequent
changes in the organisation and content of courses for teacher training
with the factors bearing on social mobilisation being emphasised;
changes in attitude towards the role and function of schooling. Indeed,
the dir~cussion in Chapter 5 drey attention precisely to these ldnd.s ot
changes. Not only would the adoption of such changes as are outlined
above prove to be exceed1n8l.yditficult, for example because of lack
ot resources and lack of general social credibility, they would not
even appear to be consistent with the currently operated norms and
expectations ot the modem, power-based sector. As long as such a
discont1nu1ty exists , it is unreasonable to expect f'undamental changes
in one social system, that is schools, which are an integral. part or
the opportunity to participate in another, that is the economic.
The third dimension ot political developnent, as outlined earlier,
is vulnerability. It is an this dimension that Kenya's problems
appear most clearly. Kenyansocial organisation is highly wlnerable.
Amongstmany different ethn1.c and social groupings, the main topic ot
political conversation relates to hOY stable/unstable is the present
Mtwork of control and. what implications that has tor the security ot
the individual concerned. Not only is Kenya's political infra-
structure in the process ot being developed and consolidated, which is
itself an explanation for feellngs of insecurity, but intra- and inter-
tribal affiliations are also· criteria for exploring and exploiting
relationship.. The existence ot a 1dnnan, the possibility or
explaining yaur problem in the tribal l.s.nguaee, the claims of traditional
pattems ot social communicationare all examples or criteria vh1ch
attect the toms ot conts.ct between 1nd1viduals and consequently prano1e
or decrease opportunities, before other, more objective criteria, have
been oonsidered. This induces high levels of vulnerabillty as every
MYenoounter rill 1n1tially be mouldedby subjective issues. The
oonclusions reached in Chapter 4 an ethnicity are most relevant to
Kenyan experience.
Individuals in Kenya. feel threatened on a physical level snd,
indeed, sometimes are. As a consequence, those wo can protect their
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homes and belongings by erecting compoundswith locked gates and
guards, do so. As the gap between those who are profiting from
Kenya's development and those who are not grows wider, this problem
will presumably also increase. At the present time, in the urban
areas particularly, evidence of this form of personal vu.lnerabill ty is
not difficult to find. Visitors to Kenya, especially women, are
warned of the danger of physical attack and, for example, handbag
snatching, for the purpose of robbery. This is not peculiar to
Kenya, of course, but is a symptomof any society where conspicuous
consumption and 1nega1itarian access make the gap between "haves" and
"have nots" obvious. It makes living in such a society a more
vulnerable experience both for those who threaten and those who are
threatened.
Vulnerabili ty, while being a general phenomenon, is partiCularly
likely to be increased in a society \Dldergoing rapid chan8e vi th the
added disadvantB.8'! of lack of resources. Some societies institutional-
ise vulnerability in the structures which they develop and consolidate.
Of these structures, the school system is one example.
The pyramidic nature of the school system has already been
described, and reference has been made to the effect of the examination
system which is the determinant of movementup the pyramid. As a
social structure, Kenya's school system creates and promotes vulnerabil-
ity. Kay drew attention to
"uneven school development and the concomitant
unequal opportunities which have long been
teatures ot African educational systems." (1919 I 81).
The erlremely competitive nature ot the system inevitably induces
high levels of competition and consequent insecurity and frustration
in the pupils and their parents. The life chances of a family can be
dependent upon the suocess of one of their children in achieving a
modern-sector job. Even for families where economic advantages are
not the issue, social and psychological status can be. Whatever the
reasons, the pressures increase as the pyramid narrows. Failure is
the prospect for the majority of pupils. The hierarchy of organisation
vithin the school system is re1"lected in the hierarchical organisation
vi thin the school i tse If• The authority of the beadteacher and the
respect vhich he commandsis an accepted part of school Ufe. Teachers
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are vulnerable to the criticism of those superior to them and transfer
their insecurities to the classroom where the oontent of their lessons
becomes their only form ot security. Pupils cannot be allowed to
challenge content, since that is a challenge directly' to the tea.cbez4s
own author! ty. Vulnerabili ty is an outcomeot interaction between
individuals or ot an individual's experience with 8. structure. In
theory, the teacher' s vulnerability could be reduced flY transferring
the basis ot his security, dependent 8.Sit is upon content a.uthori t,y
(that is, his need to know), into personal security, dependent upon
his relationships with his pupils, colleagues and parents. Such a
transference would reduce his sense ot 'exposure' in the classroom,
as his authority would nowrest not upon what be knewbut upon the
person be vas and the ws:y he enacted his role. This woald also be
consistent with the earlier aspects of political development already
discussed, that is increases in participa.tion and social mobilisation.
However, such a transference demands8. complex range of changes
emanating from a different view of the role and function of a teacher
and the role and f'lmction of a pupil, and encompassing chan8es in all
aspects of teaching and learning, organisational, curricular and
methodological. In practice, faced with possibly 40 or 50 children,
and a job specification which simply relates to examination success,
the individual teacher has neither the psychic, social nor intellectual
strength to change direction. In his precarious position, it is not
even feasible to request it of him.
Interestingly enough, and &8 evidenoe ot the degree of fiex1bil1t,'
whioh is p:t"8sentin the Xe~ system, there has been a recent develop-
ment which takes all these issues into account, at least in theory.
This is the growth of the Villa&9 Polytechnic movementin Kenya.
Villaee Polytechnics are part of the KenyaGovernment's Youth Develop-
ment Programme which aims to prepare YOOUllg people (primary school
leavers) for work in their homeare8.s, and to develop rural areas.
This concern is nowexpressed throUBh
ItprograDDeS for girls, a concern for the unschooled
and for secondary as vell as pri.mary school leavers,
and a concern for urban youth." (KenyanMinistry ot
Health & Social Servioes t 1915 : 2).
The Programmedevelops through the growth ot Villa&9 Polytechnics, local
inBti tutions 'tInder the control of a Manager, which offer craft and
Illd technical-based oourses to local ;youngpeople.
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In what ~ can the Villa.ee Polytechnics be seen to exercise a
poll tical developDent role? First the Village Polytechnic is seen as
•a focus for participating action by both students and membersof the
local community. Second, it is seen as having a social mobilisation
function in affecting the levels of sldlls,information and involvement
relating to the community. Third it is expected to decrease social
~ economicvulnerability. Each Polyteohnic, to be established and
gain the governmentfunding which is available, must prove that it
has the requisite amountof local support both to open and continue
to operate. The Programmeaims to develop
"skills and attitudes among boys and girls that will
lead them to incomeearning and moneysaving activities
in the rural area. Furthermore, the programmehelps
them in learning howto use their skills and talents
for developing the communities in which they live.
Technical. skills are being tat18ht in carpentry, motor
mechanic, tailoring and dressmaking, masonry, agriculture,
home economics, leatherwork, metalwork, plumbing,
electrical courses, typing and book-keeping."
(YouthDevelopmentProgrammeNewsletter No. 13, 1975 : 1).
The Governmentassists by providing grants-m-aid towards expenses
such as salaries for instructors, tools and equipment and technical
adYice for projects. :But, the local communitymust provide workshops,
land and york opportunities for the trainees and lea.vers and must
encourage their ohildren to use the projects. The programmeprovides
on-the-job tra.ining so trainees earn moneyby finding and meeting
contracts in the local area. This combines an educational function
with an expansion of work opportunities. For example,
"ma.ny harambeehealth centres, cattle dips, social
welfare buildings, schools and shops are being
built by' the 70uth training project trainees all
over the Republic. In addition, the trainees
make farm equipment for local farmers, such as .
lov-eost nutsbel1ers, wheelbarrows, maize sheller
and vater ram for water supply. Further, the
programmehelps in keeping the circulation ot
moneyin the rural area. This, therefore, strengthens
the economyof the rural area." (Ibid - I 2).
Villap Polyteehnics are Dot ran by' the Ministry of Bducation
but oomeunder the jurisdiction of the Hinistry ot Housing and. Social
Services. This is perhaps one explanation for the change in perspeotive
as to their function and the roles ot those involved. First, they-
are 8een as participatory organisations, graving from the needs ot the
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local oommunity and feed1n8 baok into those needs provid1n8 the skills
and utilising old and DeV patterns of york opportunities. They are
also intended to inorease social mobilisation by making those who take
the oourses more aware of' the possibilities within the local oommunity
and the means and skills to take advant889 ot these. One partioularly'
good example of the effeotiveness of this aspeot of the Villa8e
Polyteohnio movementhas been the growth of bee-keeping in oOllEtlnities
Wioh have developed this as an interest. The bee hives are
produced by the oarpentry- section of the Polyteohnios, the JIISZlS89ment
of the bees and sale of the honey is organised by the agrioul +.u:ral
seotion. The honey is sold in soft~ink bottles, freely' available.
In 1977, some Polyteohnios displayed and marketed their teohnology
and its products at the annual Nairobi Agrioultuza.l Show. This has
been a sucoessful. and growing ooncern.
The Villaee Polyteohnios have developed out ot a reoognition ot
the needs ot those who are leaving school vith no work opportunities
and no relevant practioal skills whioh they can use in the traditional
or the oash eoono~. Beoause the sohools are training for examination
sucoess, their ourricula are aoademio and, until reoently, dominated
by oultural patterns alien to the majority of those who attend. It
is the responsibility of the Village Polytechnio to identifY projeots
in the local vioinity whioh oould provide work/training opportunities
tor the trainees. Such projeots will range f'rom responding to an
order from a local oooperative or, frequently, govemment department,
to reooenising a need ourrently unf'ultilled whioh tbe}IrOj8ot oould
meet and thereby create a market. For example, at lfyangora Vill.a8e
Polyteolmio, toar kilograms ot a partioular flower seed are sold to
the Polyteobnio each year by a seed _rchant in Germa,ny. The
Pol;rteobnio harvests the seeds from the nower orop and sells them
back to the 88ed merchant. This is a projeot oommissioned extemally
whioh is extremely lucrative to the Polyteohnio and is being sucoessful
in prCll10ting ideas for the development of similar oash orops. At
Kiptere VillaBe Polyteohnio, whioh i& larger, regular oourses are
being run in a vide rS1l8Bot subjeots such as motor vehiole meohanios,
lea theroraft, agrioul ture and home soience. At !hero Villaee Polytechnio,
vhich is one of the longest established and largest, there is a
flourishing masonr,y seotion whioh has been responsible for much ot the
building in the local area and, moat ~apeoia1ly, tor a number or
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government and funding BBencyprojects Wich have built community
health centres and training centres for health and welfare.
However, from the point of view of this particular piece of work,
it is not only the existence and growth ot the village polytechnics
which is so interesting as the methods that they are using for trai.nine,
developing and organising those whoadminister and i;.')schin them, aR
ve11 as changing attitudes •.
"A youth DevelopmentProject such as a Vil1B8'3
Polytechnic is not a school, and it is not jus·t
a trade train1ng centre. It is a programmewhich
prepares ymmg people for work and gives t~m
JDalla8ementskills and work experience. A
trainee does not start to work after he 1ea.ves
the Vi11B.89Polytechnic, he learns how to be a
successful worker while he is at the Village
Polytechnic. It should be difficult to know
when a trainee becomes a worker." (Min. of
Health & Social Services, 1976 z 2).
!oth Ms.na8ersand instructors undergo periods of training and
re-training to give them the neoess8.17 skills, ideas and confidence
to function effectively. These managers and instructors may, them-
selves, have completed only their primary' school edu·.~ation. Those
who are responsible for the growth of vi1la€e polytechnics are anxious
that the person with relevant experience, fls.ir for finding work
opportuni ties and good teaching relationships should be preferred as
an employee to someonewith higher paper qua.llfications. The Job
Description for en 1nstructor/rDSna88r not only lists all the usual
oriteria such as record meping, supervision of york and, of course,
instruction, but includes criteria such as
"give trainees an understanding ••• of the needs
of the communities in which they will work"
and
"delegate authority to other staff and ••• hold
regular staff meetings."
JUrther,
"every Instructor has a part to play in the
ID8Ilag9mentot his Project"
including attending
"weekly staff meetings at which ideas and problems
about the daily running of the Project are discussed."
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Evaluation ot tl:s performance ot Instru.etors/Mana8ers is the basis
tor increases in sa.la.ry'and is stipulated to be done Slmua.lly.
Cri teria of good performanee not only include those relating to
teaching and the recru! tment ot trainees and contracts, but also
"active participation in communityeducation activities"
"partioipating in extra curricular activities tor trainees"
"delegation of authority to staf!'"
"holding of regular and effective staff meetings".
Bva.luation includes statements from trainees about Instructors. In
preparing the Instructors for working with their trainees, emphasis
is laid on the differences between school children and young adults.
"Involve your trainees in decision-making, and deal
with their questions and problems with honesty and
oonsideration. Do not treat trainees as though they
are too young to understand that moneyis scarce •••
always encourB88questions and participation ••• Host
Youth Develo:pD9ntProjects have a TraJ.nees' Council
and have a trainees' representative on the Mana8ement
Committee. If your Project does not have these
things, tactfully encourB88 their implementation.
Wecannot expect trainees to becomeindependent
craftsmen and communityleaders unless their qualities
of independence and lea.dersh!~ are devel0r.d at the
Youth DevelopmentProject." {!bid I 8/26 •
Muchof the training employs teclmiques such as role plny and
group discussion to ensure that the Instructor~rs are challell89d
to be able to represent the dUferent points ot view of those with
WOOl they will comein touch in the course of their work. It is clear
trom the .tatements quoted above that those who are responsible tor
the implementation ot the VillB88 Polytechnic progra111118 are most
concerned about the impact ot the tactors vhich have been hiehl18hted
thraughout, that is participation, social mobilisation and vulnerabil-
ity. Within the limitations ot the funding ot the programme, a clear
attempt i. being made to ensure that these factors are bull t in to the
tea.ch.1l:l&and work experience ot those within the Polytechnics. The
push ot the progr81lllD81s in the direction of helping local ooamn.m1t1es
to re-assess their values, att1 tudes and behaviours in the oontext ot
their needs and expectations.
It would, of course, be foolish to expect that these theoretical
considerations have dominated the practical experience of those involved.
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Far from being highly participatory, with consultation and discussion
being emphasized, someVillage Polytechnios look like secondary schools
with poor facilities. One such that was visited rang bells tor
'periods' and 1breaks' and students questioned did not notice a lot
of diffa:a'X)ein the way in which they were treated by' their Instructors
fromwhat they had experienced at primary school•. Neither would
those trainees have accepted the right or obligation to criticize
the behaviour, methods or organisation of their Instructor. At this
samePolytechnic, sometrainees were receiving a course of instruction
in book-keepingwhich related more to a text then to the real world of
the projects and contraots on which the Polytechnic was engaged. Some
cri tics of the Village Polytechnics have pointed to the way in which
someprogrammeshave associated themselves with the trade testin8
certificate system, thus opting back into the certification stream.
(Court, 1974 , 219/241). However,the principle requiring changes in
values, attitudes and behaviours has been established and pervades the
thinking ot those whoare responsible tor this programme. With this
in mind, it does seemreasonable to expect that if the progralll!le
continues to fill the need tor which it is designed, it will not only
be innovatory in the way in which it is attempting to meet the problems
of rural developnent, but even more BO in the torm of training and
work experience which it is promoting.
Pupils and teachers alike are consequently experiencing, in their
own ways, the vulnerability vh1ch is embeddedin the current educational
practices in l'enya. Membersot local coJlJDJll!l!ties,too, have their
own experiences ot vulnerability- vben they attempt to get information
from, or teed information into, the school. In a small vill.a8'e in
England, known to the author, the children in one ot the three classes
in the local primary' school were studying a castle which is only'
approrlmately 15 miles away. All their study was done from books.
Someparents tried to suggest to the Headteacher that it might be
appropriate to takB the children an a visit to the castle. 1'h1svas
seen by the staff as the 'ultimate' cha1lenee by parents of their
authority to ]mow what was right tor the pupils in their oare. 1W
making the suggestion the parents were increasing the teachers'
vulnerability. In their responee, the teachers were having that
effect on the parents. In the process, it is the pupils, and ult1ma.tely
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society, wholose - both in terms ot the educational value of the
school york and in terms ot their observation of the behaviours, roles
and 1'esponses which are suitable to the society in which they are
maturing. Will these pupils growup to expect education and the
real world.to refiect each oiher or, on the contrary, will they see
educational experiences as being book-oriented and non-applicable?
Will they have learnt to act res~(nsibly towards each other and to have
a colIlll1tmento the society in vhlch they live or, on the contrary,
will they see social responsibility as being a narrow area only
relating to their immediate rol". and defined in terms of it? Will
they see success at school, or in their lite, as an internally def.iDed
phenomenonin terms of whothey are, 'Whatthey can do, wha.tare their
interests, wha.tcontribution they make to others or, on the contrary,
are they leam1ng that success 1s contingent upon arbitrarily imposed
erlernal. criteria, 80 defined that only someoan meet them. These
are the kinds of questions that are being aBod of educational systems
in many parts of the world. In Kenyatoo, many people are ver,y disturbed
by the nature ot the experiences children are having at school and by
the disoontinuity between those experiences and the demandsot the
society in general. However,it is clear trom the toregoing analysis
that the schools can only reflect the current norms of the society.
They are not agents tor changing the norms. In a society where the
social norms are in contradiction to the educational norms as expressed,
tor example, in current educational or political philosophy, it is
the social normswhichwill set the rules of the game. Educational
practice will then oontormand be oonsistent with social expectation,
as in Kenya, or attempt to pursue a different path and oonf'ront
sooial expectation, as in the liberal/progressive movementin the
United states and l3r1tain. The outoomeof the latter attempt, as
so clearly demonstrated by Bowles and G1ntis in the United Sta.tes, is
that education has had no major impact on such issues as egalitarianism,
or expansion of opportunity.
"In partiCular, the llberal goal ot employing the
educational system as a oorreotive device tor
overcomingthe '1na.dequaoies' of the economiosystem
is vain indeed." (1976 a 148).
Furthermore, where experimentation with chs.n8edmethods or curricula
has been seen as intelleotual and social, and the inevitable-
4iscontinu1 ties have led to someevidence of the pupils tailing to
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meet the criteria of standsrds of society, for example in li tera.cy
or numeracy, the experiment is not only condemnedbut provokes a
backlash to reinforce earlier educational practices. As has been
seen in :Britain recently, the whole debate is conducted in an
atmosphere or partial information, ill-defined hypotheses, and
misinformed conclusions Wich only reflect the discont1nu1ties which
were the cause of the or!.g1na.lexperimentation. And so, the cycle
is completed but the social norma remain l1lloha.n8'ed.
Educational structures are powerful influences on the patterns
ot d.evelopnent of a society but they cannot function in isolation
trom the other structures in which they are embedded. It is as well
not to expeot the impossible, nor to plant education in the vllll8WU'd
ot cban8e. Clearly defined social philosophies with educational
patterns 1drl.chare ooo.sistent with themwill be most effective.
Unf'ortlmately, in the case of Kenya, the two philosophies, one ~
"freedom from vent, disease, ignorance and exploitation,
expansion of the economyvith equitable sharing ••• an
open society, local communityinitiative"
and the other of
"the recognition and reward of individual skill,
effort and initiative"
operate in contradiction to each other. The demandsof economic
growth and development, as interpreted by the :KenyanGovernment,make
the latter philosophy of individual reward the dominant one. The
result!Ilg contradictions are inevitable.
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CHAPrER 8
TANZANIA
Tanzania shares not only a border with Kenya, but also a colonial
past.
"While there are important historical differences
between Kenyaand Tanzania ••• they both 1nheri ted
insti tutions and conditions tending towards the
intensification and perpetuation of existing
economic inequalities, while at the same time the
achievement of independence had released popu.l.ar
expectations of social equality and improved
. velf'are." (Court, 1916 I 661). .
Wha.t makes a comparison ot the two COlmtr1es 1nterest1Dg is the
radically different methods each has used to tackle the problems ot
growth and develoJm!nt in their society, problems which were 1n1t1a.l1y
of a similar nature.
Whereas in Kenya the response to inequalities and mal-d1stribution
ot resources has been to encou:rS8'9 rewards tor self-help, and equality
ot opportunity to compete, in Tanzania. the emphasis has been placed
on redistribution, self-reliance and equal rights end responsibilities
ot individuals to share. Thus in Kenya. the preva..1llng ethic 1s one
ot oompetition and in Tanzania, ot cooperation.
The strong philosophical commitmenttmderlying pollcy-making in
Tanzania has been present since independence. There is a clear .
recogni tion ot the constraints 1drlch poverty and an agricul turally-
based economyplace an the present, coupled with a view ot society
sharing and upholding values such as mutualism, egalitarianism and
inter-personal respect. The pollcy of Education for Self-Relianoe t
(N18rere, 1961) va.s an attempt to integrate the formal education system
into the overall aet ot social values, re-shaping it so that there
would be continuity between edu.cat1Dnal practices and outccaes, and
the behaviours and attitudes seen to be tand.amental to Tanzanian
society. The Deed tor a DeW pollcy sprang from a recognition that
the education structures taken over at independence, lIhich had largely
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been left unchanged, vere counter-productive in terms of Tanzs.n1an
social philosophy, empha.sizblg, as they did, oompetition and. success
in achievement, end lee.dJ.Dgto disproportionate rewards.
" ••• the educational system of Tanzania must emphasize
oooperative endeavour, not individual advancement;
it must stress concepts of equa.l1ty and the
r3sponsibility to give service which goes with MY
special ability, whether it be in carpentry-,in
animal husbandry, or in academic pu:rsu1ts. And,
in particular, our education must counteract the
temptation to intellectual arrogance ••• (which)
has no place in a society of equal citizens •••
Tanzania's education is such as to divorce its
participants from the society it is supposed
to be preparing them tor." (Nyerere, 1968 : 21',/6).
Education for Self-Reliance identified tour major requirements;
first, for a curriculum which would meet the needs of the majority in
a predom1nantlJ' rural, socialist society and could contribute towards
its improvement; second, tor education to be integrated with the
community; third, tor educational institutions to becomeeconomic
and self-reliant communities end, in the process, to incorporate into
the curriculum a respect and knowledgeof manual work and production;
fourth, to develop self-confidence, creativity, problem-solving and
a scientifio outlook as part of the learning process. Specific
recommendationswere made to help promote the policy. The entry B88
for school was to be raised to seven years and prirna.r:yeducation was
to be viewed as a seven-1'8ar terminal education, complete in itself
and oriented towards agriculture. Examinations were to becameless
important in the seleotion process with teacher and pupil assessment
being introduced and value and behavioural characteristics plq1ng a
part in the evaluation. Schools· vere to becameproductive farm 1mits
with pupils and teachers providing the work torce, and the procedures
being incorporated into the learning pattern. Politioal education was
to have an important role in the curriculum.
Education for Self-Reliance and the TABUDireotive on its
implementation know as the MusomaResolutions were an expression ot a
philosophioal commitmentand, although specific cha.nBesto educational
practice vere associated with them, or developed out of them, the
statements themselves were more of an enunciation of values and expect-
ations, than decision-mek1ng documents ot a practical kind. President
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Nyerere was criticising an area of Tanzanian society which he .felt was
not only crucial to its growth and developnent but which had been
.funotioning in a manner that wa.s disoontinuous with the required
develolJllent. Education for Sell-Reliance was an exhortation to
c bange vi th guidelines for the direotions in which chan8e should take
place.
What advantaees and diee..dvanta8eswere present in the Tanzanian
school system which would aid or inhibit the new polioy? A coherent,
veIl-articulated national ideoloBY*emphasizing sell-reliance,
cooperation and equality is a strong foroe for mobilisation. However,
"att~nt of political goals is simply mad.e more
difficul t by the fact that ma.IlY of the teachers
expected to lead 1n the proPaBation of sooialist
values, themselves the products ot training in an
earlier period, do not believe muchot what they
are required to teach." (Court, 1976 I 679).
The vi8'orous pursuit of Swah!li as a commonla:ngua.ee,
"the achievement of·virtual self-suffioienoy
in pre-university teaohers, the localisation of
the syllabus oontent at all levels."
(Court, 1973 I 585).
and a vell-disciplined and extensive party apparatus which extends
to the schools thrOU8hthe TAW Youth League, are all examples of
positive integrative intluences. But, BB Court points out, while
amounting to a major nationalisation of education, it is less certain
that
"ob.an88sin the instructional sett1ng contributes
posi tively to the DeW social tunotion intended tor
Bchools in Tanzania ••• The aoh1evementof a sense
ot oulmal autonOJJzy'and of socialist commitmentare
not synonymOtlSproducts although the first is probably
a prerequisite tor the seoond." (Ibid I 585).
Yet a further advan"ta8ewas the tmitormity ot syllabi and materials to
be tound throughout the oountry, (von der Huhll, 1971 I 39/40), S8a1nst
which must be set questions ot how appropriate were the content and
more particularly the methods ot the currioula to TanEania's present
oanditian and tuture intentions. While Tanzania had certain clear
* See, tor example, The Arusha. Declaration, Da.res Sa.laam, 1967,
The Tanu Guidelines (Mvongozo)1nMbion1, vi, 8, Dar es Salaam,
1971 IiIZldSecond.Five.Year Plan for Economicand Socia.l Progress
1969/74, Da.r es Salaam, 1969.
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factors in its favour in its attempt to re-structure its education
system, it can be seen that its most pressing advantage vas its
positive ideologioal oommitmentand the oonsistenoy it wished to impose
between educational and socio-pol1tioal values, attitudes and behaviours.
These vill nowbe examinedin the light of the theoretioal tramevork,
together with the pol1oy-deoisions and resul tfng experience.
Partioipation
"For the people's equality must be refleoted in the
poli tical organisation; everyone must be an equal
~articipant in the govemmentof his society."
tNyerere, 1961 I 5).
"Every oitizen is an integral part of the nation and
has the right to take an equal part in Governmentat
local, regional and national level." (Ibid I 232).
"But ultima:tely sooie.l1smis only possible if the people
as a whole are involved in the governmentof their
poli tical and economicatf'airs." (Ibid I 310).
"Wemust get to the position where every oitizen plays
an active and direot role in the governmentof his
local oommunity,at the sametime as he plays a full
role in the govemmentof' lU.s own country." (Ibid: 325).
It csn be seen from the above quotations that a notion of participation
is integral to President Nyerere' s concept of a democratic, socialist
Tanzania. Furthermore, the notion has been practioally implemented
in such organisational structures as the ten-house oell, an admin1strative
devioe at grass-roots level, to enoourSBecooperative and responsible
looal plann1ng and deoisian-mak1ng. One or the advantages to be gained
from grouping people into ujamaa v1ll.aBes 1f&S to be the opportunity
for ooummalpartioipaticn. This vas seen not just as mutual
re sponsibili ty for the land and the services in the v1ll.aee, but equally,
responsibility for the deoisions to be taken and implemented.
"Citizen partioipation is regarded as a 1\md.amental
oomponentof the general stra.tegy to ••• achieve
development." (Samoff, 1979 : 33).
'!'he emphasis in the most reoent pollcy documentsis that the vilJ.a.e9
should incree.singly be involved in plann1ng its own develoJlD8nt.
"Beoa.useschool and vill..a€e are in intimate proximity
the possibill ty of gearing school to actual villa.ge
requirements is thereby created and the likelihood
of strengthening village desire to take control of
this process is correspondingly enhanced."
(Court & X1ng, 1978 I 10). I
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It is clear that the participatory ethic is an integral one to Nyerere's
notion of democracyand socialism. His frequent references to seU'-
reliance activities are also very muchin the context of th'3 particip-
atory ethic.
"It wouldbe a mistake to work out the plans for
a particular kind of farm ••• or workshop, and
then give these plans to the pupils saying,
'This is what you have to do'. If ••• the
problem and the challenge are put to the students
at the very beginning ••• they can be asked to
elect representatives from each class on to a
joint staff and student comm1ttee, Wich vill
work out the details and lay downt},).e order
and discipline of work." (Nyerere, 1968 : 412).
There is clearly a close relationship in Nyerere's mindbetween the
self-respect and inter-personal respect which he feels every Tanzanian
should have and the impetus which such respect can give to self-reliance
activities and expectations. The modelwhichhe appears to be
promoting for the individual would seemto look something like this:
I ama person .,..
I amcompetent to make a contribution -...,.
I will join with others in mutually helpful activities )-
I amenhancedas a person •••
At the sametime, the social structures are encouraged to develop
mechanismsfor recognising the value and contribution of the individual
to the group.
If this is a correct interpretation of the Tanzanian view ot
participation, and it Byerere's assumption, basic to all educational
developments in Tanzania, that the school's role in the socialisaticm
of the child is crucial, howtar is the modelenacted in the school
setting such as to encourage its internalisation in the pupils?
~ the teacher presents to the class is important
but more important still is the question of howthe
teacher teaches." (Ibid I 221). ---
To this could be added the context in which the teaching takes place.
•••
A careful reading ot the research literature to emergefrom Tansania*
* See tor example, Besha, M.R., Education for SeIt-Reliance and
Rural Developnent, Institute of Education, University of Dar
8S Salaam, 1913; Chamungvana, V.M.S., Socialisation Problems
in Tanzania: An Appraisal or Education tor Self-Reliance 8.s
a stratec:; tor cultural transformation, University of Dar es
Salaam; Hirji, K.J., School Education and under-developmentin
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offers little support to the expectation that newpolicies for education
have led to newpractices :in schools. On the contrary, Mbillnyi
concludes
"relationships of dominanceand submission have
persisted despite the objective clearly stated
in Education for Self-Reliance that the school
should be organised in a democratic way with
students sharing in fundamental deciaion-m.aking
about production and other school activities."
(1977 : 60).
It is established that the schools quickly and enthusiastically
adopted the suggestions for self-relianc£ activities to be implemented
but they often did so in the samemodeas they are accustomed to
teach aeademic subjects, that is they supervised the work of the
pupils and they assumedthat the produce of the labour was theirs to
dispose. Consequently,
"students sey they go to the farm to vork in the
interests of teachers and Heads, not to learn to
provide for their or the school's needs." (Ibid: 35).
Howcould the model outlined above be implementedin terms of the
pupils' experience in schools? To feel a ~ense of personal worth and
to develop a sense of the value of others,· a child must be placed into
en environment in lilich respect and acknowledgementis integral. Tbe
flow or respect trom pupils to teacher is very IIIIlCha part of the East
African scbool settin8. Wba.tappears to be lacldllg is the equivalent
flow in the opposite direction, that is, the acknowledgementby the
teacher or the individuality and value of his pupils. Without this,
the pupils quickly learn the rules associated vitb submission and
dominance, or vh1chMbi11ny1speaks. To be success1'ul.l.ysubmissive,
the pupil acknowledgesto himself, 1£ not overtly, bis ovn inconsequence.
Far trom acquiring a habit or thinking I ama person, tberef'ore I am
oompetent to make a contribution, he is acquiring the habit of' taldng
from the teacher his in.f'omation, bis cues, his responses, his pattern
of behaviour. Court reports on his measurementsor the relationship
between secondary studenta' participation in Debating Societies and
the TANUYouth Leeaue and social trust in an attempt to see if'
Tanzania, in Raj1 Maji (Da.res Salaam), 12.9.1973; Lema, A.A.,
Education f'or Self-Reliance, Institute of' Education, University
of'Dar es Salaam; Maha1, EeA.P., Tanzanian education policiea,
University or Dar ea Salaam, Inst1tu:11eor Adult Education Studies
in adult education No. 23, Dec. 1975; Ha.ry-e, E., Relevanoe or
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participation in such activities increased a studentts feelings of
confidence and propensity to coopera.te.
"The interesting conclusion from analysis is that
the influential f'actor in predicting certain sa.lient
oitizenship attitudes is not individual participation
but the formal political atomoephere of' the school."
(1973: 589).
He continues,
"lmowledgeof the individual sohools involved,
suggests that a strong TYLis the most important
amonga numberof ingredients of' politicization.
Other factors might be a vigorously socialist
headmaster, contacts with the outside Party,
self-help schemesvithin the school and nation
building schemes outside it." (!bid: 590).
What is being suggested is that the ethic of participation is
acquired through oonstant exposure to a participatory environment in
which pariicipator,y behaviours are required to be learnt and practised.
What appears to be more oommonin Tanzania, is that the hierarchical
structure of' the school system, the authoritarian attitudes of those
working within it, the reality of' the opportunity ladder and its
associated. barriers, and a very real lack of' resources, have led to a
failure to identifY, analyse and implement the kinds of behavioural
cha.n€eswhich would encouraee the application of' theory to practice.
For example, with the pressure to implement lJlE 1977, untrained teachers
or teachers with on.l.y two weke' training have been used, often in
temporary buildings with poor resources. (Mbi1inyi, 1977 I 4213).
Under these oircumstances , it is unreasonable to expect a teacher to
do more than struggle to maintain his/her position and act in a wq
consistent with his, the pupils', and their families' norms. These
norms inevitably ref'lect their previous experience of hierarchies,
authoritarianism, etc., as outlined" above. Furthermore, from 8. very
close rea.ding of'Mwalimu (Teacher) N;yerere's speeches, together with
commentssuoh as
"in their evaluation of' self-reliance activities, party
and governmentof'ficials emphasize labour input and
increased production rather than learning and student
participation (if not control,)" (Ibid : 35)
educational objectives in the developIlBnt of the curricullllIl,
University of Du es Se.ls.amStudies in Education, No. 5;
MbUinyi, M.J., &; Mvobahe,:B.L., Challenge of Education tor
aelf-relianoe in Tanzania, Institute of Education, University
of' Dar ea Salaam, 1974; Mbilinyi, M.J., The Colonisation Process
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there is an implication of a degree ot paternalism in the promotion
of what is considered riBbt and best which perhaps sits uncomfortably
with tl')Oenthusiastio partioipation (and control).
"Muchot the resea.roh reviewed suggests that the very
institutional torms ostensibly designed to toster
~tioipation have in fact preoluded it." (Samott, 1979 : 46).
Social Mobilisation
Attention vas drawn in the previous chapter to the kind ot chan8es
required by a re-def1n1tion ot the place ot the school in society, in
order to promote more than occupa.tional mobility. In the cantt:lXt ot
Kenya, such changes were currently seen as being unlikely. In
Tanzania, much thought and effort has gone into promoting these very
chanBes.
The Second Five Year Plan (1969/74) proposed that the primary sohool
should becomea communityeducational centre servillg
"the tota.l education needs ot the oommuni ty rather
than serving as a somewhatdetached institution tor
the education ot children."
This was tollowd by the Ministry ot National Education proposal £or
CoomrunityEducation Centres.
"These centres vill be the hub ot developnent in
the village 'Wheretormal and 1n!orma.l education for
tm YOUIl8 and the old vill be fUsed into the l11'e
of the people. Education has no end and it will be
the purpose ot these centres to impart new ideas and
improve on the knovled8e, sld.lls and attitudes of the
people •• • There are two main areas or activity' which
ought to 'be provided for namely":
(a) eoonomic dewlopDent by provision of tecl:mica.l,
CODl1lercial and agrioul tural skills.
(b) social developnent by provision of health and
medioal tacili ties, 11tera.cy programmesand
libraries, recreational facilities as well as
poli tioal and cul tura.l programmes.
The proposal does not simply aim to develop new 1nsti tutional
torms, but to encourage the growth ot a 'new type of
oommtmity'." (Min. of Hat. sa., 1973).
in our sohools, Education Department, University ot Du es
Salaam, June, 1975. t069ther vi th the other artioles
quoted in this chapter.
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It is clear f'rom the pattern envisS89d in the Proposals that
enc01lr88'9mentis being given to the tormation ot a communitywhich is
self-reliant, end also where there is f'1ex1bility in the enactment
of roles and 1nterchan8eability of functions and where responsibility
and decision-rD8kfng are mutually shared. The communityshould be in
a position to define its own needs in terms of the curricula ot the
Centre, end. to ident1£y those ot its memberswhocan protitably
contribute to its 1'tmction1ng. An exciting new conception of social
organisation and consequent mobilisation is implicit in the plans put
forward by the Ministry. Given such Centres, responsive to community
needs and interests, howcan the population fail to be socially
mobilised not in the simple economic/rOle sense, but in the wa;y in
which it can respond to, use and develop the social, polltica.l and
individual opportmli ties in the environment?
The Ministry ot National Education also identified another pressing
problem - the need to develop chanees in curriculum and organisa.tion
which would renect a higher evaluation of rural life since the greater
majori ty' of Tanzanians will remain in rural areas. To this end, a
Diversification and Vocatianalisa.tion Programmewas developed tor
secondary schools with the aim of teaching
"practical subjects like agriculture, commerce,
homeeconomics, cratts or technical skills. This
aims at equipping students with better kind of
lmowled8ethan the theory oriented knowledi;e
previously tranem1tted to them." (AnnualManpower
Report, 1972 I 14).
It vas hoped to identity schools vith one particular bias out of
tour, technical, agricultural, commercial and domestic science and
a few mu!ti-bias schools vith the intention of prOviding vocational
training in add!tion to the academic programmeso that pupils
completing such a secondary education wouldhaw immediately applicable,
practical skills which would be uset"ul in their own areas.
Attention has alre~ been drawn to the need tar chanees in three
areas in order to tacilitate social mobilisation. The three areas
were comrm.m.1ty/scboolrelatiana, educational relevance, and the
tra.1.n1ngot teachers. Details have been given or the decisions taken
by the Governmentot Tanzania 1n order to promote their own solutions
to the problems ot ch&neein the relationship between school and
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community,with concomitant change in functions and roles and ot
change in educa.tional content and organisation towards a pattern ot
educa.tion more relevant to Tanzanian society. It is in reviewing
their lack ot- success in tackling the problem of teacher education
that the seeds of their ditficul ties in the implementation of the
other two programmescan be fOl.Uld.
Teachers in Tanzania. are amongst the l.~ of the population in
professtona.l and administrative occupations. They are also civil
servants and, as such, subject to re-d.irection ot both job and pl~e
of work. (Dubbelde.m,1970; 7;/81 and Morrison, 1976). Further,
m.a.ny tea.chers leave the profession to find higher rewards in government
and para.statal organisations. Given this situation, there is little
incentive on teachers or teacher-educators to re-detine the teaching
role or the role and function of schooling. On the contrary, the
teachers, as the paren~s, see that the
"major determ.1na.ntof getting work is the amount
of tormal education an individual has acquired •••
more income, more fringe benefits, a bigger house,
better health services and greater prestige."
(r-rwobahe& Mbilinyi, 1974 : 2).
Under these circumstanoes as in Kenya, each successive stratum of
the educational system is trapped into the service" of the next,
controlled by the assessment procedures and the pressure to provide
successtul oendida.tes. "In a system under great pressure to expand,
teachers are under-trained and frequently inappropriately trained •.
Posted nay trcm their homeareas, often nth little practice teaching
behind them, large classes and poor resou:rces and possibly teaching
subjects tor which they were not trained to a level for which they were
not prepe.red, under someor all of these circumstances, it is
irrelevant to ask teachers to re-assess their role or the role ot
schooling. But it is also noticeable that the Mlnistry ot National
Education which oould be responsible tor such a re-assessment and indeed
ooul.d issue direotives to Head teachers and their staff's and oould
support their directives by changing the conditions tor promotion,
salar,y increases, access to in-service training, and so on, ha.s gone
no turther than issuing exhortations and declaring policies. The
policies are themselves falling prey to the sameproblems.
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An examination ot the policy on CommunityEducation Centres, tor
example, tinds critioisms of its execution. One such critioism
rel.8.tes to the deta.11 and torm ot burea.ucratic stntcture which is
suggested tor the rllnn:ing ot a CommunityEducation Centre. Muchcare
is taken in spelling out the various committees end their inter-
relationships without equ1v:alent care being expended on such important
issues as ;policy making, t~ role ot the school, bowit is to t\.\ltil
such a role, and so on. The Head ot the school is entrusted with the
re sponsibill ty ot identifying cOIlll!nmity needs and arranging tor the
provision ot instruction. This places him in a crucial posi.tion in
respect to both the teachers and the membersot the community,a
position which does not necessarily promote the kind ot participation
and oooperation on which success is dependent. Also, as Head ot the
former primary sohool he might well be una.ble or unwilling to oarry
this responsibility.
As with the CommunityEducation Centres Programme,so with the
seoondary diversitaotion programme,ot which criticisms ot the practice
ot the policy are to be found.
"It Appears as it the seoondary diversitioation
programmeis oriented toward preparation of persons
selected tbroU8h competitive examinations (Standard VII)
to take more exam:inations (FormIV). The specia.lisations
are not linked to actual productive york in the
school or the comrmm!ty. Moreover, the relationship
between the goals ot the diversification programmeand
manpowerplanning is unclear." (Ibid I 27).
Queations have been raised, such as the following whioh vere asked at
a Workshopon Eduoaticmbald at the Institute ot Education, Dar 8a
Salaams
1. "What is the basis ot recru!tmnt to different 'biases'?"
To someextent, the diversification programmelooks l.1ke the
organisation in the United Kingdomafter the 1944 Education Act, ot the
tri-partite system, erammar, technical and modem althoueh in Tanzania
the intent does not appear to be based on intellectual criteria. Only
~ of the primary school leaven obtain a secondary place. However,
any attempt to classify children for second.aryentrance, whether by
ability or aptitude, not only appears to be subject to a h1sh level of
error but also has a restrictive and distorting effect on the
curriculum ot the prima.r1 school. Given their resource constraints,
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the Tanzanians appear to have been unable to constructs' a method
of secondary recruitment which is consistent with their philosophy.
If they have such a method, they have not revealed it to those
engaged in education or questions such as the one above would not be
asked. The policy of diversification may then be distorted by the
lack of meansof implementa.tion.
2. "How will the products of the different biases be A.1looated?"
On this question will depend the recruitment potential and consequent
status of single b!aB schools. There appears to be little attempt to
plan coherently for secondary school and other training output in
terms of diversification and to look at the requirements of a llE\X'ticular
region in decid1ng which bias to favour and howto employtheir
leavers. And yet, the diversification programmehas been presented
as one methodof retaining young people in the rural areas with skills
that these areas require.
,. "How is intormation about the newpolicy being given
to the public? to teachers? teacher educators?
curriculum developers?"
The role of communicationaeencies would appear to be fundamental
to political development in general and social mobilisation in particular.
Such agenoies have the fUnction of clarifYing roles and information to
enable membersof a society to learn ant practise social relation-
ships, including those of power, in the context 01' social order.
(See Fye, 196,). Information dissemination is consequently at the
heart ot 80Cial mobilisation linoe the ava1labili ty, storase and use 01'
information has a crucial impact on the provision, means and the use
01' the factors promoting mobilisation. .A society with a high level
ot social mobilisation is there tore one in lIhich the membersot that
society have access to and make use ot a vide ranee ot information.
Indeed, this is one reason given tor the resources expended on literacy
programme s •
"The importance ot a4ult education in promoting
economioand social developnent is unquestionable."
(Min. ot CommunityDev. and National Culture, 1mda.ted).
More .specially is the now ot information important where a high
value is also being placed on participation. It appears somevha.t
surprising, therefore, that a oonference of teachers, teacher educators
and ourrioulum developers organised jointly by the Institute ot Education
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end the Department of Education of the University of Dar es Sa.ls.am
should be querying such basic policy issues as criteria for
recruitment, relationship betwen school graduates and work opportunities
and dissemination of information on the policy of secondar,y
diversification. If those professionally engagedwith the implementa-
tion, indeed the deriVation, of policies are raising such questions,
the general level of intormation to the public must be lover still.
The conclusion wouldappear to be that the Philosophical and policy-
making momentumin Tanzania is not in close enOU8hcontact with
practice and needs in the schools and. canmunities and that attempts
are made to replace contact with exhortation or extema.lly financed
pilot projects which themselves appear out of oontext with the rest
of Tanzanian developnent. For example, there are four pilot comnnmity
education centres in Dodoma region, financed by UNESCOand. each
constructed at a cost most v1l.laees could not a.rford. There is the
Kibaha project tinanoed by the SwedishGovernment. Despite, therefore,
the strong commitmento partioipation and social mobllisation, the
realities of organisation appear to be a pranotion of bureaucratio
structures Wich superimpose a project or plan on a community. Samoff
pointed out that
"governmentby the experts precludes partioipation."
(1979 : 49).
Whatwould appear to be necessary, i.f there is to be oonsistency between
theory and practice, is to help each oomnnmityto identifY its own
needs and develop the structures to meet them. This, in itself', is
subject to the ditticulty that selt-help comnnmitydevelopnent, such
as, tor example, throueh ujamaa Til.la8es is very reoent in Tanzania.
And yet there is evidence to suggest that
"genuine self' in!tiation works best vben sponsorship
is nongovernmentaland whenerlemal resource inputs
are kept at a relatively low level." (Evans, 1977 I 26).
Vulnernbility
It is very clear .f'rCln all his speeches and writing that President
lfyerere' s conception ot vulnerability is precise and tied very olosely
to his justification tor the building of a socia.list, democratic
Tanzania.
"It is an expression of belief that mancan only
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live in harmony vith man, end can only develop
to his f'ull potential as a unique individual, in
a society the purpose or which is Man, which is
based on the principles of hrlInan equal! ty, and which
is so organised as to emphasizeboth man's equality
end his control over all the ins~nts of his
life and development." (1968: 22).
Exploita.tion, povorty, inequalities, have all been the subject
of frequent condemnationby Nyerere. Ris avowedintention is to
build a society in which the vulnerabillty ot man is reduced to the
minimum possible. To accomplish this, in the first instance, he has
set a tone for TanzdD!awhich is condemnatoryof many of the aspects
of Kenyan society which increase vulnerability. For example, all
forms of corruption, or even of excessive 'show' which might indicate
unfair gains, are the subject of heavy condemnation. A ceiling
has been placed on ea.rninga (TANUGuidelines, 1971) in order to
reduce the gap between ma.x1ma:m and minimum W888 earners, standing at
&f; in 1977. A leadership code stipulates the acceptable behaviours
for those in positions of influence and, in particular, limits their
rewards end privileges. ~ methods such as these, the ethic ot service
to society is pressed at every opportunity.
Nonetheless it would be foolish to suggest that Tanzanian society
is not a h18bly vulnerable one. As an egricul ture-dapend.ent cmmtry,
it is dominatedby the effects ot the seasons and, because of this,
has a conservative peasantry whocannot afford to experiment with their
subsistence. At the same time, there are sections ot the farming
community,partioularly tor u:ample in the Killmanjaro Region, which
are noticeably _althier both 1nd.1vidua.l.1yand as communities. As
a result, these regions are better served with schools, hospitals and
other tacilities Wich increase their quality of life. The populatians
in these weal th1er regions have, over a period, establlshed an
advantaBeous position which can be traced through every aspect of
Tanzanian 80ciev and such govemmentaction as the channel.l.1ngot
investment resources into rural. developuent does not seriously 1n.frill8e
their position.*
* For an extensive treatment of this theme, see Samott
(1979).
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Ma.1d.istribution ot resources and opportunities invokes vulnerability
in the disadvantaged sectors ot society.
Whenit comes to an examination ot the school system, evidence
ot vulnerability abounds.
"Teachers and Heads complain of being 'tools' of
the Ministry. They lack control over what to
teach." (Mbi11ni, 1977 : 21).
"There is is increasing popular protest about alleged
unfairness in selection to secondary school." (Ibid: 27).
and children are being sent trom one region to another in order to
have access to secondary schools. (O'Connor, 1974 : 71). The
author was also told of a procedure whereby students movedregion and
cball8ed tribal name in order to ga.1n an educational place. This type
ot man1pula.tionfor educational places is not peculiar to Tanzania.
Epstein in discussing South India, reports
"WaIl8alagraduates and undergraduates secured
their university places by virtue ot belonging
to the 'backward' peasant caste." (1973: 190).
Pupils are vulnera.ble to the competition which dicta.tes movementfrom
one part of the school system to the next, to the inadequacies and
insecuri ties of the teachers vhich can cause poor knowledge transmission
and leads to authoritarian teaching methods, to the form of schooling
which is distinct and separate from the rest ot their patterns of
living and to their inability to use what education they have received
in their work.
"It is commonto find teachers frequently skipping
classes, not concerned about completing the syllabus,
not bothered about correcting homework,etc. Let
alone any nationalistic or socialistic commitment,
even the cOJmnitment of a conscientious teacher towards
his pupils is becoming a rare phenomenon." (Hirji,
quoted in Court, 1976 I 676).
Besha has documentedthe reactions ot pupils to the introduction ot
agricultural work end political. education in schools. (1973). She
reports that the former is seen as a way of makingmoney, a reduction
of the cost ot schooling to the Gove:rnment,and sometimes a way ot
providing a.ddi tiona.l revenue or goods to the teaching starf. The
teachers are untra.1ned in agriculture and the activities are not
integrated into the school curriculum or the rural environment. The
parents dismiss it as a 'W8.Steot time. The pupils see themselves as
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being used as cheap labour. The attitudes to politica.1 education
are not basica.1ly di.f'ferent in that it is seen as being a schoo1-
related activity the purpose of vhich is to learn the rhetoric but
not to a.pply the knowledge.
"Didactic styles of teaching, authoritarian and
hierarchical relationships, and bureaucratic
styles of work provide a standing contrast to
the ideals of cooperation, participation, end
democracy." (Court, 1976 ~ 678).
Political Development and Adult Education
As in Kenya, so in Tanzania, there has been an interesting develop-
ment outside the formal school system, which has incorporated muchof
the philosophy of Education for Self-Reliance. One example is the
programmesfor adult education begtn in 1969, and conducted thrOll8h
mass atu.d.3' radio campaigns. They involve study groups being formed
where there is access to a radio reoeiver, a basic text-book reader
and a regular radio programmewhich is transmitted over someweeks.
There hnve been five such programmesl
1. basic economio pl.anJling - Kupanga ni Kucha.gua.
2. understanding government (in preparation for the 1970 election) -
UchaeuZini wako
~. analysing ten years of independence - Wakati wa Furaha
4. man is health - Mtu ni Afya
5. nutrition and food production - Chakula ni Ubai.
The Man is Health CampeJ.sn was reported upon by Hall in his paper
"Participa.tion and Education in Tanzania." (1975). Of the three
objectives for the campaign, only one was dominated by content. The
first related to socia1isa.tion, and the third linked this campaign to
the national 11terac,. campe.1enby providing follow-up ma.terials and
the opportunity to use newly acquired skills. The three objectives
verel
"1. To increase participants' awareness of and to encourage
group a.ction on measures-vh1ch groups end individuals can
take to malce their lives healthier.
2. To provide information a.bout the symptomsend prevention
of specific disea.se.
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3. For those whobad participated in the natioml literacy
campaign, to encourage the maintenance of newly acquired
reading skills by providing suitable follow-up materials."
(Ibid : 10).
"The pattern which was most often followed by groups
durine; the campaignwas as follows:
1. Assembleduring the gathering time;
2. Listen to the 20 minute radio programme;
3. The group leader or someonein the group who
can, ree.ds aloud the appropriate section of the
text;
4. Discussion begins first vith the question of the
relevance of the material presented to the actual
circumstances of the group's members;
5. Discussion takes place about various persons'
experience vith the disease , alternative causes
or the disee..aeand possible ways of xr eventing 1t;
6. Resolutions are madeand agreed upon by the group
for specifiC actions which could be implemented in
the vi1l.a€e;
1. During the ensuing week - before the nert programme-
the resolutions are carried out by the group members
and, most likely, others in the vi11~. n (!bid: 12/13).
All three of the criteria for political development are present in
this organisational form. First, the participatory ethic is crucial
to the formation and flmctioning of the groups. Groupmemberscome
together voluntarily, and stay together because of what they are gaining
and giving to the experience. The group members are mutua.l.1y
dependent, the group leader usually being so by virtue of literacy.
AlthOUBhthe programmeshave specific knowledgecontent, the
discussion within the group determines in whs.t~ that know1ed8e
content can be understood end applied by the participants. This is
very close to the model for the teaching of literacy devised by Freire
with
"education as a cultural action by means of which
the :Brazilian people could learn, in place of the
old passivity, new attitudes and habits of participation
and invention." (1914 t 38).
The action taken upon the newknowledge, whether it was the clearing
of tmheal thy vegetation or the consideration and construction ot better
san! tat ion canditions, placed the participants in control of their own
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learning and connected that learning to their environment and life-
styles. At the same time, a new form of learning becameavailable to
the estimated 2 million adults whoparticipated as study group members
(approximately one quarter of the total adult population). These
are all requirements which lead ~the growth of social mobilisation.
Fina.1ly, the methodof leaming, the manner of organisation and the
form of participation all led to control by the participants o°oler
aspects of their own health and communitywelfare and over their access
to new information. This decreases their vulnerability. In every
vay, therefore, the campaigncould be said to contribute to the
objectives stated by President Nyerere in Education for Self-Reliance
and consistent with the frameworkpresented here.
Another example of adult education which attempts to link a
knowledgefunction with 8. soci~economic development function is
that conducted by the Cooperative Movement. AlthOU8htheir course
materials are content-based and related to subjects of relevance to
cooperative membersand staff, such as book-keeping, store-keeping
and JIl8Il8.89ment,the focus of their activities is on the development of the
rural area through inoreasing the efficienoy and distribution of
cooperative societies. Consequently, muchellll>ha.sisis placed on
creating the structures for cooperative endeavour and making available
the means to use these structures. Onemethod that has been developed
is to send correspondence material in the form of instructional
booklets to committee groups for discussion. The results of the
discussion are retumed to the Cooperative Education Centre, and then
sent back to the group vi th oomments. The Centre also runs trainillg
courses for leaders or 'oontact men', one of whose functions is to
enoour889 the settin8 up of study groups.
"Organisation building requires primarily an inoreasing
oonsoiousness ot the need tor cooperation for oauses Which
lie beyondman's ownimmediate interests." (Hyden, 1974 I 49).
In general,
"the evidenoe... indicates that the increased emphasis
on adult education is directly related to the new
socialist direction to which !anzania is committed •••
the factor which has led Tanzania above all Afrioan
nations to p1a.ceadult education in high priority, is
the neoessity of having increased participation by the
people in their own development." (Hall. 1975 : 1~2/~).
Unfortunately, these developnents in adult education oampa.1gnsare
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only a sma.ll part at the present time of the total expenditure on
education in Tanzania.but their existence ia a signal for one wa:y
of providing consistency of objective and practice.
With the organisation of' a newand indigenous methodof dealing with
specifio educational problems among the adult population, Tanzania.
has shownitself to be effective in the implementation of its
philosophy. Clearly, high levels of participation in one or two
campaignsdo not indicate radical and rapid alterations in the
behaviour and understandings of large numbersof peasants. It would
be unreasonable to expect this. J3ut the commitmentand continuity
of involvement of large numbersof people even in one campaignindicates
that its content and organisation is seen by them to be relevant to
their needs and, as such, it is likely to encourage growing involvement
and a consequent gradual change in behaviours and atti tud.es. Tanzania.
has provided one sign that it is possible to create structures which
meet the philosophical demands. Consequent changes in. the development
of Tanzanian man, socialist and self-reliant, cooperative, healthy.
hard working, responsible and participatory, ma:y only be observed over
a muchlonger period.
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conCLUSION
This study has proposed (\ model of political development
constructed along three diJoonsions, participation, social mobilisation
end vulnerability. The three dimensions figure prominently !n the
values and philosophy of decision-makers Whether in industrialised
or developing states, rich or poor, capitalist or socialist. The
model provided an opportunity to compare Wet appeared to be a wide-
spread commltroont to political d.evelop:nent, as described, with the
practice and experience or one of the major socialising instruments
in society, the educational system.
Two areas which feature prominently in the literature of political
development are etlmici ty and modernisation. The existence of ethnio
minori ties in nation states is not only a concern of newer nations but
is widesprea.d as, for eXOJIll)le,in :Belgium (French/Wa11oon), Ca.na.d.a
(French/English), the United Sta.tes of America (Af'rojEuropean) and
Grea.t Eritain. (See W1rt, 1979). In Great :Britain, society has
always been constructed on a multi-ethnio basis, from the 1ntegration
of the early Kingdoms, the Angles, Jutes and Saxons, right up to
the present mix of .laien, Urican, Caribbean and European. Ethnic
problems in the USSRhave also received some publlcity recently.
The problems which IJUl.ti-cul turalism presents vere briefiy discussed
in Chapter 4 and showed themselves to be amenable to analysis using
the model or political development. The notion or modernisation as
it is explored in the literature was also br.W.!'ly discussed in Chapter
5 and, 88nin. the model was used to structure the discussion. These
two ooncepts vhich are frequently explored in independent discussion in
the literature have been used to demonstrate the fiexibillty or the
model of political development and to emphasise the inter-relationship
with education. This inter-relationship has received too little
attention trom either political scientists or educationists. The
model has provided the means whereby the inter-relationship can be
exposed and analysed.
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The educational system is not viewed in this study as an
independent variable which can, through its ownactivities, affect the
economicor social growth of society • Although somestudies
(Schultz, 1964; Carnoy, 1974; Emmerij, 1974) have shownhigh
correlations between, for example, schooling and ee.rn1ngpower, and
schooling and industrialisation, these analyses eppear to ~eflect
the differentiation and advancementsystom lihich states have adopted
to meet their ow. demandsfor growth and the promotion of individuals.
If, in a society, a university education is the meanswherebyan
individual obtains a higher status position, and congequently a. higher
salary, then as long as this is the socio/economic norm, schooling and
eamine powermust be inter-dependent. Likawise, highly industrialised
states, like the Un!ted States, have developed extensive systems of
public and private education •. Muchwealth has been accumulated by
the society and by individuals and it appears to somethat educa.ticn
has been the crucial varia.ble in this growth. The developmentot
complextechnological techniques in the engineering industry is a good.
example of the poverty of this argument. Computerised techniques,
for example, require skilled operators whoseproductivity is increased
in both quality and quantity. These skil!s are not yet learnt at school.
Industry gaine, and the gross national product gains, and the individuals
concerned gain. But the numberof people employedfalls and the
poai tion of those wo might otherwise bave been ga.1nfully employed
can actually vorsen. The average gain consequently hides a mal-
distribution amongst individuals, all of whommight ba.vehad. an
equivalent schooling. Somecommenta.torshave ta.l..kedof the 'drip-
down' etfeet ot such advances in industrialisation. As the overall
wealth ot a society increases, even where that wealth is centred in a
small eeographical and/or social area, it is not unreasonable to assume
that those whoare not directly associated with the generation of the
vealth will, nonetheless, gain somebenefits. But the benefits are
aB a result ot changes in the economicor technical organisation and
not &8 a result ot the educational system. On the contrary, the
educational system aPll8ars to act as a selector rather than as a
promoter tor opportunities. Andthe 'drip' is also highly selective.
While Nairobi is a modern, tlourishing oapital oity, many parts ot the
countryside not many miles awayhave no piped water. The children in
these areas might vell go to school for a fev years, but the impact
ot industrialisation and its relationship to the schooling of the
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children is not obvious.
Education is, then, regarded here as only one of the agencies within
a society which has an impact on political developnent. Howver,
that does not diminish its importance. On the contrary, because it
is one agent of the socio-economic system, the consistency of its
messages wi th those of the other socio-economic 8.8E!ncies,becomes an
indioator of its likely impact on political development. Hence,
education is seen as crucial by some and a failure by others.
The aim of this study was to investigate the relationship between
the educational system and political development. This relationship
was explored by proposing a model of political development which could
then be used to look at the messages of the manifest curriculum and
coIIlPU'9these with the practices and values of the hidden curriculum.
This need tor such comparisons is emphasised by the findings of
Pettisrew and Pajonas. After reviewing the
"empirical data and theoretical considerations
drawn from a variety of related research realms"
they concluded:
"~he more comparable the learning situation is with
the performance situation, the better the later
retention and performance." (1973: 81/8).
The concept of the hidden curriculum was invoked in order to identify
those aspects of the educational eX]erience which are frequently
unspecified but which pertain to the political development of the
student. The argument was advanced that the schooling experience is,
tor many pupils, only partially a cosni tive experience i that vhat
they are learning indirectly at school has a grea.ter impact on their
political development, possibly more particularly beca.use the learning
is indirect, than has been reoognised by most deci.ion-makers. There
is, also, an 1mpa.ctby the hidden curriculum on attitudes, values and
behaviours related to particular disciplines. So, the hidden
curriculum is seen as being a complex network through whioh the pupils
leam about lea.rn.ing, learn to evaluate and manipulate the learning
experience as it evaluates and maniptllates them end, most importantly,
learn to relate their experiences in school to the adult world or which
they are soon to become a. part.
¥.'he.t are the pupils lea.rn1ng from the hidden curriculum? What is
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its content? Whatare its methods ot transmission? As with the
manU'est curriculum, it is possible to specify these and, more
importantly, to have them specified by those workingwithin the
educational system. The content of the hidden curriculum is
divisible into two sections, the subject-based content and the
political developmentcontent. For the purpose ot this study, the
eubject-based content has not been studied although it might veIl
influence someof the political develop:nent learning. An exampleof
mathematics-based learning trom the hidden curriculum wouldbe, llhilst
learning to apply a rule correctly, a.t the same time learning that it
is unnecessar,y to understand the derivation or wider, contextual
applications. Another mathematics-based examplewouldbe learning
tba.t every mathematics example is only amenable to the solution
proposed by the teacher. Yet a further examplewas given by an
Intants' School which has been following a particular mathematics
schemein which the children were show always to set out their
arithmetic horizontally. ~n confronted with a. vertical presentatian
of addition, they not only could not execute it satisfactorily but
thought that it had not been taught. They had not learnt to add, they
lu,d learnt 'horizontal add.!tion' •
However,at the sametime as the teacher believes that, for example,
a mathematics lesson is in progress, and the pupils are engaged in
doing mathematical exercises, it is the contention of this study that
a vide range ot content is being presented through the hidden curriculum,
content that is directly relevant to political developnent. Pupils
are leaming to tit in vith the educational system and conformto its
demnndseven whenthese involve exceptional behavioural responses.
They are learning that their learning is externally oontrolled by the
actions and reactions ot the teachers and, indeed, that their own inner
drive to understand or respond creatively must frequently be repressed
in the interests ot the timetable, the constraints of the assigned task,
the torthoomirl8'examination or simply the requirements of the teacher.
In essence, whatever the overt content ot the lessons, dur1D8most
8ohool hours pu.pils are leal."ll1n8that a recipe tor school sucoess
involves avoiding intellectual risks, toll owing the rules and conf'orming
to system demandsand confining their energies to the memorising of
required information end techniques.
"So IIa%1Y' students ••• develop competenclesv1thout
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affeot or delight. They get their rewards
from grades ••• end not trom the excitement
of working thro1l8,il the idea in the paper •••
Twenty years later such students are vulnerable,
with their narrow range of supports for their
self-esteem. Their brittleness may well
persist, since they are dependent on society's
equivalent of grades." (Snyder, 1971 : 120).
However, as the study has pointed out, conformity, rule-following,
ossified knowledge, stereotyping, are all decried by educational
deoision-makers as well as educationalists in most states. FUrt~r,
if the learning from the hidden ourriculum is as effectively internalised
as teachers hope the manifest curriculum to be, the application of
this learning outside the school reinforces the opposite behaviours,
atti tudes and values to those regarded as most useful to the individual
and society. Where participation is being urged as socially beneficial,
and where, in many states, opportunities for greater participation
are being demanded by sections of the population, children at school
are learning to accept the implications of non-participator,y authorIty.
Far from gaining experience of the responsibilities and implications
of participation, they are being shielded from these experiences and,
simultaneously taught to acoept without question the dictates and
decisions of those with' power end authority over them. The rights
of participation are frequently demanded. Less f'requantly heard is
a discussion of the responsibilities of participation. These
responsibilities and their related skills and techniques are teachable
and learnable. ~g1nn1ng with self-responsibility, and lea.:ming to
cooperate, the skills of partiCipation may be slowly introduced and
reinforced in the growing child as he develops and extends his knowled8e
and understanding of the world around hia. The five-year-old learns
to tie his shoe la.ces, the eight-year-old learns to oare tor YO'Im89r
siblings, the ten-yea.r-old learns to oope with and extend the
responses of friendship, the tlIelve-year-old begins to be involved in
family and personal decision-making, the fourteen-yea.r-old in many
societies is becoming a member of the adult, working popu.la.tion. Much
of what the child is lee.rn1ng about partiCipation is thrOU8h his extra.-
school activities. In school, his experience is contradicting what he
knows to be the pattern outside. At the least this introduces un-
necessary contusion. At the worst, the additional message can be
received thrOU8h the hidden curriculum that success lies in the
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direction taken by the school, through self-interested and conforming
behaviours, attitudes of competition and manipulation, values
associated with extrinsic motivation (by reward and punishment), status
quo knowledge and beliefs and dependency.
As with participation, so with social mobilisation, the experience
inside the school is frequently contradictory to the experience in
society generally. The school can. act consistently or inconsistently
with mobilisation aims. By generating an understanding and apprecia-
tion of the environment~l opportunities and helping y~ people to
anal~se these in terms of their ownaspirations ani possibilities, the
school would be increasing the social mobilisation potential of its
pupils. However, the high value placed through the hidden curriculum
on paper qualifications and white collar employment, as reflected in
the academic manifest curriculum, supports an alternative view: that
the rewards to be gained from successful completion of schooling are
attached to certain desirable occupations usually based in urban areas.
Inevitably, the school becomes a highly vulnerable institution for
all concerned. In all the wa.~ described in this study, parents,
teachers, administrators and pupils suffer from their ownvulnerability
on the personal and organisational levels. Children are highly
vulnera.ble to methods of teaching which ignore developrsntal levels,
aptitudes and abilities. Learning for these children may becomea
dreary round of recitation and/or failure in understanding. School
becomes further and further dissociated from reality, and s1multaneOllsly
the BeU'-image of the ohild deteriorates. Teachers are equally
vulnerable to the need to appear in control of their subject mntent,
and in control of their classes. (See Delamont, 1976). They
frequently work in isolation from colleagues which affords privac~ to
develop relations with their pupils, privacy to be experimental or
individual in the way in which the curriculum is implemented but also
imposes distanoe between them and what could prove a valuable source of
resources and support, the rest of the starf. The pupils project
on to their teachers expectations of 'expertness' whioh many know they
neither could, nor should, justify. Questions or demands trom pupils
can then be a source of extreme challenge to which the teacher can
only re.pond by withdrawal, closure, or insistence on conformity. All
will provoke negative feelings in the pupil, not only to the subject
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matter under discussion but to the learning process and the degree
to which it is the pupil's or the teacher's. \\-'hat should be an
opportunity for growth and development, may become an intellectual
and, sometimes, physical battleground in, which pupils and teachers are
manoeuvring for tactical advantages. This is often justified outside
the classroom 1;y those who sa:y that life is a battleground and the
sooner children learn to cope with it the better prepared they will b3.
This is acla10wledgementof the impact of the hidden curriculum and is,
indeed, an assertion of how paramount is its role. Children have to
learn to cope with the pressures of organised society. They also
have to learn how to be flexible and even creative in the social
context. The conclusion of this study is not only that they are
learning a great deal through the hidden curriculum, but that because
it is hidden, the learning is frequently inappropriate and inconsistent
with the expressed social philosophy and directions.
The hidden curriculum - a positive approach
As a result of the present study, it would appear that in order to
ensure that learning which can effect political development is positively
related to social needs and values, the hidden curriculum needs to be
exposed and evaluated in terms of those needs and values. The model
of political development has been proposed as a tool to facilitate this
process. Four a.spects of the educational system can be used positively
for their input to the hidden curriculum in terms of increased
participation and social mobilisation, and decreased vulnerability. These
tour aspects are the structures, the curriculllJ1l,teacher education and
adult education. The U.K. Ministry of Overseas Development also drew
attention to the curriculum, the teachers and adult education as three
main ways through which educational policy can serve economic and social
ends. (1970: para. 46). Each will now be examined and suggestions
made in the light of the model.
Educational structures
In discussing the growth of educational structures it is important
to recall the change in paradigm to which attention has been drawn earlier.
For example, both Kenya and Tanzania display highly centralised structures
related historically to their colonial background and the dominance of a
socia~structural view. Even though the British education system
presents a muchmore decentralised model with a larie measure of
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autonomy resting with local authorities focus is still on institutions.
For eL~ple, one authority, the Kent County Council, proposed to
implement an experimental education voucher scheme which was opposed by
the 11inister for Education and Science, as well as by the teacher unions.
Although this proposal was only possible because of decentralisation to
local administrative control, it was certain1y not an example of local
c.:mtrol. The decision to go ahead with the scheme was taken in the
name of the local .inhabitants but with no substantial evidence of their
support. Indeed, the decision was later reversed after a change in
party control at a local election at which the issue featured prominently.
The change in paradigm from institutional structures to the needs
and interests of individuals and the local community indicates that
the existence of decentralised structures is insufficient. They must be
of a form which enables local decision making to be responsive.
"Decentralisation has to be more than the dow:nwa.rd
extension of hierarchical authority for more effective
bureaucratic control. Instead it has to provide
an interlocking opportunity for village, ward,
district and regional participation within the
overall problem framework."
(Court and Kinyanjin, 1978).*
Participatory structures can be encouraged. For example,
starting from the observed need to involve parents and teachers
more directly in the running of the school, in 1973 the Inner
London Education Authority provoked a widespread change in participation.
Tbey decided to require the election of one teacher-representative
and one parent-representative onto the Managing or Governing Body of
each primary and secondary school. One representative of parents and
one of teachers appeared to be most insubstantial and yet the requirements
meant that, for many schools, for the first time teachers and parents
were required to organise and choose someone who could represent their
point of view. What appeared to some to be a very small concession in
the direction of participation, in many cases caused fundamental changes
in the school.
* A full discussion of the implications of regionalism and
decentralisation for educational policy is to be found in
this paper ,
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Other structural chznges could link the school with local needs
and local decision-making. Within the school, decision~ing could
be approached as a responsibility for all, including pupils where
they are of an age to understand the implications and responsibilities.
"Policy should ••• be decided by those most
du'ectly affec1e d by it. Important
decisions should therefore be taken only
after full, free and informal discussions •••
If such a procedure were followed, all
members of the school community might
more readily accept an obligation to
help carry out and enforce those decisions.
(Coulson, 1978 : 71).
Time could be set aside to enable meetings of teachers, pupils, parents
and local people and such regular meetings could be a requirement of the
running of the school.
The power, responsibility and relevant training of the head
teacher may be questioned. Is that role best filled by a promoted
teacher? Structurally, schools could adopt the practice of many
university departments and elect or appoint in rotation a school
Chairperson from the staff to be the administrative head for·a
stipulated period of time. Alternatively, the teaching promotion
ladder could move from individual classroom teacher to subject or
educational leader in an area, to in-service trainer or resource
development officer. At present it leads through deputy head to
head teacher and thus loses the teaching skills which the promotion
is acknowledging in favour of the application of administrative skills
for which the treacher is untrained. Perhaps educational administrator
could be introduced. This would distinguish between the administration
of the school and the educational decision-making. Such a distinction
already operates in some University Departments.
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The intention of all these tentative suggestions is to re-examine
educational structures for their participatory possibilities since
this would reflect humanneeds and values. Structural changes which
support such participation then follow naturally and logically,
theoretically at least. The structural frameworkis a reflection
of end A. response to changing behaviour end attitudes.
Equally, participatory structures can be establ!.ehed within the
classroom to ensure that, as they are developmentally ready, so the
children learn to exert responsibility for themselves, for coo;er~tion
and communicatinewith others end for exercising L"'lformedchoice.
Since the ilnplementation of such structures will be in the hands of
the teachers, this aspect will be re-examined under both curriculum and
teacher education. However,it is clear that every school could be
required to establish and support pupil councils, that mechanismsfor
enabling pupils to be aware of the important issues within the school
could be suggested or even required, and time made available for regu.la.r
discussion and debate of such is~s. If a curriculum in political
education exists or is being proposed, such discussions and debates
could link with the wider societal issues as pert of that curriculum.
Educational structures Whichfacilitate social mobilisation would
be forged through patterns of interaction within the school end between
school and comounity in which membersof the communityare seen to play
a functional role in the school, as the school does in the community.
This requires institu:Uonallsed patterns of communicationso that, for
example, as in Tanzania, standard 7 pupils and teachers are used in
adult li tera.cy programmes,and membersof the communitycomeinto
schools to te~ch craft, folk dance, carpentry, agriculture or health.
In 13ritain, it was not until the implementation of the ROSLAprogramme
that many echools began to integrate their workwith the opportunities
in the communityand this form of integration has not permeated through
the rest of the school system. However,social mobilisation is a
function of information and opportunity, and school and communitycould
organise to make these more available to pupils. The identification,
collection, use and analyses of information is the most crucial
contribution that the school can make to the social mobilisation of its
pupils. Much a.mwt Eclloolpractice presents information in a pre-packa.ged
and inert form. structural cba.n8esdemandan altered view of the
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function and role of information as well as a more precise appreciation
of the opportunities available in the coIIl!llUIlity. In two recent
articles, Dovehas underlined that
"developmentwork ••• for the unsupported teacher
can be onerous, noisy, and isolative." (1979: 24).
F-Jrlher, she pointed out that
"if what (the schools) have to offer is antithetil~
to, or seen as useless by the individual or his community,
they will be largely ineffective in promoting change."
(1980 : 69).
The inert hand of external examinations can remove from a school the
impetus to creativity end the imaginative use of the environment.
Possibilities for e~rimentation are killed by the knowledge that it
is not on the syllabus or will not be in the examination. There is
an urgent need for the development of socially acceptable forms of
assessment which allow pupils to classifY themselves according to
their interests and apt! tudes and society to be assured of meeting
its requirements. Tanzania has gone a little we:y along this road
in introducing continuous assessment and character assessment into its
selection programmesbut the external examination still dominates the
primary/secondary ehange, In terms of opportunity, this is the
crucial one for Tanzanian children. Likewise in :Britain, although
the abandoning of the eleven plus examination removeda formal
obstacle at the primary/secondary change over, which school a child
attends still has a crucial impact on his later opportunities and
attitudes. That decision is madeby the local educational authorities
with very little contact with parents, and on an allocative principle
which is only partially explained publically. Since selection is
something which is life-chanoe affecting, there is a strong argument
for making it relevant and visible and for defining its terms relating
them closely to its objectives. The predictive power of external
examinations is constantly cballeJl8ed. There would appear to be a
strong argument for development of assessment procedures which are
on-going and personal to the pupil and combining themwith selective
procedures which are related to the purpose of the next phase of
education. The extension of this arg'\.lmnt is for a structure of
general education in the early years of schooling to which all children
have acoess, which is terminal, and which is free to develop curricula
and organisational innovations which reflect the needs and practices
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of the local community. This could be followed by specific schooling
in the later years geared to particular occupations for those pupils,
interested and deemed suitable. This is very similar to the pattern
of developoent in Tanzania at the present time but the selection
system in Tanzania is still based on personal criteria as measured by
the schools rather than occupational suitability criteria developed
to suit the occupational demands. If first schooling is seven years,
second schooling would th(.n only req_uire to be three or fcur years
and, starting when the pupil was already old enough to make an informed
choice, could be more practical and technical in content. It is
arguable whether a formal, academic education, produces academics and
would seem to be equally arguable that postponing academic education
until a tertiary level would allow students the time for maturity of
intellect, judgment and knowledge which would be most beneficial to
all concerned.
Tertiary level education could profitably be postponed until
students had some experience of working, and preferably some experience
of working in a field related to the course they are interested in
studying. If selection at this level were then based on assessed
achievement over the primary and secondary level, together with work
experience and personal profile, the tertiary courses would benefit
from highly motivated and interested students and the students from
their level of maturity. Such a programme has been undertaken, for
example, in Tanzania where a scheme of non-direct entry to the University
has been in operation since 1978. Although little can yet be said of
the scheme, in 1976, the Faculty of Medicine did compare the performance
of maturer students with direct entry students. The study apparently
gave grounds for optimism about the performance of the non-direct intake.
(Williams, 1976).
What are the structures which lend themselves to a reduction in
vulnerability? First, they must reflect open decision~ng. That
is, for decreased vulnerability, people need to know how decisions are
made, what information is required, and how they can have access to the
process. Closed decision-making might induce security in those
participating in it, but it makes for high vulnerability in those
outside. Second, they must be precise in terms of structural regularities
and expectations. This is particularly so in the case of schools, where
adults are inclined to leave the organisation to be imbibed by osmosis
rather than reducing the pupils' anxiety by clarifying all the little
details which vorry them. Finally, they should be de-mystlfied so that
the educational process can be seen for what it is and function clearly
and efficiently vith close cooperation between all concerned in the
welfare of the pupils, including the pupils themselves. It is only
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by feeling involved in, and. responsible for, their own learning that
control over that le<!X'lli.ngcan be achieved. Otherwise the manipulative
possibilities of the schooling can take over, and learning becomes
conformity to dem~ds. Vulnerability is then a persistent feature of
the classroom for both pupils and teacher. CicOlmH end K1tsuse's
study ahoved
"that the orgp....nisationand methods of the school
system can have an impact on the :1ndividual's
later career. :Bydefining a pupil accordirig
to particular criteria and then f1 tting the pupil
into a category, the school acts as a validating
agent for the student's future occupatio~~l
opportunities end careers." (1963: 19)
To understand ho» to induce control of le~ing in pupils is an
essential component of te~ching and reference will be made again to
this aspect in the section on teacher education. From the point of
view of the hidden curriculum, hO'v:ever,developing control over their
own learning extends to developing control over their environment and
could be the most 1mport~t development to take pl~ce in young people
during their years of school. All the apects of politically developed
members of society to which deoision-mikers fre~uently draw attention*,
flexibility, creativity, problem-solving ability, and so on, are
dependent upon the confidence, imagination and skills with which
learning control is exercised.
The curriculum
If the hidden curriculum is to be exposed, then a mechanism for 80 .
doing requires the use of the wert, or manifest curriculum to ensure
that values, attitudes and behaviours consistent with increasing
partiCipation and social mobilisation and decreasing vulnerability are
embedded in the learning content. Castle writes,
"If administrators and education planners are seeking
to use the curriculum as an mitrument of reform then
our concept of 'the curriculun' must be enlarged to
embrace not only 'subjects' but the total ranee of'
activi ty and hu.man relationships in the school."
(1972 I 125).
* For example, "The Government feels that the true substance
of education lies in the modes of en~uiry and self' initiative
stimulated in the student", Development Plan 1974/78,
Republic of Kenya.,NetJii-obi. These sentiments are re-iterated
and extended in, for example, sectiomof' National Unity .
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Since education of young people is not merely a matter of transmitting
information or developing skills but is also dependent upon the rate
of development of the learner, curriculum development for political
development requires a close examination of the inter-action be~~en
development of the individual end development of the notions of
participation, social mobilisation and vulnerability. Prewitt proposes
a developmental sequence for political development: first, basic
attachments, identifications and loyalties are a~quired. Later
in!o~tion and knowledge necessar,y tor participa.tion in political
life are added. Finally, the individual acquires specific views
about political programnes and politics and personalities. (See PreW1tt
& Oculi, 1971). If this sequence is follo~~d, the curriculum
implications are clearly different for primary, secondary and tertiary
educa.tion. At the primary level, when the child is still egocentric,
early experience should be geared towards helping the child to develop
his sense of identity and, at the same time, to interact positively
and responsibly with others. Regulated environments should be seen
to be functiona.1 with the rea.sons tor regu1a.tions being presented
clearly and explicitly in terms of the protsctionof the individual
or the group. This is no different from the best of infant school
practice in many countries but can be seen, in this context, to be
the first stage in the establishment of classroom norms which are
consistent with desired patterns of growth. In particular, emphasis
should be placed on self and group responsibility.
"Teaching students to accept responsibility is a
serious objective for education." (C~bst 1979 Z 144).
From the earliest at;e in sohool, the pupil should be expeoted to show
care and consideration tor the people and things around him. Likewise,
the teachers should be showing equal care and consideration tor the
pupils and especially tor their sensibilities. Children should be
encouraged to bring information or objeots from home to school and these
should always be treatsd and.used with respect and incorporated into
the p!ttern ot aotivity in the day. The inter-personal respect which
is displayed by the child tor the teacher should be 'OBedto clarity
Mutual Social Responsibility, Socia.1 Values and Ethics,
Cultural Values and Economic Values, in the Report ot the
National Committee on Educational Objectives and Policies issued
by the Republic ot Kenya, Nairobi, December, 1976.
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for the child ~~e components of the role ~1dch are respect-deserving;
for example, the resource component or the interpretative component.
At the same time, the social norms of human interaction should be
displayed. '",'hat teacher mows, and how effectively teacher can make
that knowledge available to the pupil are aspects of the manifest
curriculum ~t.dch relate directly to the teaching role. ~ut, for
example, ~liss drew attention to the manner .m which some p11pils he
observed were leamil:g that
"a statement was validated by the power and the status
of the speaker. The answer was right because +be
tea.cher said it was right"
whereas other pupils
"were being introduced to knowled€e as something
to be tested and if necessary modified in the
light of their ownexperience." (1978: 92/93).
As a consequence, the hidden curriculum is invoked by the behaviour
and attitudes of the teacher when he is personally filling his role.
They are a function of the individual, not of the teacher role. It
is for this reason that control over the hidden curriculum is such
a difficult matter. It would seem that the most effective way is
thro'U,["na sensitizing of the teacher to his cwn needs and values and
A.COLlyarisonofthese with the child's view and experience. This is
pa.rt of teacher education end will be discussed there.
With the education of older primary children, especially where
this extends for seven years and may be terminal, the transfer of
information necessary for political participation will be an important
part ot the manifest curriculum. Such information transfer can be
reinforced by providing curriculum experiences in organisational
procedures, exploring different ways of making decisions about classroom
matters and discussing which is preferable and for what reasons.
Curriculum units for young children have been designed to use the
mediumof drama to illustrate the need for social organisation and its
implications. (See Riches, 1974). As already outlined, others have
looked more closely at the needs of the older age group in developing
syllabi for political studies in secondary schools. (See ~rennan, 1972).
"The social structure and the political system are
inextricably interwoven in a relationship Which is
complex and reciprocal. If part of the task of
education is to help the individual to become aware
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of himself and himself in relation to others,
this implies that considerable value must be
attached to political awareness because
individuality becomes mean1neful only in a
social context." (Ibid: 31).
~nhat is being identified is the need for a curriculum which makes
young people aware of the processes, opportunities and con&tra1nts
of their political system in an education context which is consistent
with the values, attitudes and behaviou:ts being discussed. Thus
the opportunity in the school to learn about, experience and practice
the skills associated with partiCipation and social mobilisation needs
to be a.total opportunity through which theoretical information is
tied to its practice in appropriate settings. The curriculum developer
identifies the theoretical ideas which are to be conveyed, explains the
structures which require understanding and lists the information to
be used. Then, ideas for the implementation of the theory should be
given to teachers so that the reality of why and how social organisations
develop and function is felt by the pupils. Some of these exercises
could be through simulation, but there should also be included real
possibilities for student participation in deCision-making, where
they have :reeponsibility for something iPI:portantenough to require
that they cope with the consequences of their own actions. Although
each curriculum reflects the society of which it is a part, cert~1n
ideas are probably general. Such ideas would be, tor example, the
role of burea.ucracy, the structure of the elective process, the
function of a.political representative, the media. of communica.tions, and
so on. Methods of classroom involvement to explore these ideas could
include the development ot a pupil's council with stipulated areas
of real responsibilities, the organising and undertaking of schoo~
community liaison vent.mes, the interviewing of a number ot local
representatives in order to compare and contrast their roles, functions
and attitudes, the issue of a regular school newspaper, and so on.
The best ideas for curriculum development in this area, once the
objectives a.:re clarified, would most likely arise trom the pupils
themselves, or from the community members involved through the
eduoational structures in the running of the sohool. Assessment of such
activities for the purpose of a final sohool leaving certificate, where
this was considered necessary, could form a natural part of s:ny overall
profile of the pupil.since information on his cooperation, flexibility,
fluency, imagination, problem-solving, involvement and commitment would
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be forthcoming by observation. Factual information could be tested in
an oral or written manner.
In the process of identifying, developing and executing such
activities as have been suggested here, the pupils would be looking
for investigative problems in their environment and, with the help
of their teachers, devising mechanisms for conducting their investiga-
tions and reaching some conclusions. These exercises to a large
extent depend upon an atmosphere of trust and respect between pupils,
staff end community, within which the pu.pils practise the skills
necessary to such investigations. .Where investigative education of
this kind has been carried out,* often with children.of primary age,
the results have more than justified the programme in terms of the
general, social learning of the children. Results of some investigations
have yielded changes in methods or techniques which acknowledge the
value of the work done by the pupils. The skills which form part
of such a curriculum are, for example, the skills of information
collection, use) presentation and evaluation, (Brake, 1980), the skills
of experimentation, the skills of cooperation and responsibility, and,
in general, the skills of problem a.lving. Not enough is knownabout
the generation of problem solving abilities although it is clear that
they are pivotal to social functioning both at a general and particular
level. However, there is an acknowledgement by many decision-makers
that these abilities are the ones which would be most valuable to their
citizens and much interest is evidenoed in the recent research literature
in attempts better to understand problem solving and ascertain its
teachability. In recent years, attempts to improve problem solving
performance have relied upon programmes involving small groups engaged
with real problems.** A few programmes have attempted to isolate some
of the skills of problem solving and .look at methods for developing
those skills. (Burton, 1980). There is general acknowledgement that
problem solving cannot be improved in isolation from problems and that
means teaching methodology which en&aees pupils in investigative
education.
* Programmesof this kind have been developed by the Unified Science
and Mathematics in the Elementary School programme, :Boston, U.S.A.
Scuola Media Tasso di Rama, Italy, Instituut voor Ontw1kkeling
van het Wiskunde Ondervijs, The Netherlands, and, to some extent,
by the Science Fair competition organised by the :British :Broadcasting
Commission, U.K. A Course for teachers called Maths Across the
Currioulum, to encourage this form of le~ vas launched by
The OpenUniversity (1980).
** Such techniques as Syneotics and :Brainstorming use small, involved
structured groups. Also, the Creative Behaviour Programmedeveloped
by Pames at Buffalo State University, B.Y., U.S.A.
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Teacher Education
If the changes which are envisaged in the two seotions above are to
have any possibility of developing,1he key lies with the teachers.
If one assumes that the teachers are anxious to execute their
responsibilities in the most effective way, then their failure to do
so, where there is such failure, rests in the constraintlil which lie on
them. To release the teachers from ~;heBeconstraints, wherever
possible, ls both a structural and an educative procedure. As already
discussed, nm.chcan be accomplished by so altering the structures
within which the teachers can operate that their vulnerability is
reduced and their confidence increased. There is, for example, no
evidence to suggest that in the years after the abolishing of' the
eleven plus examination in England, standards in primary schools f'e1l.
(Report by H.M.I, 1978). But the removal of the examination constraint
allowed teachers greater freedom if they wanted to broaden the curriculum,
introduce discovery methods and follow up areas ot interest with their
pupils. Whereteachers have continued to teach in the sameway, after
the removal of the examination oonstraint, it is their ohoice in the
belief that this is the most eff'ective we::! of teaching. If this is
not BO, the teachers need to be oonvinced of the validity of the
research advocating change through programmesof in-service education
and through the media. In an atmosphere of' change, a we11-deve1oped
pre-service training course supports and encourages the in-service work.
For a long time, teacher education was seen as the educating of'
the teacher in the sense that the prospective teacher was sent to a
school to learn. Conventionally, that 1eaming was described in
terms of' the disciplines seen to impinge on the educational process,
psychology, sociology, philosophy and history. Usually, students
were offered the opportlmity to take their own learning f'urther in
one or two particular disciplines and courses would also include units
on teaching methodology. The opportunity to practioe teaching in a
classroom was also built in to a greater or less degree in most oourses.
It is clear that a oourse oomprising discrete units ot the kind mentioned
is oonstruoted very muchalong similar lines to those the student has
experienced at school with theoretical learning with subject boundaries
being presented to a largely passive audience. Tbe hidden ourriculum
continues with its messageunchanged. Success lies in memorising
certain inf'ormation in order to pass written examination in discrete
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subjects. If there is a practical teaching element it is separate
from the theoretical and requires little display of synthesis or analysis
of theory and practice together. The assumption is that the theoretical
learning will provide a relevant input to the knowledge and consequent
behaviour of the prospective teacher which will be evidenced in his
teaching. For many students this assumption seems to have little
basis in reality.
In the context of this study, what attitudes, values and behaviours
,,5.1.1be displayed by an effective teacher? Amongstthe most important
are:
1. The teacher will recognise that he serves as a model to the
child and that all his behav~our is being monitored. He therefore
needs an ability to be self-analytical in order to question the
validity and consistency of his behaviour with his demandson his
pupils.
2. The teacher will aclmowledge that children develop through
different cognitive, affective and psycho-motor stages at different
rates. He therefore needs to be able to recognise these stages in
individual children in order to adjust the demands of learning
appropriately.
3. The teacher will know from his ownlearning experience that,
without motivation, learning is extremely difficult and retention
problematic. Since motivation is personal, he will look for suitable
mechanismsfor involving pupils in their ownlea.:ming.
4. The teacher will establish an atmosphere of inter-personal
respect which will enable ea.ch partiCipant in the leaming programme
to be acknowledged for his contribution and the group to function
supportively and effectively.
5. The teacher will attach a high value to innovation and
creativity when it is appropriate while, equally, safeguarding those
aspects of trad1 tional practice which continue to be appropriate. Thus
human development viII be displayed for the pupils as a process of
continual change and consolidation.
6. The teacher will be aware of long-term educational aims as
well as shorter-term learning objectives. The long-term aims will
include the experiences which have been listed in this study tmder the
headings participation and social mobilisation and to which reference
i
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was mn.de in the section on the curriculum. Opportunities viII
consequently be provided as frequently as possible for pupils to
accept and exert responsibility, cooperate, develop information skills,
explore the humanand natural. environment, develop investigatory
tecl'll1~ques,and so on.
7. The teacher will establish close, reciproca.l relationships with
his colleagues, the parents ot the pupils, and the memberoof the
commtmityso that there is a frameworktor communicationand support
providing addition~l resources.
~cese seven points have implications tor the pre-service teacher
teaching programme. Theywill be examinedin turn.
1. To develop an ability to be critically selt-analytical, the
prospective teacher needs analytical and self-critical eX]eriences.
In the teaching group, sessions may be held regularly in which teaching
behaviours are viewed on film, videotape , or vi thin the group in
question, and analysed in terms ot the hidden curriculum lee..:.-ning.
Accepted teaching practices, such as questi~answer techniques, or
the use of reinforcement exercises, should be queried tor their objectives,
use and hidden learning in order that they maybe used thoughtfully.
Groupsessions of students can be asked to compareand an~lyse their
experiences of teachers they like~disl1ked, subject~ th~learnt/failed
to learn, memoriesof pleasure/pain in sch~.,l in order to build up a
profile of functional behaviours and to sensitize them to the likely
experiences of the pupils they will teach. The effects of arrangements
of the classroom, tor examplefurniture, can be investigated by
observing different classrooms or, as an exercise, re-arranging a
classroom physically and analysing the consequences. The student
teacher should frequently be asked to query himself as to bis motives,
objectives and values as he experiences his course. (See, tor example,
Simonet al, 1978 I 13/27).
2. Not only does the prospective teacher need theoretical understand-
ing of children's developmentbUt he needs the practical skills of
applying that understanding to children in the classroom. The use of
objective testing, the many forms of diagnosis available to teachers,
knowledgeof their purpose, application, shortcomin8s, and the meaning
of results, should be an important part of any curriculum training
teachers. This knowledgeneeds to be applied in practice so that the
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prospective teacher has experienced the difficulties and constraints
in administering such tests and is sensitised to search for the kind
of information tests do not provide. The presentation of such
objective tests as part of a pre-service course should always be
associated with the appropriate level and content of subject matter
so that the prospective teacher learns to adjust the content to the
developmentof tile child.
3. An exploration of motivation can be an extension of 8e1£-
analysis as well as formpart of a child study. The studentshould
also be encouragedto read accounts by teachers of their classroom
e~riences. (See Bream, 1970; Holt, 1964; Kohl, 1976; Stubbs &
Delamont, 1976). Particular tasks should be undertaken with small
groups of children to observe their motivational effects.
4. Self-respect, inter-personal respect, self-discipline end group
organisation are all componentsof the olassroom atmosphere.
Prospective teachers will achieve professional self-respect through
feeling competentand confident to fulfil their role. To this end,
their training must provide eno\l8hof a basis to enable them to
function effectively in terms of the content they will be teaching
while, at the sametime, establishing an attitude of expected life-
long learning through their professional contacts as \lell as thr9U.f?htheir
pupils. Teachers whoacknowledgethat they gain from contact with
their pupils viII respect and encourage them. Student teachers
should be asked to identify their own learning needs end to translate
these to the olassroom. They should becomefamiliar with techniques
tor generating trust and self-discipline in pupils. Theywill be
helped in this by the kinds of structural changes suggested above.
5. Student teachers will require experience themselves of
experimentation and they will also have to acquire the kinds of
problem-solving skills which it is hoped that they will develop in
their pupils. Muchot their oourse time should, consequently, be
spent in workshopactivities in which they acquire 1nformation in an
investigation modethemselves and then critically examinetheir own
exper1Bnces. The teaching of art and craft, and environmental studies
both provide excellent media for the juxtaposition of innovation and
tradition. :Butthis aspect needs to be drawnout rather than left
inexplici tly part of the hidden ourriculum.
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6. Learning to stipulate education objectives and to assess wen
and 'lmderlIhat conditions they have been met is an important component
of an education programme. Not all learning can be put in objectives
terms but a lot more learning wouldbe facilitated if it were so done.
Ome the nature and function of the hidden curriculum has been discussed
with the student teachers, objectives should be formulated and then
educational practice analysed for its consistency witL them. Most
important is for a teacher to ti.eve1opwhat :Brameldcalled a 'unifying
theory' which is a
"philosophy of education that can provide
integration and direction." (1965: 201).
7. The relationships between the teacher and colleagues, parents,
and the communitywill be facilitated by the structural changee
suggested but student teachers should be encouraged to see their role
as cooperative rather than individual and to view themselves and
consequently everyone else in the environment as a resource for the
learning of their pupils. Exercises in team teaching, group work,
subject leading, projects and so on should all give experience in the
many forms which are available for teachers to cooperate and collaborate
with others.
Throughoutthis discussion, emphasis has been laid on group discussion
and analysis as a methodof training student teachers. This is partly
in order to establish consistency between their patterns of leaming and
the pa.tterns which they will initia.te in the classroom. It
is also to make clear that productive learning is most often not
individual but arises tram the interaction ot the individual with
others and that muchmorewill be gained trom teacher education courses
that start trom where the students are and develop their material
thrOU8hthe students, than by imposingpatterns of leaming on the
students whichreflect constricted syllabi and a fragmented view of
education.
Adult education
If changedattitudes and behaviours are to be introduced into
schools, the validity of those changes needs to be accepted and
supported by the communityat large. For too many adults, the criteria
of excellence in schooling is the degree of correspondencewith their
own experience. It they had no, or little, formal. schooling, with
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which to compare, they may have recourse to the current stereotype
or, alternatively, reject the school's influence. In either case,
the adult communityis out of sympatlywith the school. In these
circumstances, adult education through as many different channels
as possible is a vital componentof educational change and hence
political development.
With thf; implementation of structural changes such as have been
suggested above, adults will be draw in to the orbit of the school
and becomeinvolved with the problems and decisions. With a clo£e
working relationship developing between the communityand the school,
parents end communitymembersin general will begin to appreciate what
the school is attempting and, themselves, will a!fect the aims and
objectives thro1l8htheir discussions with staff. This is one aspect
of adult educa11on which should not be neglected.
The educative side of adult education should continue alongside
conventional schooling, using the facilities and resources of the
school wherever possible. Somecountries, like Tanzania, are using
their able older pupils to act as tutors in literacy or other adult
education pr~grammes. Fromthe point of view of political development,
education ca.mpa!ensand programmescan be constructed with the aims
of participation, social mobilisation and reduced vulnerability constant~
in mind. This is particularly important where the adults are e.1ready
lacking confidence in their learning ability because of their previous
formal learning experience. ~ literacy campaigns, from those
developed by Frei1"&'in Brazil, to that developed in Britain in recent
years, have recognised the need to have materials which engage the
interest and ideas of the learners. This is the application to
adults of the sameideas of relevance end involvement in leaxning
applied to the children above. The need for continuation materials
which encour8€9 the new literate to maintain and apply his skill is an
extension of the idea of applicability of learning.
"Literacy must ••• becomepart of a wider :response to
adult basic needs." *
* Literacy triumphs set against need to widen service, report in
TheTimesHigher Educational Supplement, 29.9.78, of Adult
Literacy 1977/78: .A RemarkableEducational Advance,HeM.S.O.
and Adult Literacy: A study of its impact, by Jones, H.A., and
Charnley, A.H., National Institute of Adult Education, 1978.
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Adult education, or continuing education as it is sonet1mes
called, should not be regarded as a stop-gap measure, or a means to
reclress earlier disadvantages. Continuing education is a richt ~d.
interest for adults as well as children and opportunities should reflect
the needs end demands of the local co~~ity. If the local community
recognises a need for literacy classes, these should be available.
Equally a demand for technical or craft classes should be met. At
the same time, the existence of an adult education framework provides
the opportunity for oentral decisions about programmes Which are seen
to be beneficial to the general public or meeting a nation-wide
expression of need. It is clear that Tanzania has gone a long way in
its adult education programme to implement ~ philosophy.
"Adult education has at the very least been able to
nationalize access to .written informction and thereby
to reduce one of the most fundamental inequalities in
the country. It is still too early to quantify the
extent to which, through heightened appreciation of the
need for social change and receptivity to new ideas
and techniques, this has turned into regional
development. However, by mobilising vast numbers of
citizens in a system of national learning adult
education has almost certainly expanded self-awareness,
self-confidence and practical understanding. This
has laid the foundation for the kind of mean1ng:ful
and dispersed participation in village government
which is envisaged in the five committee structure
through which most villages operate and for the
increased productivity on which theirimproved
well-being depends." (Court & Xlnyanjui, 1978 : 60).
These fou:r mechanisms, structures, the curriculum, teacher
education and adult education, are suggested as the most effective YaJ'
in which the political development aims of a society can be implemented
through the educational system. This study has demonstrated that
political developnent, as defined bere, is impeded by many current
practices in the educational system. Far tram the socialising propensit,r
of the school being exploited to support and develop the attitudes
and practices seen to be valuable to society, this study has shown
that the behaviours, values and attitudes displayed throU8h the bidden
curriculum most trequent~ run counter to those declared desirable. It
is the conclusion of this s~ that continual exhortation to schools,
pupils and society in general to 'make education meaningful' is itself
meaningless in the absence of an attempt to introduce consistency between
declared intentions and actual experiences. General proposals have
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been made for the kind of changes, sometime comparatively simple and
straightforward, sometimes much more complex, which would move the
educational experience into a pattern of behaviour which reflects
social and political aspirations. High participation, high social
mobilisation and low vulnerability are not simply dimensions of a
theoretical model which has been generated here from academic
literature. They are equally to be found in the real demands mad"
by people in all societies and reflected in. the policy speeches anl
documents of decision-makers and their agencies throughout the world.
This study began with three substantive hypotheses: education is
a vehicle for transmitting aspects of political development; the
education service as currently conceived and implemented largely ignores
this function; as a result of this failure to plan positively for the
impact of education on political development, the impact is frequently
counter to that advocated and/or desired by decision-makers. Once
political development had been modelled and the dimensions were both
generalisable and culture-free, education was analysed on the same
dimensions. Discrepancies were then revealed, for the individual,
and consequently for society, between the provision and experience of
education and political development. The explanation for these
discrepancies was sought in the effects of the hidden curriculum. The
impact of education on political development was then shown to be as
dependent upon the hidden as the formal curriculum. The hidden
curriculum, in practice, is poorly defined and its inputs and effects
not well recognised. Hence, the final part of the Conclusion made
some suggestions for ways in which the hidden curriculum could be
analysed and exposed so that its impact could become a positive
contribution to political development.
This study has ranged widely, both in time, and space. The
impact of education on political development is of interest, whatever
the political value system. Further, the lmma.n needs and values which
define political development and provide the theoretical base for the
recommendations contained in this study are universal and will be
pursued by individuals and communities whatever the political structure
or value system of the societies in Which they live. Values and striving
to achieve satisfaction of needs, that is, the desire for political
development, seems to be a common feature across societies despite
differences in their economic levels. The individual's political
development can be supported and encouraged through the educational
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system. The model provides a framework and a conceptual language
through which political development needs can be matched to socio/
political structures and processes. Here, then, is a tool which
enables a correspondence to be made between the needs, behaviours,
experience, values of individuals, and those of roles and organisations;
and, therefore, between political development and education. A
meens by which change and individual/societal interaction C(,!l be
assessed continuously is available.
"It would seem therefore that af;ancies of change in
order to be effective must be inv'olved in a continuous
two-way process, at all levels, and so must all their
personnel ••• This two-way process must moreover
operate at the value level as well as at the pragmatic.
Thus, agents of change have first to respect the values
and beliefs of those whom they are sent to change and
to accept them as valid for those persons in their
present position. In order to do this they not only
have to know what the values are but must try to
understand what they mean to those who bold them."
(Jellicoe, 1978 : 361).
If we accept the hypothesis that the ~uit of certain values and needs
is part of what it means to be a human being, and that development
achieves meaning only when related to this, and, further, if we accept
that education has the possibility of promoting this development, then
establishing the links between the two is not dependent upon cultural
or value orientations but is a necessary contribution to personal
and societal growth.
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